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ABSTRACT
This study is focused on organizational and

procedural aspects of the Construction Systems Program (CSP), a
developmental/demonstration project. The report is'',derived
principally from practical observations by 42 active participants
(architects, engineers, contraptors, construction'manages, owners

. staff) in a four-ithool pilot program. Also included are diagrams
v that analyze; (1) overall program or4anization,,(2)-dOument -

preparation,'and (3) construction scheduling experienCe. Other graphs
and tables plot-construction cost experience. This report directs its
research to the concerns of various categories of participants
through folar major phases of building: (1) design an organiZation,
(2) documentation and bidding, (3) control of time and,honey, and (4)
management of construction operations. Particulareipha4s is given
to problems of contractual relationships andprofessional
responsibilities as influenced by the techniques of systems building.
The report concludes with recommendations, p#rticOlaily for ownejs
utilizing the new methods.:*(Author./MItF)
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-Fuhlished'by"DetroLt Public Schools, Office of
School Housing, January 1975, '162 pp.

Allitracts

This study is focused worganizatidhal and procedural
aspects dfltheConstrucilon Systems Program (CSP), a

,developmental /demonstration project co-sponsored by
e Detroit Public Schoals,and Educational Facilities
ratoriea, Inc.% New York City.

The repgrt'is deriV';9 principally from practical obser-
vations by 42 1ctive participants (architects, engineers,
Contractors, construction managers, owner's staff) in a
,foUr school pilot program cal).ed "CSP-1." Also included
are diagrams, which Alyze: 1) overall program oziane
Azation, 2:document preparation, 3) -construction
schedulingliexperience. Other graphs and tables plot
construction cost expekiance.-

An4irlier euhlicatien thssessmeilt of CSP, Richard L.
"-Featherstone, Michigan State University, 1972) used
statistical comparisons to show that the diverse

"approaChes employed had signilicantly'reduced costs
and time from conventional constructica ,while
providg.qUality of schOol Euildingi. Tetfihiques have

%O.

included: .1i industrialized subsystems, 2) perform-- ,
ance specifications, 3) bulle.bidding, 4) phased

51managrent contrActing, 6) expanded scheduling.
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The current report diffeeta itsresearChto the =cams
of various cgtegoriee9f pditicipantq through fot&
major phasea.of buildings 1), design & bretnization,

2) docqmetitatibn & bidding, 3) rgntrol of time & money,
.4) management:Of construction operations. Particu v
Jar emphasis iegiverpteproblems of contractual
relationships and professional responsibilities as
influenced by the techniques of systems building.

'The report concludes with reconmendationakparticu.
early for owhers utilising the new methods.
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The work of ethe Construction Syptems Prbcgam hap given us en-

couragement as we strive to solve,our Many prbblems in creating :

renewed and improved facilities for-tgbusands of students. NPY
hurdles remain, particularly in th4 period of unprecedented in-!

flaticn; however, we believe wehave developed methods and infor-
matian,%useful'in controlling costs and accelerating construction

time; Our CSP-1 pil$t program experience will permit us to apply
the successful features of systeMs and madagement.technologies to

' -subsecnient programs, thereby aiding amortization of investm90
while upgrading educational environment.

,

-
,

We hqpe this proceipural analysis, which is base44primarily on

practical P4r-ticipant views; be useful not only in Detroit
but May be of benefit foimcitieP.and school..districts confront-

ing s4milar problemb elsewhere.
A

Dr. Alvin G. Skelly, Deputy Superintendent. ,
Office of School Housing, Detroit Public Schools
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FOCUS {of This REPORT:.

N
Lowered enrollments have eased the crisis, but planners know '

the,roblems have not diminished. In cities likeDetroit,
inhere certain oldersecondaryschools provide only half the'
space.kr-pupil of newer suburban schools, the patteof,
deprivation is sustained,and serious. Just keeping up with,
replacement'of obsolete and'unsafe facilitiesnot to mention
needed expansion for newand improved curriculum-- seems .lm-
possible within present or anticipated economic resources. Yet,

responsible schoolboards, administrators, anit planners mist
keep trying to upgrade the educational environment for every ,

student now inadequately housed.

In 1969,, Detroit organized the Construction Systems Program °

(CSP) in'an effort to cope with certain of its school building
cost/tiMe/qdalityeproblems. The program included a successful
"'four-school demonstration project called "CSP-1" whicwas
evaluated in a 1972 publication,, "An AssessMent of the Detroit
Public Schools Constructin SystemsProgram," by Richard-C.
'Featherstone, Ph.D., Michigan State University. That document
primarily used statistical comparisons to show that. the diverse
new approaches employed by ESP-1 hail: 1) reducedsarientional.
construction time by'44 pertent, 2) reduced conventional con-
struction costs by 14 'percent, 3) - improved quality by providing.

air conditioned, highly fle4ble space. '

...The "Assessment'T was tt welcome and useful summary Of accohtp-'
lishments and ideas; however, it was not intended to be(a' "how
to" book. It did not attempt to probe thecomplex.concernS
of building professionals regarding specific techniques'and
Contractual relationships. thit follow-up study was -.
conceived as an organizational and tiocedural aiialysis of.
architectural, engineering, and busineds aspects intrinsic to
multi-million dollar sthool construction projects. .

Because. people are needed to M'ake things happen, this report
focusegon and in f6Ct, derives from-- the concerns of
individuals who were actively engagedisnorganizing,, designing,
bidding, constructing, and supervising the_CSP-1 schools% Al-
though directed toward "building profestional'sa that,term is
emphatically interpreted to include the "Owners" who assemble
the building team and who are at the heait of the contractual..
r'elatiodships. Only b/concerted4mprovements in the perfor-
mance of many participants will urban schools be able to cope
with their vast backlog of crowded and 'deficient facilities.
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CSP EXP. RIgNCE:. .

t7c, -
,...

..
1. iDefinin Dttroitts Facility'Needsi. i , I,

.
,./

The Construction, Systems Program (CSPY/was organ ted to deal with

the particular need of Detroit for sp" ialized-use additions to

ic
secondary schools: All;Detroit seco,aar schOols ate seriously
overcrowded 'on the basis of stattwi e'sfandards. Some buildings

are obsolete,_but there are many s;ibstanti"al older st,,,ictures

ohichwithin their rigid architectUre can accommodate .academic
2.classrooms, offices, ee'oetera. !There iS,hoWever; a great need
for expanded curricula in vocatiOnal-technical subjects. Archi-
tecturally, this requirement tr'nslates into 1r, 2-, and 3-story
wide-span variable-space addit onswith flexible services, adapt-

, able to changing needs for sh ps, 14oratories, art, homemaking,
,ond music rooms,. Often then is a need for additional or improved .

- supplemental services, suchas kitchens and dining facilities. - I

These requirements constitUte a more complex, highly-serviced,
and more expensive buildibg .type than s-and64WcadeMic classrodMs'

,

or open space instrugtional'area.

The original proposal'for CSP described the twin dilemmas of ris-
-ing cOs`_,,and slower%construction time. 'Costs for conventionally-
designed permanent- buildings had risen 100 percent in the preccing

i. years. Construction time had.increase00 percent .in the t.arle

period. These.dual'aspects.were inter-related, and they combined
to create serious,problems for a school district which spujht to
be responsive to community needs.'

t

2. Outlining'a *stems Program: 4

Based on adliice received from several consultant sources and from
investigations of.experiences in other cities,'Detroit oUtlined a
prognim that was largely derivatiye in objectives ancyllethods from
predecessor programs in the United.States:and Canada initiated by
Educational Facilities Labbratories,, Inc. (EFL), New York City.
EFL was established by the:Ford Foundation to encourage research
in all areas' relative to,improfing learning environments. Like
the prior programs, CSP was aided by EFL and, like the others
iticalled itself a "syrtems" program. The term !'systems," most

commonly defined as "an interdependent group of items formiq: a.
unified whole," has been interpreted to pertain not only to the

parts of constructiOn butto its process.

Cie of'she first CSP activities was the formation'of an advisory'
committee. (Refer to''roster qn page viii.) This group ofeprcifes:

sionals from governnent, education, and the construction industry
provided direction and assistance throughout the oirganizational
phases. Becauc2 CSP. has been a pltif-project coopbrative effort,
there have beeh many additional contatts between, representatives,
.)

1:2
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of contractors, supplierS, aenufacturers, regulatory agency-offi-
cials, and others. uhe of the major benefits of CSP has been its
function as a foruF, for diverse groups to interactsand exchange-
ideas. ,

3. Initiating a Demonstration. Project:._ _

after early discussion about the size of an initial project and
the market potential required to interest industty in an innovative
technological response, the CS? Advisory Committee recommended a
"two-track" program, of which the first track pilot project would .

be of relatively modest size. Four projects were desighated for
the pilot program -- all specialized -use additiOns to secondary
schools. They were to range in size from 44,000 to 105,900 zquare
feet, 'and aggregated to .8,000 square feet in area. Four,,prchi-
tects had already been, separately commissioned, butthey agreea to
work cooperatively, and they participated-in subsequent decisiOns,
on. bow the program was to ,be accomplished. After sort. analysis,
they decided!, to base ,the systemization of components on five st :b-

systemrs: 1) Structure, 2)-Atnosphere,(HVAC), 3) Lighting-Ceiling,
4)4 Interior Space Division: 5). Vertical Skin. The architedts also
agreed to work within a common Modular design discipline. ;,1though '

performance specifications for the five subsystems Were derivatie
from the, Toronto systems program called "Study of EdUcational //
Facilities" (SEF), they were extensively revised for Det -it ni.?eds
and Detrpit area codes. Bidding %echniques used in Detroit were
aifferert from Toronto's, and more ,closely resembled those of the,
State of Florida's , "Schoolhouse Systems Program" '(S.SP).

4. Bidding the Work:

Five subsystem contract awards, totaling $4.1 million, were rade.
in March pf 1971'1 Two. subsequent biddinu phases resulted in con-,
tracts for an additional $7.4 million of -"nonsystems," which 1,n--
cluded separate :Substructure, and conventionally-organized_wotk
categories .Building, iechanic.p., Electrical), plus three equip-
meet contracts. The "nonsystems".also included alterations to
existing buildings and some site work. By August Of 1971, $11.5
'million in contracts had been awarded to twelve prime contracLors,\
all of whom worked on all four sites' more or less dimultaneously.
Contracts for the four schools totaled about:three percent below
what Was considered a. very tight budget. Subsystem bidding came
in more than 10 percent below esti.::aes. Nonsystems bids came-in
about 10 percent over estimates, and some arts were made in altu-
ations v.ork a; two existing buildings. Jetailed costs .are inrdate
form and diagrams on pages 99 through 113 ofthi. report. Other
comparative cost information appears in the next. section,
"B. Assessment of P.ilot Program."

4
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5. Work:

Aithough began with the expectation of ,having a generalscon-

, tractor assigned contracts and an 'overall coordinative managerial
4 4

, responsibj.lity," it was decided to experiment by commissioning a
"Management Contractor" to assume this responsibility. Requests

-for proposals were sought from, several types of organizations,

but .the Tim selected was an independent affiliate of an'estab-
righeddeneral.cohtractipg firm. They manned four sites, handling
full-time &Ipervisory end expediting responsibilities, but doing
no actual bkiiaging, serving asan "owiTe-,s.agen" in a profes-
,sionalcapac#Y fora lump' sum fee. The service was limited in

.duration to the actual Construction period, and limited in scope
because basbas'ft scheduling o estimating, and cost control duties were

handled by a separately,coEmissioned consultant. Partly because
of the somewhat restricted nature of the responsibilities,, the
designptioN "Management Contractor" was used, rather than the nor,
common ter:r. "Construction Manager." Additional background and dis-
cussion of these services are included as major sections of this
teport.

B.. ASSESSMEN-Lof PILOT PROGRAM:

1. Measuring 08jectives:.

1 Some months before the completion of the C6P-1 schools, a study
.was initiated which 1cd to the presentation to the Detroit Board
of Education in September, 1972, just as the additions werf being
occuped, of a report by Dr. Richard L. Featherstone of Lichigan
State Uniyersity. .Called an. Assessment, t*. document leas, essm-

a'measure of how successfully the program had met ,

three oviginally-stated basic objectives:

a) reduce construction time, ,

b) reduce conqruction costs,
.

r) maintain or improve quality of buiadings.

'The report aWilyzed the objectives b.2 tabulating com;,arative
statistics with re:Ci/pt equivalent conventiond,Aly designei anc
built Detroit Scl.00ls (i.e., siTilar-sized specialized-use addi-
tions to se.conciai/,:ichools) where the factors c6uld be quantifiec.
The S1 -page document included, i.n. aedition to background informa-

tion, a r-imb,-± of observations and recommendations too lengthy to
re -ort ii.,wev'r, primary conclusions; appear in the next.

. 5-
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paragraph. i% synopsis of'the "Assessment" appeaied in the Council
of Educational. Facilities Planners Journal for December, 19721,
(pp. 8-11).

2. Stating the Conclusions:

The "Assessment," stated that the objectives had been net. Briefly,
the conclusions' were reporteeas follows:

1) Savings of about.44 percent in time over selected similkr
recent Detroit school projects;

b) Savings of about "14 percent in 'costs over selected similar
recent betroit school projects.

In regard to the third objective ("to maintain or improve quality"),
,the rerOrt pointAid out that the conventionally designed and built,-
schools used as a comparison were not air-conditioned, while the
(25?-1 schools -were. Also, the "i.ssessment" emphasized the much
greater flexibility of CS?-1 buildings because of their relocat-
ability of partitioning lighting, air supply and airy return.
Enhanced by flexibility, the report stated, "C51,-1 projects are
likely to be more functiona1 as Educational programs And teaching
methods chance in the future."

C. APPROACH to STUDY
J

1. Viewing Total Process:

yihen the original C5t proposal document was prepared in 1369, it ,/
included a commitment to conclude the dt.monstraEion project with

-a-PIechnicalevaluatlon." .Na* types of evaluative research could
be beneficial in helring organize subsequent,building programs,
for example: a) measures of how successfully C5?-1 schools net .

environmental criteria (thermal, auditory, photometric, etc.), or
b) measures of attitudinal response fron.C51--1 school users
(students, teachers, community, etc.) This study, however, .has
concentrated on analyzing-the total process of getting schools
built, rather than evaluating the final product./

Nuch of the impfitus for this particular type of investigation
came from "Building !Systems Information Clearinghouse" (LSIC/EFL).,
eenlo California. Working closely with its parent brganiza-

, tion, Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. (EFL) in New York
City, 85IC/EFL convened directors of six :;FL-sponsored systems
prograns in 1972.. nt the initial - meeting, _Alan C. Green,

6
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Secretary-Treasurer of EFL, spoke of the "need to identify the"or-
ganizational aspects of systems programs" as an aid in replicating
similar programs in other locations or situations. The directors
concluded that the most effective method to accomplish the objec:
tive was to focus in'a highly analytical way on the process'Of--.
betting schoo1.s constructed. AlthOugh originally visualized as a
cooperative investigation of several programs in the United States
and Canada, the work came to be concentrated on Detroit's CSP-1
schoolsiHowever, it has retained the concept that the overall

- process is relevant elsewhere; and not just for systems buildings,
but for building programs everywhere.

2. Explaining the Research' Method:
.

The study has been based primarily on interviews with 42 partici-

, pants in the CSP-1 program: a) owner administrators, staff and

consultants', b) commissioned architects, c) consulting engineers,

d) management contractor. personnel, e) contractor representatives,-
including manufacturers, supPliers, and contractor's engineers.
(Refer to roster on'page ix.) Each of tne interviewees was Selected

) as having an. active and interested role. Obviously,'some were much
more involved than others; for only a few participants was CS' 1

their sole responsibility during their active period. Two repre-
sentatives were selected from each of the four architectural firms.
Generally, one was invblved with design and one with construction _

phases. Under Detroit's professional contracts arrangement, engineers
',are consultant to the architects. However, they were interviewed as
an autonomous category in order to identify their particular concerns.

.

In order to encourage forthright answers, intera/iewees were assured
'ihat"their replies would be reported anonymou4y, although identi-
fied by broad category of primary concern. With the exception of
three .participants who were not personally accessible and who re-

plied to- written questionnaires, interviews were tapecrecorded with
permission. Later, their commentary ms summarized in written form,
And the tapeS were erased. Although all interviewees were asked
certain of.tne same representalive questions, the foremat was in-
formal and Openeaded. Interviewees. were encouraged to volunteer

Comments and suggestions, and most hadmUch to say. A typical
interview lasted three hours and Comprised perhaps 15,000 words.
Sections II through V summarize the ideas and opinions in abbre-
viated form,' sometimes parased for brevity or clarity. A
conscientious effort has been made to present the responses as
accurately ,as possible.

Summarizing .the Data:
-

-

In order to help the interviewees reconstruct and. expand their own.
thoughts, Summaries of scheduling and cost,expe4ence data had been

7
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prepared and were available for review by interviewees involved '

with those aspects. This same scheduling and Cost Information
is inckaded in graph form in the body of this report. In the
interview process, special emphasis was given to probing aspects

. new to the owners experience in'CS2- 1, such as: a) industrial-
ization, b) performance specifications, 'c) bulk bidding;
d) phased bidding, e) management contracting, f) expanded
network scheduling; Other topics were simultaneously explored,
such asy a) Supervision of construction, profe*Ssional re-
sponsibilitieS, c) payment procedures, d),cdgt control,
3) regulatory agency relationships, et cetera. Using a research
.methqdology loosely termed, "content- analysis," the interviewees'
responses'Asere categorized into 19 topics and fUrther categor-
ized by elespwandent ciassification.-' With each topic there are,

.typically, two representative questions: a) HoW did it work?
b) How can it be done better another time? In other words,
analysis and recommendation. The predominant view is that of
-non-owner participants but, finally, in Section VI, an attempt
is made to summarize the total procesi from the owner's
perspective

_

A summary view of the overall time span appears immediately
following this section. (Refer to "Schedule of Program Organizaz.
tion in Relatiop to CSP-1 Construction Phases," page 9.) Because
CSP has been a developmental effort with long range goals, its
organizational aspects were extended. _Subsequent demonstration
projects will eliminate or abbreviate as unnecessary many organ-
izational phases. However, this comprehensive schedule will help
the reader to-identify the sequence of major events and the
sevgral levels of simultaneous activity necessary to keep par-.
ticipants and process in cadence.

O
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II. A. ADAPTING to DIVERSE ATTITUDES:

1. Background:

In CSP-1 the roles of all participants changed considerably. 'For
the owner's staff, CSP became a new appendage. For'architects and
.engineers, CSP meant less autonomy. For the management'personnel,
it involved pioneering in a\professional Category almost completely
new to them, although all had prior construction contracting ex-

perienCe. For the contractors, most of whom had been subcontractors
or suppliers, A was new to' e a "prime contractor" in a direct
relationship with the owner.

2. ?epresentative Questions:
4

d. What was the general attitude or feeling toward the CSP-1
'schools within your office?'

b. How did the workon CSP projects compare in difficulty
with a more typical school?

3. Responses of Owner Administrators, Staff & Consultants:

All attributed to themselves a generally positive view of the CSP

endeavor. Most, however, attributed negative attitudes to partic-
ular.others within their own organization. In speaking of others,

they described a varied response, tand used such adjectives as
""bitter," "accepting,". "resentful." bine said:

Attitudes within the School Housing Division.varied among
departments from acceptance to skepticism to opposition. -
Broader staff participation should be encouraged another
time.

In regardsto'the difficulty of CSP projects, nearly all mentioned
favorable aspects:

6 More early problems, but fewer crises finally. 1

Fewer problems because of more consultant help.

e- No more problems On CSP-1, but ownec gets more involved
because he is midwife to four diffeAnst akchitects.

I

In final analysis., CSP-1 probably took less owner admin-
istration-time than normally.

13
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CSP-1 a sound investment because most aspects can be picked
up and used quickly ageidon future pkojects.k 0

4. ;Responses o¢ Project Architects:

None of the architect interviewees admitted personal or outright
opposition to the approach; however, a majority epressed some
disapproval:

Early enthusiasm faded to discouragement because of
limitations on-ae'sthetics of design'.

Interestand beneficial learning prIcess died because of.
laborious administratiye-process.

Educating bUt.frustrating.

Ego deflating.
. e .

Two viewed thAr experience more cheerfully:

e Eager to start. Ltarned pitfalls. It is a
way to buildr_and we are still enthusiastic. .way

,

t

new and exciting

I

,

Apprehensive, but positive. No objection to overallmethod.
Design approach required'more,creativit and ingenuity.

-
The architects were about evenly dizyided on the problem aspects:

1.*

No more difficult, but more complex and frustrating ben
cause of standards imposed by system.

Requires greater expenditure by architect.
,

'but more administration.

Basic job easier because of fewer details.
,longer,' but it went smoother.

'Mote time and effort required. .Regular approach prefe rred.
: .

e UneasineSs and unsureness.on everyonels'part caused (Mays,
, but Itd_lake to do anothet.

:,o

We are usipg this approach on our subsequent work for
other clichis,..

Lest detailing,

Took a little

14
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5. Response of Project engineers:

They expressed attitudes as follows:.

Initially po'sit0e; then deteriorated. Could not move
-atleaci as quickly as hoped because of.number of partici-
pants and uncertainty of responsibilities.

Very enthubed in beginning by elpllenge of new methods.

'Initially doubtful. As we got into it, we saw it could
be done.'- Attitude remained positive until scheduling
pressures built up at end of Sob.

a

We were a bit negative during aesign,phase, buthivello-
gripes financially. We anticipate improvement next time.

,

Two of these engineers,described their difficulties thus:

* CSP-1 more complicated and time consuming than conven-
tional projects.

, .

Systems work was less difficult,: non-systems work was
moredifficult primarily because of alterations.

t

6., Response. of Management Contractor Personnel:
.1

All, of the management contractor personnel expressed support for
the CSP approach:

Attitude very favorable to concept.

.41 Step in right direction.

. As a Detroit taxpayer, I feel it's a very worthwhile
program. Good organizatidn and personnel.

Most recounted some problems:

J Difficult because of arrogance bf a number of contractors.

Building time was faster, but having four different
architects created unusual difficulties.

Too much paper work.

Some architects earnest and sincere; one disinterested.

Lots ofi problems and misunderstandings .that,could-bere-
duced another time.

t .10.;

Faster, but more difficult because of newness.

15
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NotIs difficult-as a normal jog..
. ,

7. Responses'of Contractor Retresentatives:

Virtually all the respondents An 'this category described their
attitudes affirmatively:

Enthusiastic.
,better distributed.

e it a lot better than old.way. F'essures

. . .'

Positive attitude. .CSP has helped to make industry More,
aware of available technology.

. -;

I 4(64ght it was fantastic idea but my, company was
skeptikal. Now their concept has changed.. .

k

A viable solution to cost and time reduction of construotion.'

We were interested and intrigued. Good program.despite
some disappointments.

I liked the pivjects,..but arc hitects and engineers bad-
Mouthed them; however; this is just resistance to change.

We were skepticayst first about pants of program, but we
became believers as we got further involved. We realized
CSP had done a fine.job overall.

Our company was much interested that these. schools go well
and that thpre be others.

.

There were a couple of adverse criticisms:
ma,"

It seemed disorganized because of failure to assign tasks.
Most bidders did, not know what they were doing.

to We were elated{ to have a contract and we were interested.
However, I don't like the buildings. Prisonlike in
character.: Aesthetically horrible. I'

7
r * ,.

the responses were contradictory. TwoRegarding difficulties,
were negative:

-a.

Timbion CSP-1 was faster and the projects
Work Was more,..dithcult, however, because
responsibilities.

$

more profitable.
of uncertain

More difficult bec use.the interface responSibilities were,
so inadequately hdled prior to bid.

16
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In contrast, two Were positive:

Les difficult.
simplicity.

Smoother. Minimum Of 'prdblems 'because of
.

Less difficult, mostly because of four jobs simultan usly.

A solution arrived at on One job benefited another. Ex- '

cellent spirit of competition between work crews:
- -

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on ADAPTING to DIVERSE ATTITUDES:

Regarding the. question, "What was the general attitude or feeling
....," virtually all Ifiteki4ewees claimed a positive view. .1'46 one
was willing to condemn experimentation. However, 'among the groitips

the architects seemed to feel the most reluCtance aboUt the CSP-1
approach. Their consulting engineers expressed certain related

concerns. TheAe responses'will not surprise anyone who has .followed
construction industry trends nationally. Most often,. it

as
been

the professionals who have viewed the systems approaCh as impinging
heavily on what they as architects and engineers view as prerogatives.

Nearly all of the difficulties alluded to in this section (delays
in scheduling, conflicts in authority, etc.). are probed extensively
in the following pages of thisrePort. Therefore, no attempt is'
made to analyze.specific.problems at this point, The questions on
attitude.vere intended to give information helpfUl in weighing,
subsequent responses.

17
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H. B. ACHIEVING 'INDUSTRIALIZATION:

1. Background: .1.1f

1-A

"Industrializationo had been defined for the interviewees as "use
of repetitive.building compOnents which lend themselves to off-site

fabri'cation and rapid on-site toIstruction." This aspect was des,:.

cribed as a basic goal of CSP-1, as it has teen for all predecessor
systems Programs in the United States and elsewhere. The reason
is, of course, that on-site construction costs have for many years
been accelerating at a steeper sate than'have the costs of off-site.

in-plant manufacture of building components. aombining economic
goals with acceleration and stricter quality control, syitems
planners have sought to combine historic trade categories based
on hand-craft skills (carpentry, masonry, etc.) into more de-

veloped manufactured assemblies. .'

2. Lsiresentative Questions:

-a. Would industrialization benefit scheduling and/or costs

of subsequent schools?

-

b. Are thereAny portions of buildings of this general type
which you believe could be more industrialized by use of
off-site manufacture of parts or by pre - assembled components?

3. Res se of Owner Administrators Staff & Consultants:

All but one of the respondents in this category foresaw advantages
to increased industrialization:

Industrialization tends to reduce costs and makes quality

control easier.

There was great interest in bidding CSP -1 from national
manufacturers, particularly those without lotal contractor-.
suppliers who might be alienated by having a parent organiza-

tion bid directly.

The kind of off-site manufacture now done/With furniture
could be done much more extensively with building components.

The oneopposing view:

Pre - assembly of building components has always been a'dismal

failure. I don't know why, but there is no apparent advan-

tage to off-site manufacture.

r'0
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Those who held the predominant favorable view had several sugges-
tions for increased 'industrialization:

Roofing assemblies to perMit more rapid enclosure:

Large prefabricated brick panels as..an-alternate cladding
choice.

A coordinated, electric -electronic subsystem coriabining all

services plus si§nals, 'alarms, and communications.

4: Relponses of Project Architects:.

SomeArchitects,saw advantages to industrialiiation:-
/

Almost every componeht of construction could and should be
:industrialized to save time and money.

Further steps could be taken toward off-site fabrication
and would. have great advantages in scheduling.

However;' there were negative views:

I am dead set,against it. A bad because --
althoughindustrialization saves time it deteriorates
quality. **

If you are goirig to have industrializatiOn, the,architect
will need'to supervise manufacture of produCts.

The problem with industrialization is uniformity of com,-
ponents. The only variety is in manipulation.

From those who viewed industrialization as advantageous came these
suggestions:

Pre-assemble -doors, frames, and hardware.

Pre-assemble coffered,ceilings,'stairways.

Pre-manufacture roof curbs.

Expand scope of interior partitioning to include okfz-site
installation of plumbing and wiring inside, plus tack and
chalk boards'outside.

%
r

5. Response of Project Engineers:

(No questions asked on this topic.)

20



6. Res .Isds.of Maria ement Contractor,Persohnel:

(No questions asked on this topic.)
es.

7. Responses'. of Contractor Representatives:

Most respondentsin this category saw advantages to off-site
fabrication of components:

%

,Industrialization concept worked fine,,but you have a
lot of unhappy architects.

Yes, pre-engineered and pre-assembled parts are now avail-
able, but I don't think it is necessary or deiirable to
use performance specifitc;tions to secure them.

Yes, there are real benefitS.- For example, plug-,in light

fixtures used by CSP were a great saving, in time and money.

From this group there were reco.nmendations to expand industrializ-

atioeby seeking:.

Pre-wired efectrical panels.

Pre-assembled plumbing units.

c Pre:;assembled doors, frames, and hardware.

There were warnings, however, about problems c aused by accidental
on-site damage to pre-finished components and general warnings
about union jurisdictional disputes..

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on ACHIEVING INDUSTRIALIZATION:

Of the threo categories of participants interviewed on the topic
of,industrialization, nearly all regard as a worthy goal B greater
reliance on off-site manufacture of building parts: A number Of
specific sagy,stions were made regarding potential expansion of
industrialization for Subsequent buildings of the csp-1 type; how -
ever, respondents recognized that the existing pattern of craft
guild trade categories, under the management of relatively small
contractor-entrepreneurs, discourages the type.oficorporate organ-

. izatipn required for manufacturing. European experience is that
true industrialitation evo,lves only from a government-guaranteed
market. Nonetheless, there are Slow tiends'in this direction in
the USA. The responses recorded here suggest that even the

i
archi-

tectwho as a group have been most committed to the concept of
custom-designed, custom - constructed buildings, can adapt to a
limited industrialization. .

21
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II. C. DESIGNATING NEW COMPONENT GROUPINGS:

1. Background:

4,

Early in, the organization of CSF71, a recommendation was made to
borrow certain aspects of the successful Metropolitan,TorOntd
School Board systems rirvgram called Study of Educational Facil-
ities (SEF). That ambitious, sophisticated and well-organized -

progrearn.was-admiked in nearly every respect. 'However, the de-
cision to utilize particular SEF component groupilgs was not
made until after the CSP-1 architects had been commissioned. Dur- k-

ing the early exploratory, phase,. these architects, assisted by CSP\...
staff and' consultants, visited and studied Torontb's ongoing pro-

gram. The consensus was that not all of Toronto's developments
were suitable for Detroit's pr6gram and'Rarticular building type
(i.e., specialized-use additiOnsto secondary schools). the
recommendation was that Detroit Should-try to adapt only five
of SEF's ten subsystems (Structure, AtmoPhere, Lighting-Ceiling,
Interior Space Divisidn, andVertical Skin) comprising an exti--
mated 40-45,percent of building costs. Before the five subsystems
could be borrowed, their specifications, had to be extensively
rewritten to consider Detroit codes and standards.

2. Representative Questions:

a. In additioritothe five subsystems used in CSP-1 schools,
are there other portionsof the work which should be
handled as early-bid subsystems? .

.
b. What problems (or opportunities) do you see ahead for

building sydtems? ,

3. Responses oe Owner Administrators, Staff, and Consultants:

Respondents in'this group had a number pf ideas for'adding sub- f .

systems. Categories mentioned were: 1) underground mechanical
combined with substructure, 2) all equipment and fuFniture cur-

. rently purchased separately by owner, 3) plumbing, 4) electric
electronic, 5) hardware, 6) roofing, 7)- flooring, 8/ sprinklers.

Interviewees discusged opportunities' for systemization, with
.-' comments such as: 4

o Undoubtedly better quality buildings both educationally
and-maintenance-wise..
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Lower costs. The way were headed our buildings will be
$100/square foot; but systems buildings will be $75/square
foot.

t .
.

p Disciplihe of systemization can benefit all participants '
in building team.

Simplification of process means owner does not have to
maintain s6 much in-house technical exper4Se, which means
more time for owner in educational. considerations that
really count.

Systemization techniques will tend to create managerial
skills that-have been absent from individual segments of
building team.

Regarding problems of syStemizatinn, the respondents bad:these
views:

There may be trade union and regulatory agency problems in
increased systemUation,"butCSP could use its Advisory
Committee- to facilitate solving these difficulties.

. There-may be-Some problems for owners in keeping up with
technological innovation. As we do now with automobiles,
we may buy only what the manufacturers make.

&hiding industry will be dominated by bi4manufaCturdes
(or conglomerates) who set"their own standards rather than
our standards.

4. Responses of Project Ardhitectb:

When considering expanding the roster df subsystems, thiz group
sr

suggested: 1) plUm*ng, 2) electric-electronic, 3) doors,
4) hardware, 5) roofing; 6) interior masonry, 7) stairs r:,
8) elevators, 91 sprinklers,' 10) alarms and signals.

'There were positive endorsements for adding subsystems:

Great savings .in timeand cost, along with better qualityt

fa, We have used early bid subsystems far electric-electronic
and for plUMbingOn÷anottier job, and'ii.-wOrked out better
than CSP-1.

Also, there Were negative comments and concerns:

o Major Problems,are jurisdictional and regulatory.,

;.../

t. r

0
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o Serious legal responsibilities with Manufactured products.
..,

If you gJive*too much freedom to construction indUstry, you

are taking architedt out"of his proper role.
,

e I am not enraptured with term "systems." Why can't we

just talk of rational buildings? .
,

, .

Proliferation of systems may deteriorate human qualities

of design.
cf.

'Much the greatest concern was with two of the-original subsystems:

Major problem is aesthetics. Drop "Verti1cal Skin" ai a

subsystem.

r
o Eliminate visua3.,/pollution of rooftop,multi-zone HVAC units.

9. :sofPr1ctioianlneoirs:

Suggestions for additional. subsystemg included: 1) sprinklerS,

2) underground mechanical,'" 3) electric-electronic, 4) plumbing.

They discussed opObr ities provided by systemization:

o Greatest bene£it 'in fast erection; real economy will only

be achieved with multiproject bulk -bidding:

Cost and time saVings, but only if highly standardized.

fOreSaw problems: ;

0. Buildings will be stereotyped and dull.

a. Biggest problems in-quality control and` workmanship.

e You may getinnovative design from national manufacturers

'for a large multi-project program, but you will never get

--lit frpm local contractors.

A middle view-was-taken* one engineer:

of No real problems with Systemization. It is just a matter

Of educating designers and contractors to become familiar

-with ,new processes. great opportunity for architects to
enhance the appeal of systems buildings by improving
appearance of buildings.

1 f Vi
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6. 'LessetLcif...__qNanaementContrastatersonnel:

There were specific recommendations to expand systemization
by including: 1) doors,, frames, and hardwar'e, 2) plumbing,
3) electric- electronic, 4) underground mechanical combined
with, substructure, 5) shop equipment. However, there were
contradictory feelings from management personnel :that such
categories as plumbing-and electrical that require very inten-
sive architect - engineer coordination are not good candidates
for early-bid sLibsystemsi.

On problems of systemization, they commented:

Building-industry is so spasmodic and cyclical it is
difficult to maintain production of any component or
subsystem.

dr

There are unique labor problems. One subsystem contractor
could shut down a job. On a conventional job, the general
contractor would find another supplier to keep going.

Systemization can go too far in diffusing responsibility
among a lot of different contractors.

On opportunities, they commented:

o Systemization can be beneficial if it evolves logically
from master schedule.

e. Potential for more diversified contractors to get involved.

® Big advantage is speed.

Even greater cost savings when present systems refined-

Great opportunities if bulk bidding is used. Very promis-
ing for the Detroit market.

Unlimited opportunities for quality and speed, as demon-
strated by Europead

7. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

Becaule the contractors represent quite specialized trade or sub-
systemCtategories, th'ey were not asked to make suggestions on
overall expansion of -ystemization. However, they had a variety
of observations on the concept, with almost unanimous endorsement
of the opportunities, including:

o Potential for better quality, cost, and time. I see this as
moving force in the school building, industry in the years ahead.
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Faster and loWer in cost; quality will depend on design
professionals.

Greatest advantage now is speed. iiariety,of component

selection will increase.

Systems building will increase in scope. Asnewmanufacturers
enter the bidding arena, pre-qualification may be mandatory.

Opportunities for systemization are expanding,articularly
in school. and .commercial building. *.

I

Present construction industry is sick, 'Systems will give a
shot-in-the-arm. Old way is just too expensive and time
consuming.

Despite their generally supportive view, contractors foresaw some

Potential union problems, but they can be worked out.

difficulties, including:

Poor appearance a principal flaw.'

Systems concept can be overworked. Real solution is for
architects to do more research. 4

Real problem is in using performance` specifications. They.ih-
vitelbidders,to use cheapest, flimsiest products. Thiwarrange-
ment permits components to be cheapened after bids are taken.
Performance specifications must be rigidly enforced.

o

8. SUMM ARY of RESP ONSES on DESIGNATING NEW COMPONENT GROUPINGS:-
\

csP71. participants of every, type can see cost- and time-saving
opportunities which could result from restructuring the old trade
,categories into new component categories called ubsystems. Arch-
itects are the most reluctant group, because they resist what they
see as liMited design choices. However; architects are quick to
suggest additional systemization they believe might free them from

,technical worries and permit them to focus on the aesthetic/environ-
,

mental qualities which most concern them. Cp a somewhat similar
note, certain owner staff people are eager to be relieved of tech-
nical concerns in order that they can return to their fundamental
role of educating children. Contractors appeared particularly
willing tp reshuffle the traditional trade categories. From every.
participant category, however, there were warnings that changed
procedures result in unclear lines of responsibility, particularly
for the design professionals whom the owner expects to maintain 4

standards of quality.
air
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IL D. BENEFITING from.REPLTITIVE ELEMENTS:

1. Background:

Specifications for the five subsystems used for the CSP-1 program
(Structure, Atmosphere, Lighting-Ceiling, Interior Space Division,
Vertical Skin) were, prepared in the CSP Office byrnerts staff
or consultants. Therefore, these subsystem coOponents are stand-
ardized and repetitious among the four pilot prograM schools. By
contrast, the nonsystemswork was specified by the\ipdividual
akchitects and, in the case of BuildingWork, was saject to all
the normal vagaries: Becauseall four architectural firms shared

, the same mechanical and electrical engineering consultants, the
Mechanical Work and Electrical Work4were essentially standardized.
For example, toilet fixtures and electrical panels are of thersame
manufacture in all four schools. However, roof insulation is an
example of an item specified plifferently'for each of the schools.
The variations callea for in this relatively standard commodity
were among a number of discrepancies questioned by the Building.
Work contractor who had simultaneous responsibility for multiple
projects.

2. Representative Questions:

a. Would standardized nonsystems specifications aid in cost
reduction and/or shortened construction time?

b. What recommendations would you make regarding possible
increased use of repetitive construction components in
a subbequentprogram?

3. Res -onses.of Owner Administrators Staff and Consultants:
4
Representatives from this group were unanimous in perceiving ad-
vantages to use of standardized components. Specific categories
mentioned included: 1) glazing, 2) roofing, 3) sealants,
4) flooring. 5) concrete hardeners, d) waterproofing, 7) plumb -

ing fixtures, 8) chalk and tack board, 9) shop and laboratory
equipinent, 10) lockers, 11) paving, 12)` doors and frames,

13') hardware.

The'Consensus was that it would beadvantageousto the owner to
prepare and distribute standard specifications for many building
elements. Related comments:

Owner should be responsible to update speCifications
regularly.

A good idea, but architects will strongly oppose.
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BigCzest problem wah,standirdization is settling on
manufacturers who are.acceptable. You must deal objec-
tively with architects, prejudices. ,

o The goal should be tb upgrade quality; therefore, the
owner should simultaneously standardize testing procedures
that are' part of specifications. 63

A A

4, There are potential time and cost advantages, but only for
a bulk-bid multiple-project program.

4. Responses oflotoject Architects:

:Thelarchitects were not generally adverse to the idea of using
standardized specificatiOnS, at least for many elements'of build-

,

-ings. In addition to some of those categories ilehfioned earlier,
architects nominated: 1) paint, 2) carpeting, 3) classroom
cabinetry, 4) toilet partitions,_ 5) roof decks and insulation,
6) Mechanical piping, 7) lintels, 8) roof hatches, 9) copings.

Supplemental comments from four different architeCts reveal, quite
-unconsciously, that all of them rely heavily on direction from the
owner in establishing specified qualities and characteristics:

Owner should adopt industry-recognized standards like
ullasterspec" or "Specdata." Present Board'of Education
standard specification for hardware is unique and hard
to understand.

o There are advantages to. standardization in lowering bid
costs; however, there are potentially far greater savings
in long term maintenance costs for the owner.

Owner should have'a.manual or handbook. You can't rely on
architects to standardize voluntarily.

e Strong direction from owner is required. A special con-
sultant to owner` might help.

That standardized specifications may be difficult to achieve is
"revealed by this pair of comments:

vistandardization of specifications for doors would have
eliminated' many problems on'CSP-1.

Doors should probably not be standardized because of
aesthetic reasons.
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Despite the general affirmative attitude, they were apprehensive I
about aestheticS:,

.

. Architects must have freedomto prevent a stereotyped
environment:

Standards must not thwart initiative d creativity.

Standardization is fine if architect agrees, but what if
owner wants to use a new material?, The architect4cannot
be responsible to sed if it works.

There are problems because architect is supposed to be
responsible for content of specifications documents.

5. ResmalissctEn'in seer:

4

...Standexdizatiori seems not to worry or excite engineers. Their only
comments:

There are partiCular potential savings for multiple projects
of the same size and character. The more duplication, the
-bigger the advantage.

Some of inconsistencies in specifications were beCause we
did not have enough time to'find them:

Engineers, too, revealed an apparent need for owner diection:

The reason there are four. different thicknessed of insula-
tion on the roofs of the four CSN1 schools is because
somebody failed to coordinate the architects. The con-
tractors should have consideredthis, but no doubt they
did not.

6. Responses of Management Contractor Personnel:

Endorsement of standardization was unanimous in this category.
The reactions: .

14

Standardization would help. As soon as you standardize
specifications on a multi-project program you have; in
effect, created a "subsystem." The only deterrent is
architects' egos.

It is particularly important to have consistent
-"General Conditions."

31
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One respondent in thii group went further, by-suggesting: ,

Owner should purchase some components (like doors and hard-
ware) directly,' and just deliver thbm to 'a contractor for

installation'at the jobsyte.

4

/. ,Responses of Contractor Representatives:

Thesis interviewees were not asked about repetitive bUilding
ments, but there wee several complaints from contractors about
lncbnsistent.specifications and detailing on the four CSP -i
schools. One comment:

,

Anything that adds to' repetition is economically advan-
tageous to the owner, as well as to'a contractor. I would
like.to do twenty such schools!

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on BENEFITING from REPETITIVE ELEMENTS:

Nearly all respondents spoke of significant economies derived-from
using repetitive building elements. Although the focus was on
first cost, there was recognition of long termpaintenance cost
advantages. They recognized that potentik eccinomie4 are greater
for multi-project programa'', but they seemed ready to endorse
standardization generally. In'so doing, they did not make a care-
ful distinction between early-bid subsystems and the conventionally-,
bid nonsystems.

They recommended a wide variety of products or trade categories
..for *eater standardization. Despite. predictions that they would
be an obstacle, the architects joined in 'a number of suggestions.
Architects, however, were apprehensive not only about restrictions
on creative design, but about divided responsibilities for technical
proficiency. All interviewees assumed that repetitive building
elements are.best generated by writing standardized specifications..
The owner, it was assumed, must provide the primary role in estab-
lishment of standards ancl even in the actual preparation of
specifications.
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IIIL A: USING PERFORMANCE SPICIFICATIONS:
t

. 1. Background:
;

Specifications describing what certain building components should
dd, rather than what they should be, were utilized° for CSP-1.
Experience with such perfOrmance-type specifications was new to
the owner. As with predecessor systems programs, the objective
of their use was to tapitheresOurces of knowledge held by manu-
facturers, suppliers, and contractors. With traditional pre
scriptive-type specifications, such knowledge is generally
'inaccessible to the owner and his design consultants. Ideally,
the use of performance specifications should op a wider range/
of choices 'or the'owner or, by stimulating in xstryginnovation,
encourage .totally new solutions to problems.

From the program's inception, it was recognized that CSP:1 would
not bp large enough to constitute a market that would attracts
major significant 'innovation. However, by adapting performance
specifications froM Toronto's SEF for Detroit codes and special

` requirements, it was hoped to attract a range of options and,
thus, to retain owner prerogatives a8 to just which complement of
components'uTtdd,best fulfill needs. Performance specifications
were used fog' the five basic subsystems; the balance of the work
(referred to herein as nonsystems) was specified by the architects
and edgineers using conventional content and format. 1.
2. Representative Questions:

a. Would you describe the most troublesome areas of the performr
ance specifications for subsystems, and recommend revisions?

b. What other portions of2the CSP-1 specification's (nonsystem
prescriptive specifications or generalconditions) would
you suggest revising for a subsequent 'Program?

3. Responses of Owner Administrators, Staff & Consultants:

Problem areasdehtified included:

Subsystem #1 - STRUCTURE (fireproofing inclusion)

Subsystem #2 ATMOSPHERE (ventilation duct size limitations)

Subsystem #3*- LIGHTING /d ILING (sprinkler coordination),

Subsystem #4 - INTERIOR SPACE DIVISION (piping & utility
Panel accomModation-
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Most interviewees in this group expressed reservations about the
use of performance specificatipns:

,

To convert coMpletely to performance specifications would'
limit ov7ner's'abiaity to choose quality.

Performance specifications are gaining popularity because
of speed of preparation and the lack of knowledge required
to write them.

Max' of our staff do not believe in performance specifica-
.ilons; they are completely oriented taprescriptive.
specifications.'

Not architect's responsiBility to Verify quality y and in-

stallation because 'certain products were imposed on them
by owner's prewritten performance specifications.

With sophisticated subsystems like elevators, owner is
completely at merely of supplier.

-

There was o one strong endorsement from this group for perform-
ance specifications: :

For a rapidly changing field such as electronics, the owner
certainly should insist on performance spetifications.
Their use permits industry an opportunity to offer up-to-date
technological improvements.

Also, several other respondents in-the owner category indicated a ,

supportive view by suggesting 16ossibleadditional component group-
ings (e.g., hardware, roofing) which they believed would be well
to bid via performance'SpeUfications. One said:

I am in favor of performance specifications. Only problem
isin who makes yalue.judgment'about acceptance.

4. Responses of Project. Architects:

They mentioned particular problems with:

Subsystem #1 -,_STRUCTURE (fireproofing inclusion).

Subsystem #2- ATMOSPHERE (gas piping code compliancet.
supplementary heat requirement; exhaust
ventilation requirement). j.

Subsystem #5 - VERTICAL SKIN (fenestration characteristics).

One said :

No more pr oblems than usual with eit subsystems'or
nonsystems specifications.

't
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Host, however, expressed dissatisfaction through comments such as:

Our only problems were with performance 'specifications

prepared by owner. Architect's role in administration

not clear.

Subsystem specifications too open.

Performance specifications are a cop-out. Indu'Stry is not

ready for it: When we,setminimums, we start downgrading.

111 Performance specifications are too sophisticated; bidders

are frightened.

There was general agreement that the biggest problem with the sub-
system performance specifications was with the mandatory interfade
between subsystems rather than perfOrmance factors. Despite the
lack of enthusiasm for performance-type specifications, the archi-
tects seemed more concerned with problems cngendered by particular
requirements of the General conditions of both subsystem and non-
system specifications (i.e., cleanup, protection of openings,
temporary heat, vandalism protectionitetc.).

5. Responses of Project Engineers:

Because the engineers interviewed were few in. number, the'limited
sampling may seem to magnify ,their response for this and other

topical categories. However, these engineers reflected the atti-
tudes of their national professional groups in, their ardent dis-

approval of performance-type specifications:

I recommend completely eliminating subsystem categories and
to use of performance' specifications. .

Performance specifications are too open. We should decide
what we want (say, between steel and concrete) and go ahead
and insist on whatever it is.:

Use of performance specifications was biggest problem on'
CSP-1; prescriptive specifications for nonsylitems portions

were fine.

The owner's concept of using performance specifications as a tool
to gain industry knowthow and /or encourageYinnovative proposals had
not impressed the engineers,' one of whomixesponded:

We knew what was available; then we just wrote specifica-
tions to conform.



SJ

4

6. Responses of Management *Contractor Personnel: .

the only specific suggestion regarding iliminatipn of a trouble
spot pertained.to:..

Subsystem #1.- STRUCTURE (fireproofing and slabs inclusion).

* A

There was general agreement that interface of subsystems-vas the
.. biggest problem, There We're 'certain criticisms .of performance

specifications:

Responsibility for mee"ng codes should be tetken out of
performance specifications and given to the architect.

Performance specifications gave too much emphasis to design
responsibilities of contractor.

"Other comments were more favorable:

No prob'ems with specifications for systems or honsystems.

Not many problems except with some General Conditions items
like cleanup, temporary closing of openings, and security.

Only one respondent considered the-basiC objective; of performance
specifications ,

Writing a specification is not enough. Someone must do
advante work tyith industry if owner is to get what he needs,
or wants. Fpr example, architects or owners"Could have
worked with masonry contractors on SubiYstem #5 - VERTICAL
SKIN in order to get a better looking product. 'Contractors
are willing to learn, but they completely lack enginee'ring
expertise.

7. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

As expected, concerns with subsystems performance specifications
came, only from those contractors directly involved. Problems
mentioned were:

Subsystem #1 -

Subsystem #2 -

Subsystem 43 -

STRUCTURE (floor slabs inclusion).

ATMOSPHERE (noise level requirements; gas line
codes).

LIGHTING /CEILING (fire cddeS).

Subsystem #4 - INTERIOR SPACE DIVISION (doors & hardware
inclusion).

Subsystem #5 - VERTICAL SKIN (thermal break; hardware inclusion)

Oe

0
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Reaction to the usedf performanCe specifications was mixed:

BerforMance specifications were clear,, but could be

simplified.

It is very difficult to write a performance specification ,

for a building as 'complicafeoras a school. I don't believe

in performande Apecificationse Conventional approach of
naming 3 on4 manufacturers is betiee.

Basic specifications OK. No union problems or interface
problems. Owner cannot afford'to keep charging specifica-

.

tions. e

We-need clarification of exactly 'what is required for shop

drawings.,

MajOi/Problem is with defining respohsibility for meeting

codes:-

One contractor amplified his opinions:
1. .

In public work, the;e are greater dangers in:bidding on a

performance basis. Ydu do not have a good pre - qualification

method, and you have a good chance of getting a miserable
contractor on the job who will giwi you problems throughout.

o -

When asked to comment on technical sections of the specifications,
most contractor representatives replied, "no problems."' However,
a number of respondents.commented on cleanup responsibilitiesc
adding rather contradictory recommendations:

Building ,Work contractorould be held entirely responsible
. for' cleanup,-with prc:portiOnal.percentage charge beingmage

to each separate contractor.
.;k

Use AGC rules for cleanup charges.

.AGC rule's areno,good. /4 %

. ,* _-

II. Cleanup allowance should be. a pre-determined allowance as
part of each bid, and should-be `handled entirely by Manage
meat Contractor. ...

S. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on USING PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS:

Most respondent's are not attuned to the broad goal of attracting'
the creative skills and knowledge of the construction industry on
a national .scale. Understandably, they are primarily concerned
with the practical problems imposed.day-;to-day in aeomplfshing
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Their work on local projects. Although a few of the contractors
qr suppliers (particularly those whose firms have acepired sophis-
tication in dealing with performance specifications in predecessor
systems programs) seem at ease with this method of biddingr many
participants.are irritated by what.the feel'tobe vagueness of

tyi.e.-1---Ythe documents. The discomfit , aries from negativism on the

part of most architects to.ou ght opposition on thd part of the

.
engineers.' It is the latter group who feel that judging someone
elseti engineering is lesd desirable -- perhaps less ethical --
than doing'it themselves in the first place. Repeatedly the re-

sponses indidate it is uncertain shifts in responsibilities which
most

.
distresstthe building team participants.

Although the CSP-1 compopents bid on a performance basis were -

completed successfully and althdugh the itemized technical prob-
lems identified herein are relatively few and solvable, the dis-
satisfaction with. performance -type specifiCations is evident in ,

all respondent categories. Nationally, iri the building industry

and in gmiernment, the "performance concept" appear to have
gained wide acceptance; however, the skeptidism or opposition
revealed"by the foregoing responses augurs pOorly for expanding
thlepractice of bidding on a.performance basis locally, at least
in the near future.

\<-.
f-

?s, .
I.
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I11. B. REQUIRING INDUSTRY COOPERATION:

1. 13:ackg13 und:
,

While the use pf performance specifications is designed to capital-1

- ize on construction expertise that might not otherwise be available
to the owner and,.his design consultants, it was recognized that
input frAr multiple industry sources is valuable only iemeshed in

a precise and PZActical way. The CSpr1-mechanism to encOurage the-
necessary joint planning-between sUbsystem:bidders is called; ,..

"mandatory interface." "Again, the method WasAderived In large
measure from Torohto!s SEF program:

The CSP-1 "Notice ta_idders" explained it as follows: "Effective
use of a building system requires a high degr e of component goMpat-
ability between subsystems based -pot only on ular'coOrdinatiqn

but on management and scheduling coordination." A subsequent para-
graph continued, "In order fO assure that bidders whose subsystems
adjoin have prepared their bids in cooperation with others,' a mini-

mum of two prices will be required from each bidder based 01 lari- .

ations (if any) in price related to the balancing ofs.responL, *lities

under terms of the mandatory interface.': The General. Conditions
(Art. "2.11) further stated, _"Satisfactory interface of subsystems
(iithout additional work by the Owner is necessary and implicit."'

By contrast, the specifications for nonsystems portions of the
work were conventional in nature,, with full, responsibility for
coordination falling to architects and engineerd in the tradi-
tional manner.

2. Representative Questions:

a. Were, there special problems between subsystem contractors
in complying with the "mandatory interface" requirement of
the specifications, and can.such problems ie,simplified?

b. Were there other coerdinational problems between subsystem
and nonsysteM contractorsvand what are your suggestions for
improvement?

0

3. Responses of Owner Administrators, Staff & Consultants:

Because the topic pertains primarily to'construction, rather than
planning, only those in this category with regular job-site respon-
sibilities were asked the;:e questions. Several interface problems

were identified:

1
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.Subsystem #1 --STRUCTURE vs. Subsystem #5 - VERTICAL SKIN
(Joint between second floor slab and exterior wall panels)

Subsystem #1 - STRUCTURE vs. Subsystem #2 - ATMOSPHERE
(Vertical Ipist members at horizontal ventilation ducts)

Subsystem #2 - ATMOSPHERE vs. Subsyitem #3 - LIGHTING /CEILING
(Ventilation ducts at coffered lights).

Subsystem #4 INTERIOR SPACE DIVISION vs.'Subsystem #5 -

VERTICAL SKIN (Door hardware coordination).,

Additional zubsystem/nonsystem conflicts mentioned:

SubSystem #2 - ATMOSPHERE vs. MECHANICAL WORK
(Ventilation ducts at plumbing lines)

Subsystem 43 LIGHTING/CEILING vs. MECHANICAL WORK
(Ceiling grid at sprinkler drops)

When asked suggestions for correcting coordinational problems of
the type itemized above, two respondents commented:

The interface process finally worked out, but it was too
slow. During the'design stage, we should organize'a team
of technical/coordinators, including scheduling and cost
consultants. We should "sit dowm" with industry before we
even go out for bids.

e Perhaps interfe,,:eresponsibilities could be handled better
another time ix, as in Toronto's SEF, each contractor is
:.required to identify his engineer at bid time. We could
then turn to a particular engineer in working out problems
that arise.

X

4. Responses of Project Architects:

Nearly all these interviewees recalled the pArticular interface
conflict at the narrow gap between the second floor slab and the
exterior walls at the periphery of the buildings. Perhapp the
reason for remembering' it so clear* was the Fire Marshal's in-
sistence that the problem be solved, and the owner's insistence
that the architects participate in the solution. Except for this
single incident, architects could recall few problems, perhaps
indicating that..the contractors (and/or the management contractor)
successfully worked out most conflicts. However, they also
mentioned:

0
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Subsystem #1 - STRUCTURE vs. Subsystem #3 - LIGHTING/CEILING'
(Depth 9f special, joists at coffered lights)

Subsystem #3 - LIGHTING/CEILING vs. MECHANICAL WORK
(Ceiling grid at sprinkler drops)

Subsystem #4-- INTERIOR SPACE DIVISION vs. MECHANICAL WORK
(Relocatable partitions at. equipment plumbing).

'Some architects viewed the mandatory interface unenthusiasti,A ily:

Contractors did not comply with interface requirements or
communicate with one another.

There was a problem in cooperation because all were prime
contractors and there.was no general contractor.

Conflicts could be solved by better shop dr wings.

Generally, however, this group was not disapproving of industry
tooperation:

Cannot recall any problems.

Only problems with nonsystems contractors were the familiar
_ones of determining who is responsible fez' cutting and
patching.

Major problems involved usual general conditions items of
cleanup, temporary closures, and scheduling.

5. Responses of Project Engineers:

Engineeis.believed that interface between subsystem groupings was
a serious concern. Structural engineers found no majOr problemst
but mechanical and electrical consultants found a number:

The bidders said they'd interfaced, but they had not.

Part of prOblem was in failure-,Of subsystem contractors to
provide adequ4te and timelI shop drawings. I recommend you
let the engineer coordinate as he does on a normal project.

These conflicts could be coordinated by engineers before
bidding.

a In such problems as plumbing and electrical conflicts,
whoever gets there first is lucky!

If you had a General Contractor, he would just say, "do it!"
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6. Responses. of Management Contractor Personnel:

Ailthoughthe reapOndents in this category were supervising twelve
separate prime contractors on each site and were,deeply involved
in coordination, half of them seemed ielatively Untroubled:

Interface problems between subsystems were very similar
to coordination problems on an ordinary project.

Fewer problems than most projects.

Problems were typical. Some coordination proklemS are
really personnel problems.

Some systeMs/nonsystemsproblems, but minor. ,

The other half considered the difficulties more significant:

Tb some extent requiringcontractors.to interface tends to
diffuse responsibility. Architects did not live up to their
own interface responsibility.

Subsystem contractors resisted meeting together. They'.

wanted to abdicate their responsibility to interface.

One .of the management contractor personnel who had experienced
problems asked:

How about the owner paying contractor-bidders a separate
fee to :design earlier and carefully interface?

7a Responses of Contractor Representatives:

Every inte2viewee in this category recognized that there were prob-
lems. Subsystem contractors, on whom responsibility 'for dimensional
and functional interface had been thrust for the first time, stated:.

Our employees didn't know what "interface" meant.,

At first post-bid meeting of five subsystem contractors,
don't think we actually knew if we could or could not

interface.

We thought we had all interface problems workedout, but

Certain contractors objected to interface responsibilities even
though they were clearly a contract requirement:

Interfacing is an imposition; it compels me to divulge
information to another contractor.

,



Two contractors did not care who-assumed such responsibilities,
as long as it was someone elsef

The management contractor failed to-provide interface
coordination -- which really should have been provided
by the owner or the architect.

Way to avoid interfacel.Troblems is to revert to traditional
way of haying a general contractor.

A few are willing to adapt to this type of bidding:

Apparent* the only way to get satisfactory interface is
to have more pre -bid meetings and to get joint-bidding
contractors to have firm written agreements between them.

Pay contractors from aspecial fund for attending "inter-
ference meetings." A

-

o.Interface technical drawings and shop drawings need to be.com-
plete enough to recognize all the problems before they happen.

Several contractors thought that coordination problems were more
troublesome with nonsystems than with subsystems portions of the
work. One of them added:

Codrdination would be improved if management contractor'
exerted more authority. Their processing of payment re-
quests gave them plenty of authority -- and money talks.

8, SUMMARY of RESPONSES on REQUIRING INDUSTRY COOPERATION:
00.

Few respondents felt completely comfortable with what for all of
them was a first experience with subsystem interface responsibil-
ities or with the other special coordinational responsibilities
which come with phased bidding and, multiple prime contracts. Al-

though the owners group had no objections to the concept of seeking
industry Participation in interface, they recognized that difficul-
ties could be alleviated by an earlier start and by clearer identifi-
cation of contractors, engineers. The architects and the management
contractor personnel seem able to adapt to the new requirements.

Engineers realize_that adequate technical interface is accomplished
only by pre-engineering (i.e., by engineers in the employ of contrac-
tor bidders) and that such splintering of engineering responsibility
is perhaps troubleiome and certainly threatening. Some contractors
also prefer the conventional detachment of engineering tasks; however,
others recognize ,changes in the construction industry. Representa-
tives of subsystem contractors, to whom most of the responsibility
was actually assigned, shire the belief that an earlier start and
a better understanding will solve most problems another time.
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--- C. INVOLVING BIDDERS in DESIGN:

1. Background:

In the conventional process, a building design usually is'completed
by architectS and engineers before bidders are notified that a poten-
tial project exists. Others, in the industry have long recognized
that this traditional method creates dichotomy and delay. A whole
rangedaDf early warning systems (reporting Services) and information.
sources (sales engineers, catalogs, etc.) have been organized to
alleviate the problem; however, the techniques are indirect. CSP-1,
like its predecessor systems programs, sought a direct early input
of industry know -how by designating subsystems and Seeking early-
bids from contractors who either were themselves manufacturer's of.
building.products or who were closely, allied to such manufacturers.

The "Notice to bidders" (Item 4.9) of the CSP subsystem specificat-
tions stated proposals must proiide "full descriptive and graphical
information . . . either preliminary shop drawings or catalog data
. . . assembly details and evidenceof successful interfacing
with other bid submissions." With such a process, it is inevitable
that product design is done by others than the owner's architect-of?

' record. It is inevitable, also, that engineering of theaaroducts
is done by someone other than the architect-of-record's consulting
engineers. Although the responsibility problems have been evolving
for decades with increasingly complex pre-engineered building parts
manufactured off-site, the dilemma has been emphasized by the
separated and phased bidding of systems programs., Certain, systems
programs, particularly Toronto's SEF, have required that engineers
employed by bidders be formally identified, and that the engineers
use their professiopal seal to certify their endorsement of com-
ponent design, including interface with adjacent sUbSystems. Such
engineering'endorsement was not a part of CSP-1's specifications;
instead,. the conxentionally-commissioned architects and engineers
were expected to include engineering review within their usual
scope of %kirk.

2. Representative Questions:

a. Wo should prepare subsystem shop drawings or engineering
drawiags, and how complete do these drawings need to be
'prior to bidding?

b. There was disagreement as to who approves'or seals sub-'
systems shop drawings or engineering drawings. How do you
recommend this he handled in a future program?
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3. Res .. sea of Owner AdministratOrs Staff & Consultants:

Only individuals in this group who were involved in the consider-
ations about preparation and approyal of subsystem shop drawings,
or engineering drawingd were asked these questions. Virtually
all seemed satisfied with the idea of involving bidders in design:

Bidders should identify engineers at bid time. Lack of ade-
quate pre-engineering should be a basis for rejecting a bid.

Contractor should accept responsibility for sealing sub-
system drawings; that is, his engineer should seal drawings.
This would eliminate need for architect to have an engin-
eering consultant.

Best way maybe to meet with bidders prior to bidding and
explain they must hire an engineer, as in Toronto's SE?
program. However, owner will need to'push a lot harder on
CSP-2 and give more guidance to local contractors.

Bidders should be compensated a specific sum for their bids.
We do not need more bidders', but'better bidders with more
accurate and complete bids.

One respondent soft-pedaled the controversy with this view:.

AA engineering seal'is'inconsequential. The city building
department does not have 'authority to require that any art
of a set of drawings be sealed by an engineer. The archi-
tect's approval should be accepted. The architect hires an
engineer. The architect should have his engineer check all
drawings, and pay the engineer a full fee for his service.

4. Responses of Project Architects;

One.architect, even after his project was finished, was still mis-
informed as to what the documents had actually included:

The advice of our legal counsel was that we had no legal
responsibility to approve pre7engineered drawings. CSP
specifications said contractors had responsibility for
sealing the drawings.

The other respondents in this category had a more accurate view of
the contractual obligations and recognized the problem of involving
bidders in design; howeverv'they were vague about recommending
improved procedures:

Contractor's should identify their engineers at bid time, and
the shop drawings or engineering drawings should be signed by
a registered engineer.
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Owner must clarify responsibilitieb of architect and his
'engineering consultants.

There is no way or'architect or engineeri to be respon-
sible for priengineered work.

)

5. Responses of Project Engineers:

All of this group favoLld identification ofeontractors' engineer-
;ing consultants. Atypical responge:

Systems contractors should identify their engineers at bid
time; then this information shoiild be used as a basis for
selection of bids.

6

However, there was disagreement on procedure and assignment of
.

responsibility: s

- ,

We went througn,all calculations, but we would not seal .
contractors' drawings because it is against registration
act\to seal drawings not prepared under our supervision.
To do' so would be prostituting our seal:

We would not be opposed to sealing drawings prepaFed by
another engineer provided we could effect `changes we'be-
lieved necessary.

Engineer-of=recOrd (i.e., in city building department build-
ing perMit records) should seal shop drawings 'once he, has

checked them. Sealing ispretty much an arbitrary exercise.
An engineercan,be held responsible-even if he didn't. seal..
In fact, if contractor or manufacturer sealed drawingstne
engineer-of-recoid plight have trouble getting desired re-

sults in field.

Whatever the legalities and technicalities may be, it is obvious
engineers wouldvrather prOceed in their traditional panner:

It is a whole lot harder to, check a design than to design
it first and take responsibility.

On CSP-1, we acted as'-cheekers than

6..Basponses of Management Contractor Personnel:

(No gilestions asked on this topic.)
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7. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

Queries as to who should prepare subs stem shop drawings\oF engin
eering drawings and how complete such drawings should be\at bid
time, elicited a varied response:

Many local contractors are qualifed to prepare these au6
ings with technical backup from national manufacturer of
their particular subsystem.

Requiiing more complete drawings at time of bids might
have helped,

*

e It is impossible for a subsystem bidder to come up with a
complete design'at bid'time.

Whole problem with delays was in lack of engineering prior
to bidding.

It wouldn't help to have more complete drawings. Contrac-
tors don't know enough, about codes to solve the engineering
problems.

AS a contractor, ize were not aware we were'to go to an en-
gineer at'our expense and say;'"Please design this."

Everybody waited to do much of until after bids
were awarded,,which might work for simple buildings but not
for complex schools.

Regarding responsibility for engineering design, views were
contradictory:

41: Although CSP-1 specifications said-architect would approve
sop drawings, the architect's consulting engineers were
reluctant'to act. ,

,

If Contractor engineers the job, hShould be responsible.
To have the contractor's engineer seal the drawings would
solve a rot of problem's.'

Engineer who approves drawings should seal them; that means
the architect's consulting engineer.

o If the contractor's engineers are going 'to be asked to take
full respdhsibility they,will have to be paid more, if only
to cover their liability insurance.
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8. SUMMARt of RESPONSES on INVOLVING BIDDERSinIESIGN:

There was aloost unanimous agreement from the respondents that
--backup material was inadequate at time of subsystem bidding.
Also, there was general agreement that it would be desirable for
the Contractor-bidder's engineer to be identified on the bid'sub..

inissions However, there was great lack of agreement on exactly
what such. an engineering responsibility should be. EngiOers
themselves feel particularly uneasy. about "pre-engineering," but

even among them there were considerably varied views. Some of

the disparity can be attributed to participants who never, really
read the CSP contract documents. CSP-1 was predicated not only
on ,involving bidders in design but,on retaining an active and
priMary responsibility for indimidualarchltectsin regard to
individual buildings. The architects were paid a full profes-
sional fee, and,the owner expected'a full professional service
even if that meant reviewing and approving drawings prepared'by
another design profesqional. Obviously, not eVeryone §rasped the'

concept. These and other aspects of professional responsibilities
aTh discussed in the next section.
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III: D. MODIFYING PlrFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES-
,

1. Background:
0

Many aspects of CSP-1 coincided to create altered responsibilities*
for most participants. Although each architectural firm-was assigned__
but one school, each was asked to cooperate with the others -- an
unfamiliar pattern. For the balance of the participants, having
four buildings in progresi concurrently was a different experieRge.
The fact there mere twelve prime contractors (and no general con-
tractor) functioning simultaneously on four sites created new roles
for all those firms, as well as first-timecilesponsibiiities for the

Management organization. As recorded in the sections just preced- '

ing, the broadened inyolvemeht of the constiction industry in
CSP-1 -- in particular, .the pre-engineering,of subsystems -- proved
controversial. Also, the further fragmentation of supervisory re-
sponsibilities engendered by the 'addition of the management can= .

traCtor, to the prOious roster of supervisors (architects,.engineenS%
owner. representatives, regulatory a aacy officials) introduced
intramural confrontations somewhat ged from traditional ones.

.___..Z.....___.L14.....eeatj.2PIR".eentQU:

.4 1

a. In what ways were your usual responsibilities altered'with r.
Y .

theCSP-1 schools? 4
, .

4 . . ,.',
b. Can you, suggest an aAangemeilt to be used bli a future pro- .' :

/ gram which would more clearly.define the role of::all partiti-
pants and improve their cooperation? p 's Ls

,

A

0

3,. Res:hses of Owner Administrators Staff 8Consultants:

Nearly all,of this group believed their responsibilities had changed
with CSP-1. The general observtion waq "the owner was more in-
volved." Despite the quite broad involvement, most of the comments
were about responsibilities of the architects. The criticisms

tended to be adverse:

.Owner needs to be more selective about architects, and to
find those who know industry-components and can direct
their assembly.

Arthitects should hal/6 been selected on basis their project
would be Part of a systems-program; then it could have gone
much smoother.

Owner should choose architects who not only know codes and
how to deal with a multiplicity of regulatory agency prob-
lems, but who become skilled in urban community problems
as well as urban construction problems.
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Architects have demonstrated a lack of strength infield --
supervision; so we should reduce that, aspect in our con.=
tractual relationship with them:.

Granted architects had'same conditions dictated by owner;
but, having accepted this situation, why couldn't they
judge what we were 'supposed to 'be getting? Only the archi-
tect,can say, "This -work- 1-smot-accOrding---to plans and
specifications."-Y,

,

There was, however, a lackof clarity about assigning these re-
sponsibilities, aA evidenced by:

- In last analysis it is ,owner's staff who' must verify
quality and installation of all items. It should have
been management contractor's responsibility if they'd
been introduced to project soon enough. It was not the
architect's responsibility tecause several products were
imposed by owner.

'

f

Architect should have a larger role'in pulling together
all' consultants. .

Architect's consulting engineer shdufd shoulder his respon-
sibilities and reject what is unatcept'able.

4. Responses of Project Architects:

The architect ihterviewees had respondd,, at least partially, to
these questions when asked about attitudes and difficulties (Refer
to Section"Z. A). They reiterated comments about ;shifting work
loads (more administration; less detailing; less field supervisiOn).
Some felt ttie total burden was about the same; others felt they had
greater expenditurei of money and time wLth the GSP-1 procedures.
When asked a subsidiary question as to whether closer cooperation
between the architects would have helped to eliminate problems,
most participants answered affirmatively. Auxiliary comments were:

Cooperatio did not worts and it won't work because'each
arichitect has,his own way of doing things. If I do some-
thing once, I don't want to do it again.

e changemillibe difficult foparchi,tect, but they must
learn toadapt fo systems methodolOgy.

%.

It will be hard.'to get architects to agree on anything.
,Owner must takda stronger hand.

.

In recommending arrangements to improve cooperation in a future pro-
gi.aM,- two architects repeated earlier recommendations about encourag-
ing greater uniformity of specifications and details.

4
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5. Responses of Project Engineers:'

As indicated in a prior section, the consulting engineers were,.
upset with the changedresponsibilities broUghtsbout by the use
of performance specifications .and pre-engineering undertaken by
contractors for selected subsystems:

-4 The problem with this system ii.that there could have been
no conSulting.engineer-it all. .Our fees were cut tremen-
dously because architects thought our work was easier. --

yet it was.just as complicated as when we get into a total
padkibe.*".,
Next time, have owner hire engineering disciplines directly;
engineersare probably more cognizant of systems approach
than architects.

We really didn't know what was expected; need a more com-
plete written definition from oWner.

I

.Next time, don't use a performance specification; let the
professional take charge.

.)
`e We didn't have time enough to do a good job. Contractors

didn't submit complete drawings, And it was impossible to
reject drawingsrwithout'setting'badk the construction
schedule.

To avoid discrepancies in design, owner must pressure
architects to coordinate.

6. ResrmjsLssjg4anaernent Contractor Personnel:

BecaUselhe management contractor role was a first experience for
that newly-formed organization, the first question about "usual

responsibilities" was not asked,. Instead, there was infOrmal discv
.cussion about the MC duties as defined in the owner-manager agree-
ment. That contract had spelled out certain itemsas exclusively
in the manager's province.(administration; expe4ting; sustained
supervision: coordination; verification of payment requests, etc.)
and other items as, exclusively in the a.dchitect"s province (author-
ization of changes in contract documents; approval of shop drawings
and materials; approval of payment requests, etc.). Related
caliments:

Although I'am a strict constructionist, we got drawn into
making determinations in areas of architect's responsibility.
In a future program, architect Should be made to take more 4

a

responsibility.
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. .1 MC is "The Enforcer," but he cannot replace professional
judgment of architect and engineer. 'A greater ssense of
responsibility from the architects and ,a greater-degree
of sharing between them would have helped.-

e Ownerishould define a stronger and earlier dole for MC;
inclube 4cheduling and costing.

Next time, I would recomMend the owner consider accept-
ing management prOposais from.joint ventures (such as,
architea-contractor-scheduler).

7. Responses of of eozAra resentativ es:

All of the twelve prime contractors felt their responsibilities
had altered.' Certain of the subsystem bidders, accustomed to
being ibcontractors on conventional projects,. welcomed the more
direct relationship: ,

o I like the systems method because our responsibility was
not to a general'contractor but to the owner. This is
better-sand more economical for owner because general's
mark-ups are eliminated.

A way should be found'tO prevent general contractors from
bid shopping. The construction industry is sick.

.

All contractor representatives indicated satisfaction with CSP-1
_methods to the extent of willingness to bid a similar program again.
However, they split on the role of local contractors (labor sources)
andsnatiohal manufacturers (product suppliers):

-

I_donit believe a manufacturer shoUld bid alocal contract.
softie- of the .manufacturers who used to do this gave gotten
Smart and gotten out.

f

v.The CSR experience %As that a number of national firms wanted to
bid directly, but dropped out after exploring the local situation:

Manufacturer's don't want Co alienate local contractors.

Most manufacturers don't want to take risk in local labor
market.

One middle-of-the-road view:
.

f

Owner is best served when local' contractor and the national
manufacturer combines-their, strengths.
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Tile contractor representatives were very aware of the controversy

over pre - engineering:

4. Although the contractor's engineer is definitely a sub-

contrattor, it is difficult to get owner to pay engineering

fees for work not yet in place. We had to "front end'load"

the' money because the owneroqbuldn't recognize engineering

as a billable item.

o Because no contractors will do pre-engineering (on account

of risk of not getting job), perhaps owner should offer a
lump-sum amount to each pre-qualifie&contractor who sub.
wits a bid.of a certain quality 'and completeness.

It is unethidal for manufacturers to go into engineeiing.

I visited a mar' :acturer's plant .and not one person on

their staff was qualified to be an engineer. -

Tw-o others, hotever,'who did not comment specifically, indicated

their- cOmpanies would continue their engineering practices, as

they have for many years.

Finally,..two totally discordant views of hoW roles should be al-

tired in a subsequent program:

.4) Owner should hire architect oni as an inteiirr consultant

.
for the design phase; then all the work should be turned

over to a management contr.:L.:tor.

If the engineers go to work for contractor's, the owners

soon will have no one to turn to. Why not pay the architect

more for complete servides, and have him working for the

owner? ,
.

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on MODIFYING PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES:

It is surprising that, although CSP-I encourage0 a more extensive

"building team" effort, the focus of owner criticisth was at.the

architects. Perhaps this was the surfacing of ancient dissatis-

factions which interviewees heretofore have not had opportunity to

express. Or perhaps'it"reveals that the owner really does turn to

the architect as leader of the building team, and still expects the

architect to "carry the ball.' The Management Contractor group

also tended to be critical of architects, but some were willing to

take on architect's former tasks. Among both architects and engin=

eers, there were recalcitrant individuals dedicated to maintaining

the status quo; however,,a few are ready for major change in their

traditional duties and lines of responsibility.
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om almost every respondent category, there were opinions which_
_variously expressed, "The owner needs to take,a stronger role."
However, the answers from owner administrators, staff, and consult-
ants did not reveal an eagerness to assume a dominant position.
Rather, they kept sugOsting that the architects be selected more
carefully. The pattern of professional relationships nationally
suggests that owners cannot lean on their architects as heavily'
as they, once did. Many owners are reinforcing professional ser-'
vices with an applique of consultant-managerial advice; others
are tutning to construction organizationS that obscure the
function's of architect's and enginee;s in conventional private
practice. . . N

... ,

The most persistent controversy revealed by these responses is the
one about pre-engin4ring. Although accentuated here by the use
of performanCe specifications, similar disputes are occurring on
all projects employingttechnologically-sophisticated components,
The apparent consensus\is: 1) the owner, willing or not, is to be
drawn into the building process;. 2) contractual agreements an
owner sins had better state exactly what design and engine-ts. ering

judgments are to be provided by each participant.

0
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HI. E PHASING the BIDS:

1. aTaE411914:

In the initial scheduling of the CSP-1 pilot program, a two-stage

bidding process was outlined. It was believed that bidding of
five designated subsystems prior to the balance would, if they

were within budget, give the owner an early firm hold on overall

costs and would accelerate ,construction by givIng the successful
manufacturer - contractors a head start on component production.
Because of delays, particularly in the preparation of nonsystems
documents, a later decision was made to extract also the "Sub-

structure" work from, the nonsystems portion, and bid it separately.

Therefore, C5P-1 had three.bidding phases.

Similar, sometimes more fragmented, bidding has become Popular
nationally -- not only for construction organized with .subsystems,

but for'more conventionally- organized building work. Such sequenc-

ing of bids has greatly altered the role'of the general contractor,
who of -ten has been supplanted by a "construction manager." Phased

bidding also alters the procedures and practices of all other

participants.

2. Representative Questions:

a. In your judgment, will phased bidding (or "fast track ")

improve cost or time factors in the building of schools;

if so, would you recommend additional (or f er) bidding

periods than the three used for CSP-1 projects?

b. Are there particular portions of thd construction work
which you tecommend be handled an early bid subsystem?

3. Res nses of Owner Administrators Staff & Consultants:

These interviewees' generally endorsed phased bidding:

Desirable for reasons of time, as well as cost.

Possible savings in time; no apparent savings in cost.

No economy zer se; but, if owner stays flexible, phased
bidding can permit changes that can lower costs.

Recommendations on number of bidding periods varied from 2 to 5,
generally. Only one person recommended a highly fragmented phasing

of bids.
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Several expressed cautions:

Management will cost more, and you must carefully balance
this expense.

Phased bidding requires very close attention to market
conditions and the guidance of a competent manager.

An interrupted phasing may make it more difficult for
owner to supervise construction.

Good for. economy, but it does create paperwork and coord-
ination problems for owner and flir architect.

In regard to particular categ6ries, most recommended a limited
early bidding (i.e., substructure, structure, underground mechani-
cal and site work). There were miscellaneous recommendations to
early bid: 1) plumbing fixtures, 2) electric /electronic,'
3) roofing, insulation, 4) sprinklers, 5) doors, frames and
hardware, 6).cladding, 7) HVAC equipment.

One interviewee expressed a different view:

Rather than. phasing by trade categories, I Juld recommend
asking contractors to early-bid unit prices only, based on
schematics -prior to final design; then owner would use these
prices for .pre-qualifying the three lowest bidders. Later,
the three could compete based on final drawings. A manage-
ment contractor would handle first.phase; architects for
individual projects could handle second phase.

4. Responses ct cAr ects:

All these architects foresee sitbations,when phased bidding is
advantageous for reasons of cost or tile. A majority expressed
satisfaction with CSP -l's three phases. One architect recommended
"1 or 2"; another suggested "no more than 6." -because they had

, discussed early bidding of subsystems along with "Designating New
Component Groupings" (Refer to SeCtion II. C.), they added few sug-
geStions for particular additional categories. Two respondents
expressed concern about added cost and work involved in preparing
contract documents. One stated:

Architect must have extra compensation in his professional
feeS fromiowner if he is to adapt to multiple bidding

'

packages. 4

r-.4)
' ^.0
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5 Responses of Project,Enqineers:
.

All agreed that a three-phase bidding, similar to that used for
CSP-1, was reasonable. One suggested:

Two periods would be adequate.

Like the architects, they had reviewed their preferences for early
bid subsystems under "Designating New Component Groupings," and
they reiterated their recommendations for achieving an advanced
stmt on: 17 foundations, 2) structure, 3) site preparation,
including underground mechanical.' Related comments:

I favor early bid 'on all long lead items.

I recommend bidding renovation work on exiSting buildings
separately (either earlier or latgr) from new additions.
Complexity of renovation work particularly delayed produc-
tion of CSP-1 drawings.

6. Responses Of Management Contractor Personnel:

Most respondents replied affirmatively about phased bidding. There
were two ne6ative comments:

There's twice as much paperwork!

My experience was not good. Architects don't understand=
the process, and the drawings are not prepared properly.

The majority were satisfied with the 3 phases of CSP-1, although
there were qualifications:

Few peridds as possible;, 2 better than 3.

Any expansion in phased bidding may require greatly changed
procedures in getting building perrIts from city departments,
as well as apprpval from state department of education.

Generally there are advantages, but only if you can save
design time.

One enthused response:

Buildings, are cheaper sooner rather than later, I recommend
15 or 16 biddings if you have a competent management con-
tractor.'

Typically, particular recommendations from this group on staging of
bids fell into these categories:
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Phase I: Site work, foundations, underground mechanical and
electrical, manufactured mechanical items, structure.

Phase II:. Masonry and/or vertical s in, roofing, sash, doors.

Phase, III: Flooring and ceilings, bal ce of mechanical-
electrical.

Phase IV: Finish carpentry, painting, furniture & equipment.

*7'. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

With only one exception; all these interviewees expressed approval
of the principle of:phased bidding.' Virtually all indicated satis-
faction with the 3-phased timing of CSP -1, although two contractors
recommended restricting phasing to two periods. Other endorsements:

Phased bidding is aneconomy. Increasing, numbers of con-
tractors will realize they can make more money if they get
in and-out faster.

Bidding early is a great economy for us by permitting us
to schedule our work evenly.

Substantially lower building costs using phased bidding.

Not less costly, but faster.

Early information can help tb control costs.

However, there'were a few qualifications:

Phased bidding requires flexibility -- and the ability to
adapt to some "extras" -- on part of owner.

You can phase bids, but you cannot deviate from traditional
trade categories without getting into trouble.

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on PHASING the BIDS:

Phased bidding appears to have become an acceptable mechanism to
diverse participants in the building industry such as these inter-
viewees. The practice, popular only in commercial and industrial
work until recently, has become quickly commonplace in public works
and institutional architecture. From a prior section on "Designating
New Component Groupings," it was apparent that most participants are
ready to accept the rationale for expanding early-bid categories.

Therefore, the questiton seems to be one of degree and, most impor-
tant, who assumes the coordinative responsibility. It is not
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surprising that the greatest number of cautions or warnings came
from the owner group. It is -they who are most likely to.find aggra-.

vations in diffuse assignments. Everything was simpler and easier
in the days of one general contractor and a single contract. How -

ever,'many contractors, particularly those in the manufacturer,
4upplier, or former.sUbcontractor categories, like a briefer, more
direct involvement than they have experienced previously. And the

owner, who has,, too often suffered the "do or die" perils of lump
sum bids,' appreciates the greater control affOrded by awarding
contracts in stages.
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iii. E. EXPANDING the BiD PACKAGES:*

1° /.2.2E1/722.14.14:'

When cpp was.conceiVed, a feasibility study and market analysis
suggested a potential bid package of 500,000 square feet of space
for Detroit for the particular building type (specialized-use ad-
ditions to secondary schools), over a two-year period. A tentative
projection was for 10 additions averaging 50,000 square feet each
in size. Even at that early stage, it was "recognized that the pro-
gram should be derivative, at least in part, from predecessor
programs because Detroit's immediate market potential did not
pare in size with'the 1.0 to 2.0 million square feet of area or-
ganized for California's SCSD or Toronto's SEF and, therefore, it
could not be expected to gerierate the capitalization requisite to
stimulate major technical innovation within industry. As it de-

veloped, Detroit elected to proceed with an even more modest four-
school pilot program of z80,000 square feet, ranging in size from
44,000 to 105,000 square feet in area. However, this was the first
time in Detroit or in Michigan that similar components had been
bulk. bid for simultaneous construction on several separated sites.

2; Representative Questions:

a. In your opinion are there economic advantages to bulk bid-
ding a group of schools, as was done in CSP -1'

b. What are your recommendations about the size or number of
projects that would make a desirable bulk'bid package?

4

3. Res nses of Wner Administrators Staff & Consultants:

Nearly all saw advantages to bulk bidding:

o Without a doubt our bidding packages should be larger. We
can learn from Toronto's SEF and Florida's SSP to determine
optimum size of bidding package.

e We should'expand both size and number of projects. We do

not need a "sygtems program" to take advantage of economies
and to expand bulk bidding.

Two respondents added:-

We should explore direct purchases of certain components
from manufacturers without, going through contractors.

Smartest thing owner could do would be to buy early and in
bulk, storing new materials at today's prices for tomorrow's
market.
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Others were supportive, but cautious:

e I wouldn't'bid much larger quantities than we did. I frhink

we were pretty much at our limit on four different jobs.
Larger projects' wouldn't hurt. The size is.not so important
as the number.

4 Complexity isNmore important than size.. It is important to
keep all the buildings in a bulk' bid package quite, similar
in character.

Only one was skeptical:

It seems logical that bulk bidding would lower pric:es., but
it apparently has no effect.

4. ItsEArchitects:
Most responded affirmatively about potential benefits:

e Real financial advantage to bulk bidding.

b
o The owner's goal should be to expand size of bidding package.

,e Projects should be greater in number and larger if possible;
but they need not be bUilt simultaneously. Owner should ex-
plore an "annual contract" to build school space on demand
as needed.

Two were unconvinced:

e Detroit does not have adequate contractors
projects.

o I have no opinion. Establishing best size
is, an art, not a science.

lex

to handle larger

of bidding package

5. Responses of Project Engineers:

All generally praised economic benefits of bulk bidding. On size
of total hid package, their comments included:

,e .CSP-1 was comfortable. If any smaller, you would only have
attracted less competent contractors.

e Expand size and number, as long as one supplier can handle
the group.

Bulk bidding lowers costs on new work, but has no effect
on alteration work.
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One engineer questioned this last view:

.* Projects could aggregate td a size much larger than CSP-1's

280,000 squaTre feet. Even lumping in renovation work was
probably beneficial to overall economy.

6. Responses of Management Contractor Personnel:

Recommendations from this group were almost unanimous for more

and/Or laraer bidding packages:

Because work in Detroit is not attractive to many contractors,
there is need for owner to use this method in recruiting

bidders.

Best competition for major trades when bulk bids are in

$3 to S5 million range.

BUlk bidding is advantageous; real problem is with having
four different architects as with CSP-1.

I would recommend bulk bidding if projects are similar and
even more so if you could have one architect for all projects.

There was one'pdded note of caution:

Bulk bidding is "iffy" because of possibility of delays.
Although CSP-1's four schools made a generally comfortable
package, in the case of one subsystem the overall schedule
could have been accelerated by fragmenting award of bids
rather than merging them.

7. Responses of Contractor_ Representatives:

Nearly every response was affirmative-to the question about economic
advantages of balk bids: .

There are savings in material costs and also in efficiehcy
because of increased skill of workers.

A

The larger the aggregate bid, the better the price; you can
begin to get quotes mere dire4tly from manufacturers, and
prices become more competitive:\

$

I recommend more and lager projCts to reduce contractor's
overhead.

The single disagreement:

There are economic disadvantages to bulk bidding. Many times

schedules and material availability are such that we could
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furnish one school within the desired time, but not several.
Also,. limitations on bonding may'limit competition,for
,large programs.

Contractors, of course, tended to view size of bid package in terms
of their own competitive situation:

CSP-1 optimum; possibly larger.

I don,t recommend bidding less than 300,000 square feet.

CSP-1,s four schools a good size; eight at, half their size
would have been impossible. .),

It would be reasonable next time to add a few to size of
CSP-1 package.

CSP-1 fine! Even a mixture of small and large projects
would be good.

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on EXPANDING the BID PACKAGES:

Participants in the CSP-1 program are overwhelmingly supportive of
multi-project bulk bidding. With oily a feW exceptions or qualifica-
tions, the respondents endorsed the idea of 5 subsequent program
somewhat larger than the initial one. Nearly all seemed to think

bulk bidding was an appropriate technique not only for additions
like CSP-1, but for new buildings and even renovations. The major

criteria for bulk bidding are similarity and simultaneity.

The questions did not probe directly the possible close relationship
between bulk bidding and industrialization (off-site fabrication of
components, probably by manufacturers with national'markets)i however,
as expected it was evident that bulk bidding appeals to represeftta-

tives of national organizations. Perhaps more significant is the
fact that relatively small local contractors see economic advantages
to even very limited market aggregations, if it is within their bond-

ing capacity to bid. Manufacturers,* suppliers, and contractors of
all types appear ready to change from one-at-a-time structures. 'Even

architects and engineers, who as a group are most committed to custom-
designed buildings, admit ',11:e economies and efficiencies of bulk

bidding.
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IV. -A: DEVELOPING the SCHEDULES':

1. Background:
e

The earliest overall scheduling of CSP-1 was ,performed by CSP staff,
assisted by systems consultants. Considerably later, shortly before
subsystems were bid, an independent scheduling consultant was com-
missioned. He first prepared a. subsystem schedule which was, in
effect, a master schedule for construction. Incorporated in the :

subsystem specifications and including penalty and reward require-
ments, it was.binding on awarded contractors. SUbsequentlY, he
added a "Precontract and Document Schedule".aimed at expediting
preparation of nonsystems work by th architects and engineers.
(See diagram, page 77). Then, justlefore nonsystems work was to
be bid,he issued "General Construction Schedule Diagrams" on an
individual project basis. Soon after, following-contract award
.and contractor consultation, those schedules were expanded on an
activity-by-activity basis and issued as computer printouts, using
a "milestone-oriented" critical path method technique. The moni-
toring of schedules and issuance of updates and revisions continued
intensively throughout the entire construction period.

The Detroit Public Schools had used computer - generated network
scheduling techniques on.a number of projects oVer recent years.
However, the scheduling focus had been almost exclusively on the
construction phase. For CSP-1, the recommendation was made to
broaden the scope of scheduling to include owner and architect-
engineer activitreZ\The decision came from observation, both
locally and of predecessor programs, that many delays stem from
architect and owner inaction -- not just from poor performance by
contractors or suppliers. A number of observers .expressed surprise
that Detroit had separated the preparation of schedules from the
management contractor's responsibilities. Although construction
management is quite a new endeavor, it usually has embraced sched-
uling as part of the service to owners. Some controversies over
the merits of the CSP-1 arrangement occurred. during construction.

0

2. Representative Questions:

a. For a subgequent program would you recommend retaining an
"independent scheduling consultant, or would you favor. earlier
and more intensive involvement by a management. contractor
in scheduling?

b. How would you recommend changing the development or timing
of the various schedules?
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-3. Res.nses of Owner Administrators Staff & Consultants:

Several favored a more active participation by the management con-
tractor (MG) in schedulingi. One said:

Earlier ENVolvement by MC a must. He should provide
schedule and be resporthible for it.

However, opposing views were in the majority:

I do not think MC should get involved in actually preparing
the schedule,Vthough certainly he must'use it.

e There are advantages to having scheduler Independent and
reporting simultaneously and' consistently to Architect,

owner and MC.
. .

e' Architects could do it.

There were some criticisms of the CSP -1 scheduling as:

e Owner has been wasting a lot of money on schedules no one
knows howto use..

However, another respondent defended the methods:

o Developing schedules is a lot more complex than just making
ihem.easy to read.".When schedules are included in,documen-
tation,, as they were with CSP-1, they must cover Lena].

aspects. They have got to be completely detailed in order
to protect the owner.

Most believed that ak)-1 schedules should have been developed and
released earlier than they were.- About the "Document Preparation
SChedule," they suggested:

o Make it part of design manual; that is, as soon as pre.
draiaings are approved."

Incorporate it with owner-architect agreement.

In regard to the "activity-by-activity" construction schedule, oha
-owner's staff person recommended:

e To accelerate construction, identify "r.lestones" for major
phases, but establish earlier completion dates than would
result from an accumulation of 'critical activity durations.
Also, identify alternate scheduling patterns in order to
let management choose best approach.
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4. Res nSea of Project Architects:

Architects were evenly divided on-vino is best qualified to conduct
scheduling operations. Three interviewees favored having the 14C do
it; three others recommended use of an independent scheduling con-
sultant. Two rejected both approache's:

co. Either the architect or a general contractor could handle
scheduling just as well.

Schedules never work? 'It's just the nature of the con-
struction industry. You have to be realistic. Contractors
lie aboUt schedules. They'll say whatever they think an
owner wants to hear.

Additiona3c entspresented contradictory views:.

o Contractor, owner, and architect must join together in de-
veloping schedules.

o Owner should not get involved in detailed, scheduling on an
activity-by-activity basis, but only should review projected
er.' dates.

Nearly all architects recognized the need for detailed construction
schedules. Some favored the development of such schedules early
(i.e., during design); others believed that detailed schedules are
riot useful prior to contract awards. Mo:st of their comments, however,

were directed at the "Document Preparation Schedule" which had been
developed (ostensibly with the architects' cooperation) by the
owner's consultant:

a

o Owner has no business getting involved in architect's
schgdules. Give architect a due date; then let him do
his job.

laughed when I got it, and then ignored it.

o Not much value. A waste of money. Real problem is with
expediting owner's reviews and approvals.

I,

o 'Document preparation schedule not well thought out.

Two of the architects did perceive a need for scheduling of this
type. 'Onersaid:

o / liked it. Kept us on the ball.
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5. Responses of Project Engineers:

These interviewees were not asked about the merits of shifting
scheduling responsibilities to a management contractor. Instead
they were asked their general view of schedule development. Re...

garding the detailed construction schedule, they said:'

Fine, except one time we disagreed with scheduler on
planning ldgic.

We had little input; scheduler completely disregarded us.

No input, but no problems.

Related comments or suggestions:

Major problem was with owner changes.

o All our scheduling problems were with the alteration work.

Involve the engineers:

About the 'Document Preparation Schedule":

No effect whatsoever on our v;Orking drawings.

o We did not use it, but we noted end dates.

It was not useful for non-systems work because of lack of
information from owner and because of delays in information
on subsystems.

-.4e Develop it earlier, right after completion of preliminary
design.

6. RetmlIsts ofgHana went Contractor Personnel:

The majority favored having their own group assume major scheduling
responsibility:

o MC should do it all.

o Overall costs would be less if MC prov.ided his in-house
scheduler.

o Having MC de schedulin would eliminate personality conflicts.

o Squabbling over sch le on one school set that job back six
weeks.

However, two interviewees favored retaining an independent scheduler.
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Recommendations for improvement were general:

* Schedules were inflexible.

e Real Pr'iblem was contractor' resistance.

f

Owner too involved.

Scheduling methods not the best, monitoring was' excessive

and costly.

One respondent recommended a simplified type of schedulediagram-

ming.

1

The MC personnel were not involved with the Document Preparation

Schedule. Regarding the detailed construction schedule, they
unanimously ag1eed that it should occur earlier than it did on

CSP-1. However, most recommended it be developed only after bid-

ding and w. h the cooperation of the designated contractors. One

,different view: '

e Develop activity -by - activity schedule along with preliminary

draWings. Keep it flexible, but include all responsibili-
ties, particularly regulatory agencies' and owner's.

7. Responses of . atEss121,21...1111

All in this category were strongly supportive of precise schedul-

ing procedures. They were not asked the question related to who
should prepare the schedule, but they were asked to appraise the

effectiveness of CSP-1 scheduling? Representative tesponses:

CSP-1 scheduling was good, necessary, and critical.

e asic scheduling seemed to work well.

Schedule was at fault in crowding finishing trades.

e Schedule had no logic whatsoeer.

They also exhibit& disparate views on their own role in 'schedule

development, as:

* Plenty of opportunities for comment and input.

e Original schedule was not developed with proper input from
contractors. We spent another $2000 refining our own schedule.

o Activity-by-activity schedule cannot be developed without
contractor input; that is, not until after award of bids.
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Most contractors were in agreement that detailed scheduling must
be post contract, although some commented:

al Pre-bid schedule is important help.

Great need for pre-bid meetings to explain schedule.

However, this was negated by one who admitted:

o Contractors never really look at schedules prior to award.

The clearest recommendation, repeated several times, was:

e Add a specific schedule for contractor-prepared working
drawings for early bid 5L.. teens and for all shop drawings.

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on DEVELOPING the SCHEDULES:,.

Everyone on the building team is affected by scheduling and is cog-
nizant of its importance, but there is limited agreement on just
how to achieve effective results. Because contractors and suppliers
are usually the targets of scheduling thrust, it is not surprising
that some were antagonistic toward CSP-1 methods. However, their
responses were mild compared to architects, most of whom were very
hostile to the "Document Preparation Schedule." As mentioned in
the "Background" section of this topic, the CSP-1 separation of
management from scheduling elicited some questions and criticism
during the construction phase. 'However, there were surprisingly
few recommendations to merge the two functions. Even some of the
management contractor group who had to work most closely with the
schedules could see advantages to an independent scheduler.

The single most recurring recommendation was that shop drawings (or
other types of pre-engineered submissions from contractor-bidders)
be more carefully scheduled. There was agreement on the soundness
of the CSP-1 concept of broadening scheduling to off-site activities,
such as shop fabrication,, regulatbry agency approvals, and document
preparation. UnderStandably, most participants view scheduling
from their own narrow perspective (i.e., by trade or by project).
Although there were disagreements with the construction logic or
disapproval of the methodology, the great majority of participants
came to accept the validity of the CSP-1 schedules and to work
successfully within their tempo. As one participant concluded,
"Finally, most of us changed our opinion, and concluded it was a
good schedule."
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IV. B. UTILIZING the SCHEDULES:

1. Background:

Developing a schedule is part of the battle; getting all the many
participants to adhere to it is the greater struggle. In a pro-
gram with four architectural firms, twelve separate prime contrac-
tors, and very many ancillary personnel, whose responsibility is
it to watch the clock and blow the whistle? As explained in the
"Background" portion of the preceding section, the primary role
in schedule development belonged to an independent consultant
commissioned by the owner. However, the most active role in
implementation fell to the management contractor who provided
day-to-day, on-site supervision and expediting.

The contractual agreements to maintain completion dates wer4 ex-
plicit, but when several hundred personnel are involved on and off
the sites, and when hundreds of separate activities are itemized,
a massive problem in communications emerges. How do you, keep
everyone well informed and up-to-date? The diagram on page 85,
"Scheduling Analysis for Typical CSP-1 School," is a much-simplified
graphic summary of what was scheduled and what actually transpired
during construction. Although the buildings were completed on
schedule, it is evident there were discrepancies in phasing. Was
this the fault of the schedule or the contractors? The answers
are important only if they can help to build more expeditiously
another time.

2. Representative Questions:

a. Do you 'feel all the CSP-1 contractors used the construction
schedules advantageously?

b. Would yoi comment on the effectiveness of the CSP-1 schedule
format as presented?

3. Responses of Owner Administrators, Staff & Consultants:

Most felt contractors failed to use the developed schedules advan-
tageously. A number added criticisms:

Detroit area contractors resist schedules.

e Some contractors just didn't bother.

There was unwillingness to understand, followed by inertia.

Owner's representatives seemed to feel that schedules are for con-

tractors.rather than for themselves; however, there was at least
one different view:



o The healthiest aspect of CSP-1 was to impose some discipline
on the owner's tim table.

There were other favorable comments:

Schedules were helpfUl dt job meetings.

Fewer problems with CSP-1 schools than conventionally be-
cause whole process was speedier.

About the schedule format, a number protested:

Too complex; orm more difficultthanschedule itself.

Some contractors and some of our own staff could not read
schedules.

o Contractors respond better to bar charts and arrow diagrams
than computer print-outs.

SoMe of management staff had trouble reading schedule; many
meetings spent trying to figure it out.

However, the criticisms were countered:

Computer-printed bar charts are so simple it's ridiculous,
but for some reason people will not look at them. Itss a
human psychology problem.

o It became a very popular game for a while . . . to find
fault with the scheduling documents rather than perform.

Simple bar graphs are not-the answer; we need greater
sophistication on part of our field superintendents.

The most specific recommendation:

o What seems best is to print bar graphs some weeks in advance,
listing activities by trades, then giving out separate mimeo-
graphed sheets every couple of months.

4. Responses of Project Architects:

A majority viewed contractors, utilization of construction scheduling
as ineffective, and they tended to blame the management contractor
staff:

Delays were more fault of MC.

Scheduling could have been improvedith more energy and
follow -up on part of MC.

To make the schedules work, pin the contractors down more.
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There were different -- although contradictory -- opinions:

Several Major contractors used schedules very well.

Schedule was done well, but no one used it.

When asked about scheduling format, architects were quick to
complain: 7

Schedule was very hard to understand; too vague; too com-
plicated. Computer print-outs too difficult to comprehend.

Form hard to follow; did not pay much attention to ft.

We developed our own special bubble diagram as a.transla-
tion to help contractors understand renovation schedule for

our project.

All schedules too complex. Schedules should be simplified
and reproduced on 81/2" x 11" pages instead of bulky computer
print-outs.

Most architects would prefer a simple bar graph for readability;
however, some of the communications problem may be revealed by

two answers:

I cannot recall any direct participation with schedules.

Architects -dori't work with construction schedules.

5. Responses of Proitctpagineers:

Because their involvement with on-site construction tends to be
limited by time or scope, engineers were not asked the general
question about contractors' use of schedules. However, one

volunteered:

Contractors used construction schedule well.

Two focused on the format questions, disagreeing with each other:

Schedules would -be better as bar graphs. CSP-1 contractors

couldn't follow computer sheets.

Presentation was OK; most contractors understand CPM.

Their major concern was not with the construction schedule, but with
the document preparation schedules which, they felt, had "ganged up"
on them by expecting their work for four different projects to be
produced simultaneously:
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Scheduler failed to understand engineers' problems.

CSP-1 schedules unrealistic and impractical.

However, two assigned. the blame elsewhere:

Real problem was with delays by owner in getting decisidns.

e .Problem was with owner input, but it's' hard to criticize
owner who pays the bills.

The primary recommendation for a subsequent program was to involve
engineers more completely.

6. Responses of Management Contractor Personnel:

In a rare spate of unanimity, they agreed that contractors failed
to use the construction schedule to best advantage:

Certain contractors fought schedule.

Contractors distrusted schedule.

Contractors distraught about schedule.

Subsystems contractors used schedules, but somenonsystems
contractors didn't look at them.

The scheduling format came in for heavy criticism:

Method not the best; monitoring excessive and too costly.

Owner was buying too much "quality" of scheduling.

I've spent hours and hours, and I still cant explain it
to contractors.

Contractors couldn't understand schedule0xx)sophisticated;
depends on personal drive of scheduler to move 'things along.

Although there were several pleadings for simple bar graphs, one
MC representative observed

A simple bar graph would_not be adequate; however, a prece-
dence technique would be preferable to the I-J node method.

Another disagreed:

Bar chart scheduling has proved adequate on far larger
projects than CSP-1.
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7. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

A majority felt they had not been fully effective in utilizing the
construction schedules. Their justifications were diverse:-

Contractors have grown cynical about schedules because
they are so often used as an instrument of hostility.

* You can't fault the schedule; real problem was communica-
tion between trades.

Nobody but scheduler can fully grasp all facets; important
for contractors to have confidence in scheduler.

Utilization marred by lack of rapport between scheduler
and MC.

.

Not realistic to talk of "contractor input" to scheduling
when there is a penalty clause. Everyone pads the time

estimates.

Although not asked at this point, several volunteered recommenda-
tions .pertaining to projecfauthority:

Followup and control could be better; need a "central figure."

o Schedule enforcement should have been stronger.
- :

o Owner needs to dictate more fo contractors.

o CSP-1 schedule suffered from lukewarm application and lack
of clarity as to administrative responsibility.

Most contractors found fault with the scheduling format:

Many couldn't read schedules; they like bar charts!

. Most sUbt4ade superintendents cannot read computer printouts.

Contractors mean well, but they can't read CPM. -You need a

scheduler who can sell schedule!

Cther recommendations included: 1) more exact scheduling of shop
drawings, 2) clearer separation by trades in the schedules,
3) more emphasis on pre-bid meetings to explain overall construc-
tion schedule. Suggestions about scheduling format were primarily
the recurring, "Keep it simple!"
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8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on UTILIZING the SCHEDULES:

The most persistent note among the five categories of interviewees
was dismay over the presentation technique. Participants find
difficulty reading computer print-outs, even when they have been
manipulated to resemble more traditional bar charts. Less evident,
but more significant, is that most participants had not read care-
fully the scheduling sections of the specifications. Most did not
understand that a construction schedule that is also a contract
document (complete with financial penalties and rewards) is in-
evitably complex and somewhat legalistic.

That the basic construction schedules worked successfully is appar-
ent from the fact that four CSP-1 schools were finished and occupied
by the appointed day; thus, it is surprising-to read far more com-
plaints than congratulations. Perhaps it was the nature of the
questions that made the contractors the "culprits." Most inter-
viewees ignored the effect of their own delays in de'sign, organiza-
tion, and operation. As one contractor expressed it, "SchedUles
are valuable, but it's more important who administers them."
Although the architects and owner's staff personnel tended to
blame contractors for inaction, the contractors pleaded for more
effective leadership. Several specifically asked for "stronger
control." Engineers were particularly critical of owner inde-
cision. Improvements can be made in translation and communication
of schedules (i.e., the format), but a careful reading of the
comments suggests that more effective management is the key to
acceleration.
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IV. C. ACCELERATING the WORK:

1. Background:

CSP-1 schools were completed and occupied on schedule. As noted
in "An Assessment of the Detroit Public Schools Construction Systems
Program," prepared by Richard L. Featherstone, Ph.D., Michigan State
University, the average 14.2 months from groundbreaking to essential
completion repreents a saving of 10.2 months or an improvement of
,about 44 percent over five recent similar Detroit school projects.
Despite the alacrity, many persons assdciated with the projects
observed the construction sites were often not heavily manned..
Perhaps this should be interpreted as achievement of the goal of
industrialization through utilization of more productive off-site
labor. On the other hand, it could suggest much greater accelera-
tion is possible. Predecessor systems programs in Toronto (SEF)
and Florida (SSP) have demonstrated that conventional construction,
time can be halved through the experience of repeated program
packages.

Obviously, there is a point when spe.d may be either unnecessary
or too expensive. Most observers, however, believe that quickly-
builtbuildings cost less; the thoughtful owner seeks the most
advantageous Cost/time balance.. In creating new public school

Il

facilities, pre-planning and organization nearly alw ys take longer
than actual construction. Thus, the entire process reeds examina-

tion. In addition to some acceleration techniques dis ussed in
prceding sections of this report, there may be design procedures
and conventional construction procedures which can be accelerated.

2. Representative Questions:

a. The CSP-1 construction process for the additions took approx-
infately 14 months from groundbreaking to effective occupancy.
Could this be compressed and, if so, by how much time?

b. Have you any sugol. tions as to-how the overall schedule for
building Detroit schools can be compressed, including time
spent on piogramming, design, and construction documents?

s. Responses of Owner Administrators, Staff & Consultants:.

Every respondent was certain construe-1.m time could have been
shortened from CSP-l's 14.2 months. Estimates ranged from'8 to,
12 months to accomplish,similar work. Regarding the construction
phase:

0
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o lhe real time savings is in budding simple space, puttihg up
skeletor, and skin,, leaving both guts and cosmetics until later.

* Another time we slibad speed up sui)systempheSe. We could
do a lot of tightening. Each phase needs,better control.

.4111t
Mostaawumed that time is money and that a speed-up is desirable,
but there was one)piLsenting view:

as, Schedule could be compressed, but there would be no cost
savings. 'Accelerating schedule may dost.you More.,

This group was concerned abo the total expenditure of time, rather

than just the'construction eriod:

® 'Major savings of time could be in Board of Education activi-
ties, such as project-advisory committees.

* Big savings,ift administrative decision making.

We would save time -by simplifying our planning and using
stockAplans, -at least for individual rooms.

. o Board of Education should allocate money for designto be
done early and separately,'so it's finished when official

* release to build occurs.

Architets received particular criticism:

Slack was in document production. Architects failed to
move ahead with working drawings., The architects' philoso-
phy was, "When in doubt, do nothing."

ail Architects' time tor design and working, rawings could be
reduced more than construction tiMe savings.

4. Responses of Project Architects:

All believed substantial cuts could be made in construction time.
Speculation ranged from 10 to 12 months total duration. However,
they had very few specific suggestions about the building period:

.* Major delays were in.mechanicaland electrical work: Great
need for.prefab assemblies instead of on-Site plumbing and
wiring. .

o Demand HVAC and other mechanical shop drawings earlier.

. 'Eliminate paper work; it was,voluminous because of multiple
contracts.

.0 c :3
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Several references were made to s ious delays in public utility
work and public agency rtwiews:

Earlier involvemerit of public bodies is required."

o Owner needs to put pressure on agencies through top city 0
officials.

The architects wxe much aware that non-construction phases take
longer than actual building, and every one of their comments
focused on owner delays, rather than their own operations:

o Real savings could be with planning time of project advis-
ory committees.

o Greatest time saving lies within complete control of owner«

e We wasted 3 to 4 months waiting for answers from owners.

e Compress project advisory committee time to 3 or 4 months.
Let Board of Education suggest; then let community comment.

Bureaucratic organizations are always off base; they'll
never change.

5. Responses of,Project Engineers:

Each agreed that 2 months could be lopped off the construction
period. Twelve months from groundbreaking to occupancy appeared
to them a reasonable schedule for a similar program. Their sug-
gestions for acceleration included:

e Cut subsystem bid review from 8 tb 4 weeks.

o Separate out utility work; for example, eliminate indoor
electrical vaults.

e Establish firth-rule that shop drawings cannot be kept by
. one office over 5 days.

e If you use early bid subsystems, require more adequate pre-
engineering, particularly from the atmosphere contractor.

They were conscious.Orthe overall time lag:

o Architects, and engineers have developed a mystique about
design time; they could operate a lot faster than they do.

ti
O Real savings are in early planning time by c mer.

o
ak

The need is for greater adherence by the owner's sta'f to
handling review procedures.
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6. Responses of Management Contractor Personnel:

Only one of Chia group felt that the construction time could not
have been abbreviated; others believed 10 to 12 months duration

was quite feasible. Many of their more specific suggestions about
building methods had been noted earlier, as in Sections II-B, C, &

D, pertaining to industrialization, systemization, and standardiza-
tion. However,.they added:

e Underground mechanical work, substructure, installation of
doors, frames, and hardware could all be accelerated.

o In remodeling, covering up is a lot faster than replacing;
also, less expensive and better looking.

About their own work:

e MC needs to speed up his handling of paperwork.

e Perhaps MC should apply penalties to contractors sooner.

Although they were t involved in preconstruction phases,"they
felt they knew enough about the overall problem to comment:

er needs to select architects more carefully, particular

in regard to their ability to perform in a certain time.

e I suggest initiating cost penalties for architects and en-
gineers not meeting the document preparation schedule.

7. Responses of Contractor

Reducing the time schedule seemed promising to every contractor
representative interviewed. Suggested as reasonable construction
periods were estimates of 9 to 12 months. When asked their recom-
mendations, for acceleration, they reiterated some of their prior
comments about early bidding of: 1) site work, 2) structural work,

3) mechanical (interior plumbing, as well as underground utilities
and all 4VAC work). Related comments:

e Seek standard materials and products for delivery.

e Follow strict schedule for shop drawing review and approval.

O Focus on early stages of job to avoid usual pile-up of

finish trades.

e Secret is precoordination or interfacing of subsystems.

Because of the specialized nature of their interests, contractors
were not asked the question on preconstruction operations.
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8. SUVMARY of RESPONSES on ACCELERATING the WORk:

Virtually every participant stated that buildings Like the CSP-1
schools should be built in 12 months or less. Contractors seemed
particularly convinced of the speed-up potential. While a couple
of estimates ranged as low as 9 months, none of the interviewees
was thinking in terms of'the 6 to 8 month construction periods
demonstrated successfully in certain other locaL:s. All of the
recommendations were only modifications to conventional operations..

Then acceleration of work prior to construction was considered,
architects received adverse criticism, particularly from owner's
representatives, because of slow preparation of documents.
Architects, on the other hand, directed their blame at the total
planning process. They were emphatic in recommending a compres-
sick_ of time spent on proj'ct advisory committees (school/community
Planning groups which meA, with architect participation, in
preparing educational specifications and other programming recom-
mendations). Delays by the owner received criticism from everyt
group -- including the owner personnel themselves, who pleaded
for prompter administrative action. All categorids of respond
made the comment, "Start earlier!" regarding specific activi+J.es.
The one consens- of participants is that the owner could accel-
erate building t speeditr decision -m& ing.

t



IV. D. REDUCING CONSTRUCTION COSTS:

1. Background:

The data which accompanied the proposal initiating CSP pointed out
that building costs are, higher in Detroit than in its suburbs or
further outstate. Subsequent evidence indicates that Detroit's
costs have continued upward at about the same percentage rate as
the state generally. From the outset, a major concern has been to
analyze whethez Detroit's higher costs were self - generated or were
caused by implacable outside forces. Several aspects of CSP-1, in-
cluding industrialization and bulk bidding, hoped to encourage cost
reduction. The use of phased bidding was perceived as permitting,
the owner to get an earlier firm hold on costs. The result of
these efforts, as documented in "An Assessment of the Detroit Pub-
lic Schools Construction Systems Program," prepared by Richard L.
Featherstone, PE.D" Michigan State University, was that subsystems
bidding came in well under budget. Nonsystems came in slightly
over budget, and certain bids had to be reduced by negotiation.
However, the overall saving was approximately 14 percent when com-
pared with five recent simil_r school buildings in Detroit.

For detailed information as to the CSP-1 experience, refer to
, "Cost Analysis" data and diagrams on pages 99 through 113, which
show the development of estimates and expenditures through five
major checkpoints for each of the four schools. The owner pro-
vided the cost estimates for subsystems through an independent
consultant. For nonsystems work, each architect provided his own
estimates. In both situations, however, the owner became much in-
volved in budgetary approvals and cost-cutting decisions. In
addition to practical concerns of cost reduction techniques,
other questions arose. How can an architect or an owner encourage
competitive bids? In the owner-architect relationship, whose real
responsibility is it to establish and adhere to building budgets?
Problems related to budgeting are far more complex than simply re-
ducing building area or substituting lower-cost materials.

2. Representative Questions:

a. Can you comp:ire the costs of the various subsystems on.CSP-1
projects with the same costs in other schools with which you
are familiar?

b. Have you suggestions where further economies, either with sub-
sistems or nonsystem portions of the work, could be accomplished?

fi
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3. Responses of Owner Administrators, Staff & Consultants:

Virtually all commented favorably on CSP-1 economies, but some had
qualifications:

Costs.tr ends are up. Buildings costing $100/square foot
are not far off. When that happens, those who want a custom
building will pay $100; a systems building will cost $75.

Costs were good on CSP-1 schools compared with conventional
projects. In addition to air conditioning, lighting and par-
titiOning are improved over standard; however, quality of
construction is still barely adequate.

CSP-1 schools were on time and saved money because of fewer ex-
tras and bulletins; however, they may cost more for long term
maintenance of roof top mechanical units and poor hardware.

-e$`" We must encourage more competition by generating a lot more
pre-bid design development. Owner should maintain_an active
program of research on product development. The architects
should be doing this, but they're not.

Regarding possible future economies:

Cost is closely related to complexity. Detroit's "chopped
up" architecture is a reflection of its fragmented programs.
Some other school systems do not have the same territorial
prerogatives defined_by departments. Detroit has many re-
dundant spaces. The need is for,educational reform.

fo. Detroit costs are higher because of vandalism, administrative
problems that result in slower approvals, and Equal Employment
Opportunity problems. E.E.O. requirements add at least 10 per-
cent to costs, and this will soon reach 25 to 30 percent.

Important cost cutting should be done at design stage, before
the owner even sees-the plans; however, architects are not up
on pricing. Budgets are established carelessly and perfunc-
torily by architects. The owner must establish basic cost
parameters.

4. ResponsesaL15212ELEStiLtSLE:

Only one question about economies was askec of the architects in
this section because they had earlier responded several supple-
mental cost-related questions pertaining to industrialization,
systeMization, and standardization. (Refer to Sections II B,C,D.)
Regarding future cost cutting:

Take an objective approach to management.
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o Expand systemization to the very limit of its possibilities
to saveragre money; for example, expand and diversify in-
terior space division subsystem and eliminate nonsystem
interior masonry walls.

Compress early time in committee work and planning, thereby
reducing escalation of construction costs by building sooner.
Planning could be a lot faster if tnere were a person who
could make quick decisions on the owner's part, and who
would follow the project all the way from the very begin-
ning to final completion.

One architect added a caution:

o There is too much concern about saving money and not enough
in producing a quality building that will be good in train-
ing children's minds.

5. 'Responses of Project Engineers:

(No questions asked on this topic.)

6. Responses of Management Contractor Personnel:

Because these respondents were not involved with CSP-1 budgeting,
the: were not asked to make economic comparisons with oth. school
projecta.. Their suggestions on possible cost cuts were limited to:

Revise performance specifications. ,Lighting-e-eiling stand,
ards, for example, are unnecessarily high and too expensive.

Loadings for structural steel are over-design4d.

o Require standardized door sizes and types; including
hardwa.A.

Increase systemizati9n, including panelization of masonry.

o Delete floors from structural! sUbsysteM for better bidt
from steel suppliers.

Higher quality sash would, in the long run, be more econorr-
\ical from the standpoint of maintenance.

Frewire electrical service panels.

e Reduce design development time.

Use only one architect for multiple projects.
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One of the management personnel added:

Architects are not familiar enough with costs to estimate
accurately; MC should do all estimating.

7. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

When asked to compare CSP-1 costs with other schools, nearly every
contractor quickly pointed out what they believe to be Detroit's
unique budgetary problems:

We have to crank more in our Detroit bids for plumbing in-
spectors and Equal Employment Oppe-tunity.

Contractors bid Detroit work 5 to 10 percent higher because
of all the owner involvement in inspections, et cetera,
which reduce profits.

All Detroit Board of Education jobs cost more, but that is
because of your 30 or 40 page punch lists.

I've reviewed Detroit school jobs, and I can't really sug-
gest any way to save money. They certainly aren't gold-
plated in any way. .

For future work, they had these comments or recommendations:

Encourage greater use of bulk bidding and multiple projects.

Detroit's labor costs are very high; savings are to be de
primarily in reducing on-site labor.

lk

'I am convinced that total subsystems --:. like.celing and
lighting combined with a/k. distribution -- cost less than
buying the same thing in parts and pieces..

Use aluminum condi.:tors, plastic pipe, and plastic conduit
wherever permitted by code.

Electrical distribution centers should be more cen441y
located to reduce wiring costs.

Owner paid for a lot of plumbing pipe chases in demuntable
partitions which could hare been reduced with better planning.

0 Keep structural bay sizes to minimum and keep building
massirl simple.

Get rid of roof top multl,tzone Units, and go to central
.chilled water with variable volume ventilation.-

Q..



Avbid demolition when altering existing buildings; replace
or cover up,'rather than repair.

Finally, one contractor's summary comment:

Thank God for extras! Architects' omissions are an impor-

tant supplement to my income.

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on REDUCING CONSTRUCTION COSTS:

:Prior sections of this repokt asked interviewees to evaluate the
financial effect of particular organizational methods. This sec-

tion was viewed as more general and recommendatory. No one claimed
to have simple or easy answers to the problems of rising costs, but
nearly all the comments that emerged were supportive of CSP-1's

diversified approach. A recurring view was that architects like
those who participated in CSP-1 -- small firms in private practice--

are unable to maintain close touch with economic trends and are

unable to estimate building costs with assurance. There i-E-E-strong

feeling -- stated or implied-- that the owner must continue to be
much involved with budgeting, estimating, and cost control. Prob-

ablyythis is true whether or not the owner provides the services

of an independent cost consultant.

The owner's role was stressed in at least two additional, ways.
First, several respondents suggested it is the basic building pro-
gramming -- not in the way architects and engineers assemble parts --
that_the most significant cost determinations are made. Second,

the answers from contractors stressed that buijding in Detroit is

more exp?..nsive for particular reasons. Perhaps not all the diffi-

culties can be eliminated; yet the fact remains that it is to th6
owner's benefit to attract contractors and, thus to stimulate

competition. In this regard, the responses echoed those of a
1967-68 study, "Contractor Attitudes on School Construction,"
jointly undertaken by the Detroit Chapter of the American Institute
of Architects and by the Builder's Exchange of Detroit, which pre-
sented recommendation's on: 1) inspection procedures, 2) disburse-

. meet of contract funds, 3) construction techniques, 4) bidding

practices, 5) construction documents, 6) cost control. At least

some of the recommendations of that study, which was a major pre-

cursor to CSP, have been carried out, and with apparerit success.
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STRUCTION SYSTEMS PROGRAM
COST ANALYSIS DATA - JANUARY 1974 UPDATE.

BOYNTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS
AREA OF ADDITION 54,625 SQ.FT.

g

12
H

4H

CATEGORY 1 g E 2 'El: 3
.4 La I-1
0 H CZ
U 03 a4

C3 W
A C4
< a4

civ_ 8 Pc2
.c.

'8 au 2 O'4 04
5 6 8u u

Systems Work
SS/1 159,000 139,837 - 139,837 +10,450 150,287

SS/2 332,000 293,000 - 293,000 + 7,655 300,658

SS/3 86,900 108,000 - 108,000 + 2,933 110,933

SS/4 20,000 24,000 - 24,000 + 1,950 25,950

SS/5 200 000 151,749 + 112 151,861 + 585 ' 152,446

Subtotal 797,900 714,803 716,698 13.08 +23,576 740,274

Substructure CincLinBW) 77,000 77,000 - 77,000 1.41 + 3,689 80,689

Nonsystems Work
BW 593,000 539,694 659,000 -75,789 583,211.10:68 +14,159 597,370

MW .174,18-164,000 4234600. -101605 .221,995 _4,06 + 5,16$ -227,163

EW 109,250 119,000 165,655 -11,130 754,525 2.83 +.1,220 157,745

Subtotal , 876,437 822,694 1,057,255 -97,524 959,731 17.57 +22,547 982,'78

CUMULATIVE TOTAL 1 674 337 1 614 497 1 '753 429 32.06 +49'812 1 803,241

Alterations
13W 228,000 233,453 230,000 -79,806 150,194 1,470 148,724

MW 48,000 45,000 57,900 -17,861 40,039 1,781 38,258

EW 34,000 A63,0^0 49,000 - 9,4b3 39,297 + 2,982 42,279

Subtotal 310,000 341,453 336,900 -107,370 229,530 - 269 229,261

CUMULATIVE TOTAL 1 984 337 1 955 950 1 982 959 +49,543 2,032,502

Subpl.Eouip.
SEW 113,500 108,627 - 108,627 3,204 105,423

FSW 16,000 13,656 - 13,650 - 13,650.

Subtotal 150 0 0 129,500 122,277 - 122,277 3,204 119,073

Site Devel.
Contract 50,000 96,000 81,000 -8,585 7,415 - 760 71,655

CUMULATIVE TOTAL 2 484 337 2 181 450 2,177,651 +451579 2,223,230

Bd. of Ed. 50,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 18,629

Site Subtotal (100,000. (171,000) (156,000) (147,4151 (90,284)

Prof. Fees 130,000 130,000 129,600 + 2,173 131,773

Furniture 175,900 175,900 175,900 155,141

Miscellaneous ,-
'

Survey/Tests/
Permits/PLC

80,000 80,000 80,000
(21,501),

(19,174
40,680

Const.Mgt/
Security

- 54,000 . 75,000
(58,638f

(17,20e
75,846

Site Acuisition 500,000 500,000 .500,000 475,000

Contingency

s
Surveys

t
Temporary Heat
c
Construction Mot.
x
Security

1Cost figures corrected for building work OW) on

Boynton Addition. Other costs as computed in 1972

and reported in "An Assessment of the Detroit

Public Schools Construction Systems Program."
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CERVENY ADDITION' COST ANALYSIS

SYSTEM

SS In sTnamar

SS 02 ATMOSPHERE

SS 03 LI CHEIErd CriLENG

SS 44 INT. SPACE DIY

SS IS VERTICAL SKIN

NON-SYSTEM

'stratntucnste

bKamm cox

MECHAM! C.AL WORK

ELECTRICAL WRIX

ALTERATIONS

atauxtm wax

=WU CAL WORK

ELECTRICAL YORK

MISCELLANEOUS

d SUPP ccaumpruper

COMMA= SITE WORK

TD. OP ED. SITE WION

PROMS-10UL PEES....

FURNITURE

=VEY, TUTS, PERMITS, PLC

CCHSTRUCTION MAX4C.0424r

TEMPORARY HEAT'

=MITI

SITS ACQUINITION

atermr,ocr

SUBSTRUCTURE ESTIMATES DCLUGIED IN
MEN. SYSTEM MIILIDENG

b rum. =Jou untsrxr mesisn't
isurugmo WORK AND SUBSTRUCTURE

C AODITIEARL OTYNDITURES NOT INCLUDED
IN CCNTIMEMIll

4NIUMANCE 4,212

PUBLIC ADM= 4 TV 20,914
CECRDINATIOME SUPOWIIVA 29.071
TOILETS ISO

PEW.t I SUEZ 2,500
COST ESTIMATE t SCIILDJLIMI 0,544

PRIMING COST 3.474

d ismuccs 0104.

SUPPLER:MARY
0 DILLY? FOR IS S OF

EDVIPMENT
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CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS PROGRAM
COST ANALYSIS DATA - JANUARY 1974 UPDATE

CERVENY JUNIOR HIGH. SCHOOL
ADDITION AND ALTERATIONS
AREA OF ADDITION a 74;600 SQ.FT.

U)

F-4

W I

(.A

ILI
E4 E-4

6 Q i' .
.1..H

H H 3x NCH H

8

C)
W
U

E44 u
0 u

CATEGORY 1 R 2 ii
. i, g! ii 3

A
'.-1 E Q" 'i', it il E g Q"

5 6 2u u
Systems Work , .

224,500
440,000

121,200
32,000
320 000

.

178,425
347,000
179,364
34,370
188 602

-

-.
-

-

+ 8 205

178.425
347,000
179,364
34,70

196 807

.

+ 5,452

-12,230
+15,880

,

178,425
352,452

167,134
50,250
196 807

SS/1
SS/2

SS/3
SS/4
SS/5

- Subtotal 1 117 800 916 278 935 966 12.55 + 9 102 945 068
Substructure ancLin B14

806,200
200,000
200 000

93,816

737,688
309,172
292.560

93,816 -

543,380 +21,000
(303,100-+-32.033

- 181 698 + 8 365

93,816

564,380
335,433
192 063

1.26

7.57
4.50
-2.57

+ 2,89Z
'

+35,815
+ 4,565
+ S 535

96,713

600;195
339,998
197 598

Nonsystems Work
BW
MW
EW

Subintal 1 206 200 1 299 420 1 030 178 +61 698 1 091 876 14.64 +45 915 1 117 791
CUMULATIVE TOTAL 2,344,000 2,129,514 21121,658 28.45 +5,7,914 2,179-572
Alterations .

225,000
75,000
50 000

184,184
61,295
19'100

'229,500 _4-62,000

- 100,:700 + 750

47 172 +38 846

291,500
101,450
86 018

, + 8,745
+10,580
+ 5 790

300,245

112,030
91 808

BW
MW
Ci.1;"

Subtotal 150 000 284 579 377 372 101 596 478,968 +25,11511 504,081
2 683,655CUMULATIVE TOTAL 2 694 non 2 614 093 , . 2,600,626] +83,029

alalz2t12.
SEW_
FSW (8d.share).

85,000
15.000

96,076.
148 010

89.3D7 + 28,113
16 200 +123 000

117,500
139,200

100
185

117,600

139,385
Subtotal 100.000 244.086 105,587 +151,113 256,7001 285 256,985

Site Dcvel.
75 000

2,869,000
71t6.62

2,929,841 I

82 000 + 31 124 113,124'

02J- 70
'
4501

--

(113,124)

169,333
191,400

80,000

79,000

--

118 217'

o

- 500 /

+82,814

+12,646

(23,974
C23,000)

(62,419f
(8,231i

.

.

112,624
3,051,264

.50,512
(163,136)

191,979
188,420

46,971

70,650

--

12 604

Contract
CUMULATIVE TOTAL

Bd. of Ed.
' Site dev.Total
Prof. Fees

--

(75,000)

163,000

191,400

80,000
. -

-

--

--

196 600

60,000
(131,662)

'167,300

191,400

80,000

54,000

--

128 459

---_-_
60,000 -,60,000

(142,000)

Furniture
Miscellaneous

Survey/Tests/
Permits/PLC
Const.Mgt./
Security

Site, Acquisition

Contin.encv
TOTAL 3.500.000 3.611.000 1.604.4001 1.604.400

sSurveys
t
Temporary Heat

c
Construction Mgt.
x
Security

" Includes $111,000 for 75% of FSW estimate
Includes $104,400 grant for 75% of FSW cost

1 Costs as computed in 1972 prior to occupancy
and reported in "An Assessment of the Detroit
Public Schools Construction SyStemaProg,:am:
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.r?" 4EONSPUCTIOq SYSTEMS PROGRAM
COST ANALYSIS DATA - JAORY 1974 UPDATE

1-0NZOOLEY SENI6R
.

StifoOL
ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS
AREA Oe'ADDITION 105,000SQ.FT.

0
OF

X U

-"*4

. .8
E-/ E-/ Cu

._`;4'

0 <Cg

I

CATEGORY -. ' 'Inv
. . 0 w

2) 4
a w

.43 0 it'
u al a

la' '' ji 4 08"r2
.4 a . 0, a

'8-6
u tn

ill '8
4 Ile 51 31

,Systes Work .

324,000
680,000
207,800

1

97,000
175,000

.

31t1,726

525,000
284,219
106,500
137,641

.

- -
-

-

-

+ 20,713

.) ..'-- °

318,726
,::: 52%000

14'284,219
. 106,606

158,354

' ,

.

-.,

+ 21,077
+ '.3",9,,68.

+ 19,815
+ .80

/
-118,726

548,077

N 288,187
: 126,415
158,434

1,439,839
'169,563

,
923',561
568,138
218'068

.
"SS /1

.

.

5$/2
SS/3

.

55/4 .

SS/5 ____ ____

Subtotal 1,483,800 1;392,765 1,392,899113.26 +.46,940
Substructure' (IiicLinpi.4

1,104,662
174,019

112 934

166;668
/

166,668

976,432 905,141
509,798 -553,906,

147 157 290 428'

- 5,090
- 9,092
- 7 625

166,668 1.59

J 900,051 8.57
544,808 549
282 803 2.69

+ 2;895

. .,

+ 23,510
+ 23,930
+ 5 265

Nonsystems Work'
-9la

MW-

EW -

Subtotal 1 591 615 1-631'387 1 749 469 -21 807 1 727 662 16.45 + 52'705 1.780'367
CUMULATIVE TOTAL 3,075,415 3,19'2,820 1 3,287,229 31.30 +102 540 3 189 769
Alterations'

462,000
68,000
70,000

(605,595) . 454,001
(177,760) 236,800
,(226,462) 197,954

- 82,438
-124,000
- 76,576

4

371,662
112,800
121,378

;
+ 12)675
i 24856
+ 16,290

384,237
109;950

137,668

-.,BW,-

MW.
EW

Subtotal 6091000(1,009,817)i 888,7541-283 0141 805 740 -. + 26 115 631 855.

CUMULATIVE TOTAL 3 675 416 1 842 820.1 13 892 969 +128 6 5 :4 021.624
Suopl.Equip.

t

.

248 359o
-160,750

-

-

"
. ..J

-248,359 .

160,750 .

+ 1,720-
: '880

250,079
159,870

SEW
FSW ..'

Subtotal 494 9001 494 900 409 1091 840 i 409 949
Site devel. ...

15'1,815 255,416

.

238,168- 74,499
,

' 163,719

J,

+ 5;200 168,919Contract'? '

CUMULATIVE TOTAL 4,322,130 4,593,136 4,465,797 +134v695

\

+ 20,,441

.
.

(WI ....ipe)s

1.--'1'''t
(31 36s)

'.1 c
(760,99)

(10,252ic

' '

11,600,492

78,000

(2.4,6,919)

269,834
494,110

.

125,287

81,251

375,000
.176026

Bd of Ed;..,4 .

Site dev.T6ial
Prof. Fees

-q. 80,000
,(151,81 635,416)
241,060' 255,500
77,350 471,550

c

150,000 .100,000

-- 54;000

700,000 500,000'
309 520 140 014

80,000
(318,168
, -

.

.

.

80,000 .

1243,719)

249,393
477,350

100,000 'I

1

'75,000 -

500,0,00
/

252 480 l

Furniture
Miscellaneous
SurVey/Tests/
Permkts/PLC
Coxist.Mgt./

Security,
site Acuisition
Contin encv

TOTAL 6,200,000 6,200,000 .6,200;000 I 6,200,000

s
Surveys

t
Temporary Heat

c
Construction Mgt.
x
Security

)-

.1..«.

Alteration wOrkidirectpd'to be reduced in cost to $650,0004
1
Cpsts as computed in 1972 prior to occupancy
048 reported-in "An "AssestmOit of the Detroit
PUblit Schools Construction Systems Program."
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/ .e

4

e SS 04 um. spkcz ark
f

is

SYSTEM

c
STSVCTLIZE r

.sue

ADOSPILEHL je

!' SS RI rsarriir../a.auw

1145 VERTICAL. SHIN

4 .

NON -.SY' STE.

0
SUB. STR FLIRC.

staLam wax

ir
VECHAVICAL I"CRK

,

ELECTRICAL 100RX

ALTERATIONS

4
BUILDING HORX

MECHANICAL 100RX

r...cc-rnot wax

MISCELCAN EO
. ,US

SUP PLOD:SCARY Daumeur

ODNIRACT SITE NORA

d BIS Of ID. SITE %CRS

FRORESSIONAL ITZS

FURNITURE

StreiCY TESTS. PERMITS PLC

ccanavcrion MNAGliturr

TEMPORARY HEAT

SCCSR1TY

SITE ACTATISITION

f

coournamcy

a svasTracnatt ESTIMATES I WADDED DI
MAISYSTEM BUILDING HOU

b run. mums RIDRESDO NONSYSTDI
BUILDING SOCRX AND SUBSTRUCTURE

C ADDITIONAL amp inau NOT INOLUDED
IH CONTINGLICli

INSUIWCZ 2,726
PUBLIC AIM= & TV 19.100
COORDINATION a SUPERVISION 31,112
TOILETS 150
PENCE & SIGHS 1.2SO
COST ESTIMATE I SCHEDULING 8,659
PRINTING COST 1.103

d FUNDS AND ccrarmucrsoa mud ars mcx IM

caaalaro PARTICIPATE IN OPEN SPACE PA:MAAR

. I

§ § §. §... i § . § § ` §. , -§. §_ §. 4 § §
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§ a ( i 4-§ F: FT § .§-
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I
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.. .. .
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ARCHITECT'S rum, ESTIMATE
COMPACTOR BID PRICE

NEGOTIATED CONTRACT PRICE
COMPUTED COSTS
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CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS PROGRM
COST JNALYSIS DATA JANUARX1 *1974

s)" . .S.HERRA'RD JUN4 IOR
ADD ON AN) AL*ATIO/IS

, AREA OF ADDITION ..°44,boo.sct.rr.s.
1

If

UPDATE -
H1.6-1 SCHOOL-

.
.

cr, 2
8
(.)

H ... ) g E./

CATEGORY . 1 LI N 2,;) N 3
HUH

PC-44U in 0. r"-c1C 0,t

2 t -1c-44

U 04
`6' t
U

f:1 12
.z to.;'; C) 0

*.g ,L) U

lysteths Work s

1*1500
2887000

100,009
. 22,000
170,000

91,416
0 284,000

1'38,900

, 37,26.7

141,220

-

-
.

-
+ 9.130-

91;416
284,000
'138,900
37,287
150,350

\

-

. + 3,662
7+,2r5.59

'+10,596
- 689

91,416
282,662
141,t159

47c7;s0

149,661

AS/1
SS/2

13/3 )

SS/4 '"..

SS' /7 i

Subtotal '716,500 ' 701,9561 ' 701,953 15:95 +16,128 718,081

Stibbtructure (incLin !A

406,500
118,500
78 500

93,426

435,187
132,00?
99 000

69,646

347A79
,161,01)0

145 569

+23,788

-39,§86
- 2A67
- 2 070

93;426

308,393
158,133
143 499

2.13

7.01

3.59
3.26

+ 3,325

+34t570
+ 6,620
+16 80

96,751

-342,963
164,753
159 879

Nansystems Work
BW. .

MW
EW

ubtotal 603 500 666 1e7 654 548 .'44 523 610.025 13.86 +57 570 667 595

CUFU TIVE TOTAL 1,320,000 1,461,569 1,405,404 31.94 +77,023 1,4821427

Alterations' .

.299;750

glom
59 200

447 750

247,57
87,500
64 000
19R 757

.

232,000
. 81,000
5.33 800

'146 R00

+14,477
-13,412
+16 150
+17-215

246,477
67588
49 95C
364 015

.

+ 6,740

:* 1070
+18 340
+27 050

253,217
69,558
68,290

L_....

322AP-6k
1,82492

121,531
14,229

.BW
. MW

,
EW

Subtotal

CUVULATIVE TOTAL 1,767,750+186a,9,26 1 1,769,419 +104 873

2IEELT.--12° ' :
,

159,000
.

16 000-

.- 11'4,561.

. 14 400
-, 114,961

14 900

+ 6,570,SEW '-''

#.

FsW
Subtotal 175i0OO 7,175,000 129,861 129,861 + 6,570 166,4311

Site DVI/el.
7,

s' , i '.

45 000 4-55 734 44 000

-

6 404

1,

37 600 __.+-6 650

.

44 250Contract
CUMULATIVE` TOTAL 91'17-750 2 091 0(0 . A 936 880 +117 293 2 C54 173

Bd. of Ed: .6

. Site de,ZTotal
Prof. Fee ',

lapsowp 4pcn009 100,000

.C150,600) (a55 734 (144,000)
TO 00 *125,500

.213, 00' '213,000
'

8Oo;ooci :80. ,000

._ p4,006
.

..

300,00k 300,0001 -.

' 294 950 -116 440

+,5009

.
.

,

:,1

.

105,000
4142,600)

116,619
213,000

.

80,006
.

75,000

300
/
000

'273.510

"

+ 15.730

44;737P
(.13;665

it

(58,389F
t10,231r

19.210
' (63r1.460)

132,340
210,716

561402

68,620

360,103
196 436

Furniture
TrriTallous A*

Survey /Tests/
-Permits/PIZ
Cohst.Mgt.
Security

Site Acquisition
Contiri enc

TOTAL 3,100,000 3,100,000 - 3,100,000 -3 100 000

4,Ssurveys

'emporary Heat
Cohstruction Mgt.
x
Security

1

1Costs as computed in 1972 prior to occupancy
and repote4 in "Art Assessment of the Detroit
Public School; Construction Systems Program."
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E .DIRECTING
.-

MINTS:
'V*

1. Background: . _

.7. .

the egonomie8 'derivative from competition are dependeht on getting
proposale from a number of qualified bidders. CSP planners:knew" .

from Past'expe4ence, reinforced by emphatic consultantrecommenda-
tionE, that De#oit neededto make a special effort to attract
competent coritra'otors. Because money' is the 1.pbricant to keep
construction running smoothly, the ,CSP -1...subsystem speci &caeions

if
%contained certain ihnovatizeclauses (General Condition

/
,:Articles

32.1-4) that require the owner to pay approved payment //requests
promptly Or.; penalized by paying the contractor cl imant an addi-

,

tional amount of interest on the sum of the Certi4 te, baied.on
the then current prime bank lending rate. Careful'it ords of .

CSP-1 payment processing have documented that6steps were acceler- .
'abed over conventionlly -bid prior projects. Thii fact was perhaps
.obscured by the multiplititYof-contracts and, in tNe case of
several contractors, disputes over completion off workfo'r. the
.final 6ayment request.. -

.
.

,

CSP. was also interested in usincimoney as a stimul4nt fo. improved
) contractor performance. AddenduM flo..1, vSCheduling,Requirements"

tr

includes "Paymedt Incentives" (Al-ticle:A1.14) 'to reduce retainage
of construction funds to 3 Orcent from\the/traditionel 10'percent..
Furtier, the following section titled "Assessment .for pelinquent.
Work" (Artile.A1.15)' prescribei a penalty o $300 per day tube
'paid by each contractor for failure to comply with the published
- ;'Project Schedule," if thedelay is his responsibility. Such ad-

justMentsto pay,requests were joint decisions of the management
contractor alld the scheduling consultant, agreed to by architect
and owner. A review of CSP payment certificates reveals thAl the

rreward .of reduced retainage was extensively used; the per -diem
penalty was rare* applied.

2. Representative Questions:c.:*

a. How did the payment procedures used by the Detroit Public
Schools for the:CSP-1 projects compare in speed ,andeffi-
ciency with typical prior prOjects, ..yewhat suggestions
hay.e you fortimproving.procedures?

'b. A,system of penalties (per diem charges of $300/day) and 7

rewards (rttainage reduced to 3, percent) was used to en-

. courage contractors to parform. How successful was this
arrangement?

I
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3. Responses of Owner Administratorstat & Consultants:

Ever 'person
t

who answerdd these questions spoke with prai'se's

.t

'6,_yayment procedures verymuch'tn dmprovement on CSP-1.
. . ,

f

.Improved with CSP. The old way'f holding money. simply
14educe4 the competition, and we pay forAywhethereWl

. .

it J 'he .
.

-

. \ :. i
'N

t
. Per/laity Clause, althoUgh little used on CS,Rpar did acce

rate at least one very impottant contractor.'.4
''''' , e ": e: v ..

. - ,

4 Bonus systeet works. Peoplexeally,dig4atl 1
-

. , 1
.

! / .
. ..

-.113e only qualification wasa2k5Ut the .basic premise:,

, ...

1

, .,

Mbst of ehe crying, by contractors about betl-oites 'slOw .

payments is not valid. If they igeb.the wbrk done, thby

are paid within\a-few days.

)1 . ,

,

.

Recimmendations for future aqion included:' ' . :

,.
., ., . . '

.
,

.4 41' It Would be gq ate.to have contractors send payment re-.
quests ditectlVtearchiteGts, W4th only a record copy
going to MC;%howerr, to Makethis work, architects would
,need to be up on.scheduling.bettir than they were with.
eSP-1,

C'm .

Penalties should be proPort&onal to contract size acid
urgency, but^e4hasis should not be punitive. We thould_---

0.

.....-

,. try zero retpinage'for contractors on'-schedule.

,..A bonds systnly early completion should be started.

L./

, Certain phases of-wOrk aeererdtical to schedule, and they

should carry healier ftnalties'for fatehess.
. "

If we had bonded management company, we could let them
handle disbxirsement offunds and need have very little in-
volvement by owner in accountin6.

4. Responses 'of Project. Architects:

Seyeral commented they lacked experience to make la comparison 0
prior payment procedures. Of those who replied,, reactions were

CSP-1 payment/wocedures imppved. Requests moved more

quickly thrcittO Board of E,ducation offices.'

t.
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e No particu'ar improveMe:nt; CSP-1 at disadvantage becaube

of multiplicity of contracts.

No prOblems''for architects.

It may:have been faster, but it was mor e difficult because
Payment requests went es to more, offices (MC arid.

7

,zk

es System work'gd,.. Three hunOred dollar a day penals0 was
.enough to stimulate getting jgb done: .

?

Reduced retainhge worked well...Penalties worked somewhat,
but 'needed more push! by. MC. . T, .",

. ,

. 6 4
m 4

e ,Sydtem_of penalties and reward&didriot seem to wont very
ceffectively;. more attention and enekgy needed by Mc. .'

.

Recommendations for pobsible future .improvements wdre:

4

CSP.J.1..procedures worked well, but could have been even

faster if pay,resUests channeled only thn'Ouh architects,fe

bypassing MC.
r

o OWner could issue a monthly amount of Money to MC and let
him issue payMents'irectly to contractors.

r'
f

O need to link leNiekok pay,requests:more closely with
7.pric performed. "Front end loading" is generally practiced

and accepted at every level of the ndustry.

O Re 1 answer is for owner to be more selective with'contrac

t rs, and to ban from future work those who do not..peforM.
,

Wi-h2exception of final payment) request, I would recommend

zero retainage.if contractor'is-ahead'of schedule.'

5. ,Responses out21251Eulatera:,

(No questions asked on this tdpic.)

Responses of Management Contractor Personnel:

Although not experiensed to compare Prior procedures of the owner;
.

thele,evaluated results,from general knowledge-)

.4. Pay prOc tires/were better. and quiCW'er tqan'a

'

4 Procedures worked well; 5311.,the steps taken were

.

normal /job.

needed.
1.

There was improvement in.papprocedures on gsp-1-,.accordi:ng

. .to what I've heard of Board of Education's poor reputation

in this z-vard

Ntt
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Many Contractors will not bid Detroit work because of
reputation for slow payment and indecision.

Onlyime architect did painstaking job of checking pay
requests. 4

Most of slow handling of payments was because of infighting
between MC andScheduling consultant.

t
Sore etimes,contractors went around MC directly to architects.

I Omit we caused some problems with delay's, but we belatedly
. .

assumed more responsibility.

,Regarding penalties and rewards, responses were contradictory:

Penalty and reward system worked, but was not handled in
fair or uniform way. .

Penalty and reward system did not'work because these contracts-
, were too small; need more leverage of bigger, contracts.

o System 'did work ultimately; have started sooner..

a: System.has merit, but owner pays more for it.

.

a

o Penalty and, reward system somewhat disappointing; you do not

get performance'by threatening someone.

Increasing retainage does work in getting contractors to

perform.

ow'

Recommendations were:

. .4) Couldthera be.a financial penalty imposed on architect pr
MC for failure to process pay reqbests promptly?

Provide for prompt payment to contractors for complete shop
drawings. For pre-enginebred subsystem's, retainage should
'be applied to design andshop drawing phases of contractors'
work. Thisailight' enconrage better interfacing.

This last item involves industrypa5ticipation in design, a topic
considered more completely -in Sections III'C & D, where similar'..
suggestions appear.

1
'4,:>

1

7. PRE-1s-orfsesofcdittrresenttt.---ves:

Predictably; contractors had strong opinions on fhe,topic of being
paid (car not ?aid) for their services: --______

---1
Payment procedures were very good and very attractive on CSP-1. .

. ,
O ,Process was pretty good; Detroit is OKI

4)

4

O

,
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e 'Pay procedesi of owner were OK,- except for that Tied:Ten-
.
dou? final payrien: An that regard, CSP was no
other wprk.

.,- ., a,
.

. No
S . .,, A .

O There wag-improyement on CSP.L-^Only problem was.
of paperwork 4 MC's office. x 4

. -t,. w

better than

in.tie-up

41' Money talks Whoever controls paypent controls job.' Me-
- haci.all the authority they n?eded to coordinate work tilt

they didn't use it.;' .1, '

.' -

e It Should be defined in contract
pay requests will be handled... ".

Several stressed the important relationship
economy. of construction:c , '

y. i C
.

Prompt payment'has a Yeiyimpdrtant
of a project.

o CSP procedures were
got adjusted, to the Fout'ine there was ho

A

ents',,how and, When.

.betweeg pgyitient qpd,

is
.

a

.

I

.1

"1bearing oh the pricing .
a ,,

.

excellent. We do not gidIkork for slow

payers. After we
problem. -

,. .

e CSP an improvement. Oh a f,Oure job we%wou.1&*bid more
4favorably.if,we kneW.Dayments,0ould.bandled as 'quickly.

I0

They were generally satisfied with the` inducements:

'; s 7

Penalties" and rewards worked for CSP, biAlpenalties

inadecgately enforced.,
0

..,

System worked well,; reduced refainage,good.,;,

1... ,...

System worked well, exceptwe don't aice threats Of penarT
.ties.seriouslymI donvt,think anybod?' ever prosecutede
pPnalty.sUcdessfully. t

6 ,s ,

e Detrbit retAnage payment policies more 1,'hari generous. Only

problem was in getting paperwork t6rough4arch#ect's offices.

I,

were

,SUMMARY of RESPONSES .on DIRECTING PAYMENTS :.

Nearly all persons who replied to these questions had praise for
the efforts of CSP in handling cons.cuc.tion-related money matters
expeditiously. The owner's brdup Were pleased, perhaps because.'

they know betreg than others what had, occurred previously. Of par-
ticular q.igpificance.-- since it -is they,' who wait Eor the money --

was the cutremefy favorable contractor reaction. .1Part Of this is

ti attributable to former subcontractor or.suppliers enjoying their
prime contractor status, and not having to-wait fprra general

119
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contractoOq:largess. Aichitects hac a ed response, 'but eful
reading seems to reveal most 4 objections perZ o
multiplicity of contracts (12 separate prime contractl-on.each
school),and the .aeLendant-paperwork. There were bthei.-criticisms
of the processirig-sequence (contractor to MC to.archOect to CSP)
before the apptoved ayment requeSts actuallyryeached the owner's
businessand accounting office. 4

In a thulti-Project program with multiple contractb, not everyone
-canknow everythirig t144 is going on. Therefore, some of the re-
plies on penalties andcrewardsappear more contradictory than they
are. One contiactor.mar, in fact, .have had a totally different
experieri8e from another. The fact that the overall work was com
pietip on' time wopld seem to inchcate the success of the process.
HowVer, explaining why is more complex: Attracting good Contrac-
torS'-- and rbwareiing their efforts -- seems vital. The effect of
penalizing poor contraltors, which was dOne very. little on CSP-1,
is less-clear. It is s_gnificant that net only the management
contractor personnel but somt contractor.rekesentatives recommend
more diligent enforcement of penalties. Throughout most of the
resppnseS the is recowition of the need for stronger control of
construction administrStion.

I

C
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A.: CONTRACTING for MANAGEMENT SERVICES:
-
1.- Background:

For DetrOjt schools, as for many other institutional owners, the
his'..oric pattern had been for ownercs staff and 'architects to
provide contractors with'very extensive off -site support (expedit-

ing, approvals, et cetera) and on-site supervisic, during thecon-
structian.' Although such activity may not have,been labeled
"management,'" that is, in fact,.What mu6b of it.was. As explained._

in the introduction of this report, these procedues in Detroit
had grown ,increasingly slpw and cumbersome. Prior to CSP-1, a .ew-

.

schcol districts in Mithigan and elsewhere had, with'apparent
success, consolidated some of these diverse responsibilities under
what they termed "construction management",(CM). Sucn services
cover agr'earange of options aid must be defined for the needs
of each individual project. In addition to'on-site supervision,

CM may include: 1) design participation, such as material seled-,

tion; 2) scheduling; 3) budgeting and estimating; A),coordina-

tion of inspecti6ns, tests, permits; 5) labor negotiations over.:

jurisdictional disputes; 6)' the broad category of "paperwork"
related to processing shop drawimjs payment requests, progress '
reports, job-site records, et cetera.

Although CSF had from its inception proposedto "early bid" sub-
systems, the plan was to assign the approved suby'temcontractors
to;a general contractor who would have "an overall coordinative

managerial responsibility." Su4sequently, it was ecided to
experiment witiva different type of arrangement si ilar to "con-

struction.management.1' However, because the propo ed services
were to be limited both in scope and duration, a s ightly dif-
ferent name was selected: management contractor (. C). As it

evolved, construction phase responsibilities were shared by the
owner (represented primarily by the ccnstruction coordinator), by
an independent scheduling consultant, and by a firm (management.
contractor) designated to provide continuous orp,site_field super-
vision, expediting and coordination. After considering a number
of candidates for the latter role, Detroit selected, a firm that
was a new subsicaary of an established general contractor organiza-
tion. On -site construction was just beginning and so the problems
were practical and imffiedi'Ate: The MC was paid on the basis of a
negotiated lump sum professional fee. The role was unfamiliar for
everydne involved, and the foliating section is an attempt to probe
how all participants responded to the new player on the building team.

2. Representative Questions:

a. How successful or unsuccessful was the management con-
tractor arrangement used for CSF -1 schools, and how might

it be improved?
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b. Would you ext-i&ld or alter the management contractpr respon-
sibiAties, or -.46uld ypu re6mmend,eariier involVenlentTh

design and scheduling phases?

.. ".",

3. Responses of Owner Administrators, Staff, & Consultants:,

The arrangements were praised by a sizeable majority:

Overall management good. 1,-),

. .2_ -
MC did very well. r

.

Fewer crises using MC.

On a multi-project program, MC can alleviate arguments .

between architects.

There were two dissents:

MC perftzmance went very badly; they were not prepared for

nature of the task..

Outside-management noE desirable;,ownerls own in-house team

should be develope4.

Although most respondents endorsed the managempnL of CF-1, nearly

everyone had auxiliary opinions and:or recommendations for improve-

-ant. Theost common were in regard to start-up time: .

11

,MC should be expediter

MC shoUld be hired by time arChitect-begins design._

'certainly by time subsystem'S are designated.

for delivery; should be hired early --

. Should start early to get involved in code problems arid---

scheduling.

Despite virtually unanimous agreement that the MC should begin work

sooner, there was a wide range injdeas. on scope of Management duties:

We would have been better off to have included responsibili-
ties for scheduling and cost estimating, and to.have had less
field supervision from owner's staff. .

Responsibilities should include design review End scheduling
and such "General Conditions" items as -clean-' p and 'security.

MC should be given greater financial freedom and authority;
should nave discretionary funds, with hi-weekly review by

owner.

124
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'Although most respondents saw need for expanded and early manage...,
meet services, they gave totally contradictory rPcommendatiOns a$

to who should provide them:

An architect could provide the same service.
.

Dominant role in. directing project must remain with architect.

None of the architects had knowledge and experience neces-
sary for kc responsibilities.

Architects do not have the knowledgeable construction field
superintendents who are needed.

Cwner could do MC job better.

.

Owner not capable of providing MC services; nonetheless,
vigorous owner 'participation is very important.

.

"1e should consider use of a nationally-suCcessful construc-
tion.management firm.

Several respondents concluded their observations with variations
of the fellowing recommendation:

. Choose'EC on basis tdliqualificatiOns,-- not cost. -- and,

keep him,independentiand fkec' of pOlitical.pr.essures.

4. 2-2ponses'of Project Architects:

A slight majority exwessed dissatisfactions with the MC arrangement:

-e Use of, MC counterproductive -- a bust! Just andther conduit
for paperwork which increased the cost and time of doing
'business for us. :

EC not very successful; responsibilities not clearly defined,

" Underlying assumption Is that paying a contractor a "profes-
sienal fee" is going to make hiM honest; the implications
are.insulting to contractors.

however, there were also more sanguine views:

Necessary for a multi-project program.

Advantage L. MC is that he is more objective and independent.
It's a better arrangement than .having a general cOntract9r_
who it primarily concerned With his o financial venture.
.-4 o, advantageous in attracting some other types of bidders
who co not like being assigned to a genera). contractor.

12 5
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Sorie architects who felt their authgity was diluted by use of MC
want to expand their role:. Ar

r

a.

We 'can do it --,and have done

e 'Most architects could and should be.a]gle to provide MC
,services as well as scheduling and cost consultation.

%Llled specifically asked about tAking on the MC tasks, two architects
backed off, saying:

Architect could do itifhe hired.Speciansts.

v.
e We could not provide MC services, nor could many architects.

Powever, one summarized:
.

o architect his to changehis 'rale tc get more involved in
total process of gonstamtion. Management-services are com-
ing.- In the future, drawings may be incidental because; if
you're glared into "systems," all the preliminary thinking-
has gone into schematics. Architect's work maybe 10 percent
drawings and 90,percent'management. ,

'Despite the reservations of certain architects about the advantages
of having a mariagement contractor, they were unanimous in recommend-

..

.111g having}the MC on the job earlier than on CSP -1. ,Other recom-
mendations --many of them contradictory -- included:

e ;,C needs stronger and mo re central authority.

e Add scheduling and estimating to MC'respdnsibilities.

,.ssign all contracts toymc and make him a G.

*), Jobs need more energy and follow-up from MC than was evi-
denceddenced on CSk-1.

e MC-should be selected on basis of ability, not price.

o All MC services should be done by owner.

5. Responses of Project En gineers:

(No questions asked on this topic.)

ti
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6. Responses of,Management Contractor Personnel:

Obviously; these interviewees had'a stake in pronouncing this -- their

first experience with this type of management-- a success. However,

all admitted imperfections that they explained thus:
_

o Some contractors' attitudes poor.

Architects failed to do _all they. should.

We may not have taken.fuIl advantage of authority.

o Started slow; failed to,grasp responsibilities.' IC became
increasingly effective.

e) MC failed to crack down on late performance by some 1

contractors.

MC got bogged down in paperwork CSP-1 = particularly
with shop drawings -- but that was not necessary. Much of

itt could have been handled by kC field superintendents at

jobsite offices.

All recommended an-earlier start and, generally, more compiaensive

involvement:

:Alccessful arrangemeft but could have worked even better if

NC started sooner,.

Hire,rC at initial planning stage.

At absolute minimum, employ y.0 #x-fore start of bidding and

detailed' scheduling.
vor

o Earlier involvement should include cost and scheduling

responsibilities.

EC responsibilities should include some on-site work,.

particularly clean-up.

MC would be more effective with authority to hire'subs for
work not done by contractors, then backcharge contractors.

o- NC should take over many architect responsibilities, such
as material selection, preparationof bid packages, and bid

evaluation.

dhen.asked an auxiliary question as to whether MC duties could be

handled successfully by the owner, they replied:

e Owner could not do it as well.

It would' not work- fon-owner- to do-MC job .because of diffi-

culty of ,.Jetting rapid, independent decisions.
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Does not matter if MC is public or private; you need doers,

not thinkers. That's why contractors would be better than

architects.

Yes, owner could do it if a small separate office was set

up like CSP.

No, owner should be totally separated from management

activities.

7. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

Every person but one in this category had praise, for the basic MC
arrangement, although many had qualifications:

Very successful; could be improved.

_Concept Ok; but !C was sometimes a bottleneck.

o SUccessful, but MC stumbled;,authority degenerated. Biggest

:problem was in'theirhandling of shop drawings.

e Very creditable job. Systems projects function better with

Ylp than GC.

Fine! It would be even better if architect was MC, but
met are not capable of doing it.

The chly dissenting opinion:

tiot very successful. You're looking for a superman who

'doesn't exist.

Many recommended modifications to the MC role, such as:

Earlier involvement. The CSP-rprojects were so different
the MC was at a real disadvantage.

MC should be employed by start of bidding.

4 Responsibilities should include scheduling.

Architect services should be limited only to design phase;
then_architect should be terminated and building process
turned over to MC.

Much paperwork could be eliminated if shop drawings went
directly to 'architect, with only copy to MC.

All the contractors praised the CSP-1 decision to give MC authority to
.issue "instant" change orders up to MO without formal owner approval.

128 ,
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To a supplemental question on who is best qualified to serve as
MC, most reiterated their satisfaction with CSPz1 arrangement of

usin an independent affiliate of a general contracting firm.

Two a ed:

,

,

Could bqcowner or architect, as long as whoever has the

designation has got_the authority.

The owner should stay out of construction phase completely.
The architect can see that school is built. The owner

should just get outs

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on CONTRACTING for MANAGEMENT SERVICES:

By and large, the management contractor came out with high marks

from a divgrse group of participants. Not surprisingly, the addi-

tion of $ new playeron the building team caused a few existing

,members s.enseof anxiety. Most owner's staff liked the arrange-

-. ment, but some are unwilling to set aside the architects' dominant

role. Also, a few of the owner's staff prefer their prior position

of inspection authority. The architects were the most disapproving,

. perhaps because they recalled some constructebn phase conflicts with

the MC. Hivaver, most architects endorsed ending the management

concept._ gredictably, the managers themselves were supportive, but
they are convincedthe process can end should be improved, another

tine. Of special signifitance is the strong support from'contrac-

tors because one of $etroit's major cost/time construction problems
(as diagnosed by several prior consultants) has been its failure to

attract interested competent bidders. From every group there were
recommendations that MC services be extended in time by an earlier

start and that the management group be given 0
authority for more

decisive action.

Nearby everyone agreed that the construction process will continue
to stumble without, strong leadership of both on-site construction

activities and off-site support services. The contradictions in the

answers as to who should provide the needed leadership' are reflec

,tive of the widespread debate in the industry about the efficacy

of "construction management." These interviewees had disparate

views as to whether management services should include design phase
consultativn,, budgeting, estimating,_agenCy,reviemprocedures, and
such activit2es as shop drawing review, payment requests, reports,

and records. Howevcr, they agreed that the owner group could not

effectively undertake all these diverse responsibilities. The Im-

plication is that some kind of efficient controlling organization--
whether it is called MC or CM or carries a diferent label -- be
established for each project or group of projects.
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1/. . B. SUPERVISING CONSTRUCTION

Background:

'Although the most vital decisions affecting aproject's cost and
time ma'y be.mde much earlier during programming and design, the
Single most troub/esome.aspect of building is supervision7=- when
action is taken on judgments as to whether an owner is getting his
money's worthl That is when moat of.the personal confrontations
ctcur, and when..decisions 4-,:e made under intense scheduling
pressures. Supervision is a province that always:has Created
distress for owners, whether the tasks are theirs or are assigned
to an architect. In Detroit, supervisory responsibilities.have
,usUally been shared between architect and.owner's in-house,staff--

. to no one's complete satiSfaction.
-

In structuring CSP-1, and in deciding to use a management contrac-,
tor for the multiproject program, there was no illusion that all '.

the supervisory problems would,vanish, but 4n attempt was made'to
keep a.better watch on construction by having the MC assigned "ad-
ministration, expediting, and on-site supervisiOnNf.or all contracts,"
including responsibility to "arrange and conduct job-site meetings."
Under terms of this oWner-'manager agreement, however, Only the
architect_was to "authorize deviations from contract documents,"
or,"approve shop drawings, materials, . . tests and inspections."
iive MC was required to provide full time supervision at each of
the projects: The architectfa-standard contract outlining respon-
sibilitips for "Administrationof Construction Phase," including
inspection, was unchanged:

:-

Because of redurring contractor and arChitect complaints,dating
*back many years, about the multiplicity of owner representatives

. and other redundant inspection authorities, the effort was to
channel all owner input through one person called "CSP Construc-
tion Coordinator." In essence, the architect would judge quality,
the MC would judge quantity, and the "Construction Coordinator"

.
,

would provide information and owner approvals needed to keep all
projeets moving swiftly'. -

2. Representative Questions:

a. Were the responsibilities of field supervision adequately
handled for the CSP-1 projects, and have you suggestions
for reassigning these responsibilities between management
contractor, owner, architect, or consulting engineer?

b. In another program for the Detroit Schools would you. favor
a continued active role for the owner in the person of the
"Construction Coordinator"?

ii31.1:7 /
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Reaction to the question on adequacy of field superviSion split .

the owner's group right down-the middle. Half believed perform-
. ance standards were met and supervision was adeqUate; the other

half believed some items were not inspected*rigoiously enough.
.

---.

. Ancillary questions revealed confusion as to who should be pri-
marily responsible for'on-site inspection and, in particular, the-
aspect of quality judgment: . .

. i

. -
..

t
,

yMC' should verify Oality; Icannot think of anyone else 1"P''
..

who shouldbe respOnsible. ''', ;' .

('`Only architects 'and &tgineers should judge quality.

't 1

-a Verification ofoquality joint responsibility of MC, owner,
and architect. .

,..ti
1

,
,1 .

The Schedule did 134 extraordinary pressures on architects
tO approve some items ofquestionable%quality. No doubt'
they could do'abetter.job if th'?ir fee was increased to
cover full time on -site inspection and some off-site

rY

Maybe weed bettei stop looking for an zrchitect,witt.: field
experience, and just.hire)inspection services separately.

There was general agree4pt that the owner should' be represented by
only one person: Several believed all peojects could have succeeded
.better. with les& Owner participation:

-o OWner'rieeds a continuous active role, but it would .be de-
sirable to be less embroiled-than we were with CSP-1. MC
should be 'owner's "rep" duririg.construction.

. kat

Great responsibilitiAdthrust on owner part* our own fault
x. because architects often selected by a political process,

ather than chosen by competency of work.'

Retain a single representative for owner, but he could be
part of MC team. MC could be the architect, but he must
have scheduling, supervisory, and fi*al abilities.

We should have only one representative; how6er, the person
is more important than the position. Direct, honest com-
munication is key to success.

Despite their,desire for ajeimpler,owner role, nearly all concluded
that owner isolation is unfeasible:

ofe
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Active owner role inevitable for multi- project program
including more than one architect.

')

Owner role must be a vigorous one; must maintain continuity'

of Personnel'or management team will be virtually unguided.

4. Resporidei of ProjedOrchitects:
,

On adequacy of CSP -1 supervision, the,initial response was mostly

75ositive:

Work was OK.

, -*
4e did everything we could to insure good qua]. 4t7ty.

ci%e rejected unsatisfactory w8
F
k, just as usual.

He ever, every interviewee wanted toladd,certain qu'elifications.

One was emphatic, as %jell as misinformed:

It was not the arch itect's responsibility .to'watch-or ju dge

quality and installation. We assisted the owner, but it is
'Owner's responsibility to match,specification's quM.ity. It

is difficult for us to accept 'responsibility when we did not
lave full control of design and specificatpns.-

The preceding comment alludes primarily to the use of the bulk bid

subsystems. Altnough the architects had agreed to use performance

fipecifications and had reviewed the specifications'in their prepar-
`atury stages, there wassome feeling they did not have their usual

obligation to inspect subsystem installation. 'Actually, the owner-
architect agreement was com reherisive and conventional, and' the

ordinary obligations were ecognizedby some:

It is architect's responsibility to ver ify quality -- even

if they do not 13.1.e everything they see.

Another had less notae motives:

vIe io not necessarily wdnt responsibility, but accept it
because we do not want to alienate a client involved per-
petually in construction.

A,majority of architects were not satisfied with the overall 'situa-

tion regarding supervision. Most of their comments reflect some
measure of helplessness:

. Architects did not feel they, hadright to reject off-'ite
manufactured items for which they did not prepare sp ifi-

cations. perhaps architects had more control than they

thought-.- ti
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Architect cannot really approve a product unless he has
authority to ,hire an independent testing laboratory to Verify

quality. An architeCt is reluctant to stick his neck out.

. Architect does not haveztheleverage to control problems,of
bad workmanship and poor quality materials.::

.

Architect is capable of providing supervision, but respoftsi-
bility was diluted on CSP-1.' We. need a ciearei.definition.

44.

o' If there were any defects,-we couldn't stop to dorrect them
because of'need to stay on schedule.

5. Responses of Project Engineers:

Adequacy of supervision was not a worry for 'these respondents.

When asked who h'ad responSibil4ty for supervision,'ehey all recog-.

nized.they had an, active role: & L'

It is engineer's responsibility to supervise. MC should not

be making out a final purich list. MC, like the owner, Should

rely on design professionals for technical judgments.

o Supervision should be shared between MC and the architect or
engineerA .

One volunteered:

We would like to "sell" more field supervision. 116t is, we
would like to increase our fee 'to, provide more time,. but most

: clients are not willing to.buyit.

F.'s Unsolicited commentsemerg-d about the relation
vision and subsystems:

ip between super-
.

4
Basic problem is in trying to work with schematic drawings
and performance specifications. Contractors tailed to
demonstrate completely the test results. More testb should
have'been,required and performed.

When you use a performpnce specification, you let in all the
cats and dogs.

If you're going to useperformance specifications You should
narrow latitude; choices should be reduced.

.

. .'

in
t

'Despitethe qonsu4g-engineersl iusual dismay with anythingligpre:
engineered,".they apparently felt able to supervise and,to as'

' the owner he had gotten what was Specified. In response to an aux- .

iliary.quesion about the dwner'S'participation, the engineers were
__unanimous in their corrtpliments:.

. ,

, .
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Owner's role in jobsite activities very good and helpful. ,

Owner.'s "rep" valuable in getting answers and InformatiOn.

Yes, quick repponses important.

However, one cautioned:

Owner should only get involved if absolutely necessary, as

when. there is a sizeable cost adjustment; otherwise, owner

should stay away and let MC do job he was hired to do.
.

.

6. Responses of Management Contractor Personnel:

they expresped belief that supervision was adeguafe, but they felt

they had insufficient help from the architects:

'co. It's a grey area. RespOnsibility,shouldbe shared by MC and
architect, but architect is not around' enough to do it. On

my job, architect was hardly ever at jobsite, and never showed,

up for-meetings, to boot1

Architects had ultimate responsibility, but they were often

away, and it fell to t.4.

Should be the architect, but they claimed they were not paid'

to make quality judgments.

MC it,' an enforcer, bft,he cannot replace professional judg-

ment of A -E..
, (

o Certain.architect rather uncooperative. He would just

say, "You take care of it."
'-

Although most blame was directed at the architects, the MC inter-

viewees were also critical of the owner;
1

Greatest need is fortowner to dlean up his own internal.

red tape.

All owner needs is one capable man. We had too many others

hanging aro,ind. 4

They feltistrongly
ron the benefits of solo representation from the

owner. Asked about the "Cdhstruction Coordinator," they said:

Quite effective Another time keep it just as it was.

Usually, we could get answers without going through a lob of

people at owner's offices r
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o yas,,such a person 1,s' required; howes,er, SoMeiimes contrac-
4+ Ntors used his presence to bea schedule to death. ,Sometimes

. .

owner got a little too involved.

Owner's "Construction Coordinator" should 'be one and only

one person who starts early and sticks with thegjob:

7. Responses of Contractor Re resentatives:"

Most expressed satisfaction with the supervisory procedures. How-

ever, one candid contractor said, "Supervision not adequate," and

then refused to make further comments. Certain others expre4ed
themselves'in ways'to make an owner .wary:

Quality OK. Basically, it was left up to contractors td

perform. .

Supervision was hailed properly. Jobs were profitable!

.

Although the contractors generally had favorable comments oh the

management arrangement (refit to page.128),
..,it was apparent Some

. were uneasy with the shared supervisory authority: ..--
. .

,,,

Contractors should loe able to go directly to architects or
t 'engineers for answers without going throuqh MC.

-I . -
o Architects were

.

not in control.
#1.

MC should be able to do it all.

When asked ab6ut the owneeis role in field supervision, a few con-

tractors voiced complaints:

CSP office did not have'control it needed.

flytime you get an owner' on the !job, you got problems.

.
Multiple, layers of inspections make Detroit's jobslcost more.

However, the majority had high praW for the owner's role in CSP -1:

Very definite t ime saving for contractor in having owrel's
"rep" close4it hand _to help with decisions affecting money.

CSP office Very prompt and helpful.

CSP office made tremendous effort to help's Really great!

Excellent relationship with owner; much better than on
. most projects. I #
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Success due to single owner's representative who was fair
and created an independent atmosphere and.who got decisions

quickly.
.

Owner's role in CSP -1 was well planned and executed.

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on SUPERVISING CONSTRUCTION:

Although most respondents in all categories recognized the unique
problems of supervising multiple projects and were sympathetic'to
the experiment of sharing responsibilities wj.th a new "partner,"
the management contractor`, many problems that always have plagued
construction nsuperliision persisted. ,Contractors, understandably,
resist supervision and always will; however, they, welcomed the
owner's efforts to consolidate several inspection authorities in

one "Construction Coordinator." So, too, did other respondents
asked to comnent on that topic. The MC's work was principally
supervisory --' a nA, experienCe forsmen with general construction,
backgrounds who were accustomed to doing the work themselves.
,They would have lik'ecir more help from the architects.

Although the owner- architect agreement was a standard one, 'some

k architects felt that use of performance- oriented subsystems absolved
them of superVisory functions. Only one architect-respOndent was
truly adamant on that point, but the problem emerged with otheks,
as well as with the engineers., The experience emphasizes the im-
portance of defining more clearly what the owner expects in super-
vision (including review. of shop dthwings) of ':pre-engineered"

components .for building. The fine points of CSP-1 iesponSibilitY'
assignments (i.e., quality for architects and quantity by MC) were
not understood by many. although their colleagues on the
building te4m would like the owner's staff to be unobtrusive, the
indications are that an active owner participation will be required.
The developMent of construction management nationally reflects, to
some extent, the feeling of owners that they must buy more super-
vision than'they have been receiving from design profegsianals.,

ti
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V. C. COMPLYING. with TESTS & CODES:

1. Background:

' As used in connection with'ttiis building program, the word "tests"
refers to documentary proof that materials or assemblies meet
standards of performance outlined in the specifications. Com-
pliance with "coded" refers to 1,egal requirements of city or state
regulatory bodies. CSP-1 performance specifications for subsystems
placed unusual responsibility on bidders for compliance with both
test requirements and.codes. However, architects-and engineers,
working under the traditional agreement yith the owner .r design,

_services, were not relieved of their responsibilities. Also, the
_city building department continued to insist that documents be
marked 'Approved" by the architect-of.:record. Nodetheless, the
overall petterh.was a shift of initial] compliance to .the manufac-
turers or contractors who submitted bids.

. .

Actually, another transfer of responsibilities commenCed..earlier,
far in advance of the preparation of contract documents, when the
owner initiated early liaison with the regulatory agencies. The
CSP office, through'its Advisory Committee, had sought contact
with state.officials concerned with building regulations. Also,
the CSP office arranged several very early meetings between its
systems consultants and the city building department. Later this ,-

liaison was reinforced by employment of a CSP codes consultant.
As a,result of the early contacts, a number of importantidecizions

/
were made including; 1) revision.of city codes eaea
limitations, 2)changesin live load structural loading in class-

' rooms, .3) permission to use plug-in electric wiring,f6r flexible
Ceilihg lighting. .Although the owner was involved 4ch earlier

A and more intensively with 'building code consider ions than had
ever occurred previously, there still were pro ems. Some of the
difficulties were generated by a state fire,law (enforced by city
inspectors) which was,in process of revisi6n throughout the entire
period of design and construction. Hoever, the fundamental quesr
tion is who on the building team must/take primary responsibility
to see that specified standards are'met, and that governmental
regulations are follm:red.

2. Representative Questions:

a; Were testing requirements iricluded in CSP-1 specifications
adequate, or are there improvements you would rec mmend in
testing procedures for a future program?

b. Have you suggestions for changing the process of dealing with
regulatory agencies inecUring rermits.and code approvals:
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3. Res nses of Owner Administrators Staff Cqn6ultants:.

Although several from this group said CSP-1 testing was adequate,.
most felt the owner would be better served by more 'xtensive tests.
Rather than waiting for the design professionals to act, they felt
the owner must take the initiative:.

Q. Owner should be more consistent and explicit in identifying
testing requirements; should'clarify'who will pay for tests:

o' More tests woul0 be better; owner should make-specific
advance cost allowances for testing.

Test data should be submitted by contractor ror
to contract awards. . .

Mention was made-of the need for 13.tter tests of: 1) acoustics
(bothtfirqugh-wall and ambient noise level of HVAC); 2) roofing.
To a related question about value of a test structure, most answered
it would not eliminate need for specific tests Of actual buildings.

1

They lamented problems associated with securing approvals:

Contractors need help front owner in obtaining regulatory
agency approvals; however, owner cannot assume responsibility.

Traditional interpre tation (derived frostate law) is to
hold architect -of- record responsible for code compliance.
Owner needs to investigate legal ramifications, as we'seek
to shift some or 'all code compliance to component contractors.

There appears a vast lack of knowledge of building code b' on
the part of both design professionals and contractors.

The most specific recommendation:.

CSP-1 had unclear, overlapping and intermittent code inter-
pretation involvement by owners staff and others. In.the
future, the owner needs one competent codes consultant con-'
tinuously

4. Responses of Project Architects:

Nearly all the architect-interviewees expressed approval of CSP-1
. 'tasting. Most of them could foresee benefits t) the owner in expand-

ing scope of testing. They recommended further tests'on 1) soils;
2) demountable partitions (noise transfer, rigidity, durability);

1

I

3) acoustic's-Withtn.instructional areas; .4) lighting,levels4
5) fireproofing of structural 'steel. All architects rejected as
imprecgical the idea of a prototypical test structure. .ost recom-
menced securing validated test data prior to contract award.
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Cne architecE failed to grasp the condept of new responsibilities
given to the construction industry through the use oferformance
specifications:

It doesn't behoove us to require tests from contractor-
bidders except under unusual circuMstances. An architect

already has an idea if a manufacturer is meeting performance-
criteria, and it is unreasonable to ask him to incur more.
expense.

The predominant view, however, was different:

41, It is in owner's -best interest to require tests.
%

Most complained of code approval problems:

Publicagency work -- particularly by the-electrical
utility company -- was a serious 'delay; so were regulatory
inspections. All ttlese'steps require very careful advance

scheduling.

Cne architect summed, up:

There were delays withcode approvals with CSP71, but no
more than normal with school construction.

5. Responses of Project Engineers:-

liequiring test data and reviewing it seemed a normal exercise to

the engineers. Most felt C52-1 requirements had been reasonable.
On% asked for%mor.e complete air balancing report's from the HVAC

contractor. All rejected the idea of,a test _structure except for
a verl large multi-project program; Two stressed the need for tests
from independent testinglaboratories, particularly for new products:

It is contractor's responsibility,to demonitrate lest results;
it is-engineer's responsibility to inspect, but we failed to
do this adequately on CSP-',. More tests should have been
required and provided. - ..

Th:eeof the engineers had encountered very few problems with codes
or permits, aId seemed satisfied to have the contractor-bidders
secure necessary approvals. One commented:

The city's building department was very cooperative.

Another, engineer, wort ng in another specialized area had a differ-
.

ent view:

We tried to anticipate problems, but fire marshal's office
never give definite or final answers. There is no solu-

tion.for the problem of'governmen',.al agencies changing their
minds.

d "
r'
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6._ Responses of Management Contractor Personnel.):

Virtually all these respondents were satisfied withCSP-1 test

requirements. One suggested additional testing data on air volume

and balancing. Another, commented:

o At first we didn't really understand oUr responsibilities
for seeing tests were conducted; we fell down on checking

backfill and concrete:
. ;

Most agreed that a test structure would be impractical:,

-.ID That would be expecting a lot from industry and would
probably deter local contractors involved in lidding.

.The recurring problem of assigning responsibility for component-

,.coordination was further exemplified:

Al' A test structure or model is a good idea, but it comes

right back to architect who is designing'interface.

ti

?tanagers were not involved in early phases of building permits and,_

code compliance, but they had extensive exposure to'on -site regul4-

tory,agency inspections. They all agreed that this aspect*causes

*serious snags: e.

o, 'ahole problem is that fire marshal's opinions are so untimely.
,Inspections need to )36 scheduled and accomplished much earlier.

.

Fire inspections are a farce; no clear answers; ridiculously
non-committal. .Inspectors not only do not study plans, but

they lack knowledge of their jobs.

7. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

flot all had contact with requirements for providing test data,4but

most who did had no objections:

. . .

Each manufacturer should have his own test facilities -- or

,
hire it don-by an outside laboratory -- and be able'to
document or demonstrate the required results.

o Tests should be very clearly spelled out in the performance
,specific6tions.

OnP.contractOr-bidder complained: 4

o Underwriters' Laboratories tests are so expensive that cox,-

petition is limited. Only on company may have test data,

,(1/11-ing unfair advantage to a large corporation.
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Contractors were almost unanimous in describing difficulties in
securing permits yr code approvals:

o Biggest problem is w ith fire marshal who asked for innumer-

able changes.

City inspection charges are unreasonable.

TheN, were emphatic about wanting to unload these problems:

41- performance specificat%ons put responsibility for code
compliance on contractor,. How can contractors know all
state and city codes? architects should do this work.

tIt snould not be responsibility of contractors to get regu-
latory agency approvals. I know CSP-1 contract documents
called for us to do this, but there are a lot of things we
take for granted, qualify, or take someone else's word.

National raufacturers have no idea of intricacies of state
and city codes. It is better to give cop compliance re-
sponsibilities to local architect.

Despite attempts to thrust Code compliance on contractors,
problems::ill recur. Owner has to get heavily involved and
to publicize the problem of Unreasonable demands b state
and local governments.

(Amer should get: code approvals.

Agreement as to a recommendation was typified by:

Cnly way tohelp with ,permits is to start early..

.

a There's no real solution with codes dilerma except pre-bio
meetings and close personel contact with regulatory.agency
officials.

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on COMPLYING with TESTS and CODES:

r concept of .t4ik and other systems pregrams has been
.r.dustrializtion...aintrinsic are benefits derived from industry's
ideas, Ln acA:itich to its z?otential for ptcdUctivitl..'ineyitablty

the ,r2atCl involvement of industry has ,brought contractor-bidders
com;:onent cesign and, ultimatel;, into controversies over

standarcts and regulations. Judging b.: theresponses tc the que-
ti.ons in this section, no one objects to requiring stringent test
cilta of contractor- birders. ''even the contractor representatives
art- lttund tc, tat idea. (swners and arcnitects urged broadeninl.:-

t; score of testing bevna.that'practiced Representa="-
tivs two otr.pr .2rups suggested that past requirements arc
-r....Ty.Jte, but-more rigorous enforcement is needled.

1.4g-)1
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The answers about compliance with. governmental building codes
were less clear. 'The,9wner's group foresees their own sustained
'active role, but certainly doesn't want full responsibility. The4.
management contractors, who were closely involved with on-site
inspection probiris, felt most strongly about the inefficiencies,
ito..onsistencief\and schedulihg delays of the prdsent procedures
engaged in by regblatori; agency personnel. However, itjwas the
contractor representatives (to whom, more than anyone else, code
compliance is sometimes a painftilly expensive experience) who
spoke most anxiously about unloading this responsibility on
someone else. The one idea that would achieve wide agreement
with all these groups is, when it comes to codes, responsible
parties-should start-early to promote liaison; collaboration,
and accord.

x.
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V D. COMPLETING & .EQUIPPING the BUILDINGS:

1. Background:

Construction projects seem always to lag and falter over their own

complexities. Then, if they are to be finished on time, they grow
crowded and pressured in their last critical period of building,.
The CSP-1 projects were no-exceptiOn to the pattern. During the
early months the job sites had.seemed quiet to the point of being
undermanned. Mostly, this was the result of fabrication of sub-
systems components off-site. The laFt weeks were, by contrast,
frenzied. Occasionally, inefficiencies seemed apparent as non-
system tradesmen jostled to complete their work. The final stages
of equipping the new buildings was highly complex, especially in
the altered areas,of existing schools where the logistical problems
of moving or storing furniture were acute. Most of_the spaces,
new or altered, were equipped on time. However, as the buildings
opened for students, a few special subject areas were still un-
equipped, and had to Be kept out of service temporarily.

4

Historically in Detroit schools delays, in securing equipment have
been troublesOme, particularly in vocational-technical subject
areas where curricular specialties Are highly departmentalized.
Procedures of planning, purchasing, and installing equipment are
handled by the owner prganization through a series of six or more
separate departments. ExCept for architect-planned cabinetry and
food service equipment, furnishing and equipping of buildings (in-
cluding communications systems) was not part of ttie CSP responsi-

bility. However, architects and engineers were expected to adjust
to the traditional procedures and the requirements of owner-
purchased equipment. In this final section on completion of the
buildings, participants involved with equipment aspects were given
an opportunity to comment about their experience along with their
more general observationi on construction operati s.

2. Representative Questions:

a. In what ways could constriction be accomplished more easily
and successfully?

b. What recommendations do you have for improving the coordin-
ation or the *installation of owner-purchased equipment?

3. Responses of Owner Administrators, Staff, & Consultants:

Answers to-the initial question tended to be random. Overall,

however, they constitu 'Fec an endorsement of basic CSP-1 principles:
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..Expand systemization.

Achieve greater uniformity of owner requirements.

Phase bid multiple contracts, particularly earlier bidding
of items critical to schedule.

Encourage technological innovation by industry via addi-
tional areas of performance specifications.

A number again chose to speak of architect selection:

o No need to give each. project to a different architect.
Give multiple projects to one firm.

Owner needs to'exereise greater dare in choice of architects.

Owner too involved. We 'should get good architects and then .

rely on them completely.

The most emphatic comments were directed at their own organization:

Real problem is delegation of adminstrative decision-making
responsibility within'the owner group.

Problem is not go much technical. Owner needs much grgater
awareness of administrative procedures in other cities,: in-
cluding research into unsuccessful or terminated programs as
well as successful ones.

CSP-1, which is in my judgment a successful way of building
better thap before, will result in some changes in relation-,
ships and responsibilities within the owner organization.
The next step is the challenge: How do you bureaucratize
what you have learned as being successful in improving the
construction process?

tore than other participants the owners suffered the embarrassment
of having CSP-1 schbol space finished precisely on schedule while
leaving a few rooms unusable because cert'in owner-purchased equip-
mentwas months late in being ordered and delivered. On this rather
sore subject, the respondents were unanimas in suggesting, "Start
sooner." However, there are further complications:

'Problem is with our own staff who did not seem to know spaces
were going V) he available. There are at least five'different
departments involved within owner!s,central'staff organize-
ition, hd no overall control.

Delays were result of educational staff disputgs over who
has authority to decide what equipment goes in schools.
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Owner's staff r' ibt'adaptable to rapidly-built" schools;' they

simply did not believe schedule.

to Part. of problem is lack of standardizationmhich prompts
educators to develop new equipment specifications'for each
school; however, CSP-1 was better than past Detroit schodl

projects.in this regard. .

Ownet kept changing equipment layout.s after original approval.

Ire got bogged down in the review process. Sometimes there,

were as many nine different layouts for a single space.

Location of responsibility is an,administrative decision
which has not yet been made.

.There were a few suggestions for improvement:

Perhaps all equipment should be combined as a subsystem

interfaced with other subsystems.

Owner needs greaterstindardization of special subject rooms.

a

-

I would like to
ward this probl

There is a need
orders:

The situation. may eventually change if we have more CSP's
because the educators would finally begin to see the reasons.

see an architect's capability directed to-
em.

for bulk purchase by grouping equipment

on the special considerations involved with communications systems,

one,a,ided:

Owner should make all audio-visual, signal, and communica-
tions work partof architect's.responsibility, rather than
contracted separately by an in-house group as currently

iviacticee.

4. Responses of Project Architects:

Rather thah focusing on the construction phase itself, all these
respondents.answered the first question by amplifying personal con-

cerns abput preliminary phases:14'

Improve scheduling through greater participation by every-
one involved in building team.

Establish higher design qualities in the performance

§pecifications.
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Eliminate vertical skin subsyStem, and thereby eliminate
visual pollution.

. Get regulatory agency approvals earlier, and seek to make
them more definitive.

Reduce time spent on project advisory comm-ttees.

m Encourage a greater number of bidders.

t Completely detach systems program from Board of Education
operations.

' Revise specificationstto put greater emphasis on durability;
we need to recognize dedtructive tendencies of children..

Apparently architects see few opportunities f6r improving construc-
tion completion phasds because their only suggestions were very.

general

o Define responsibilities more clearly for MC and architect.

Quicker responses from owner are needed.

nrchitects were concerned about delays that occurred in equipping
certain rooms, and they responded sharply and unanimously:

All the delays were in the owner's operation.

Much of the problem is with individual school principals.

Owner caused the delays; this, work should be carefully
scheduled and the schedule adhered to.

There were late changes in room layouts by owner.

o If owner is going to purchase equipment, he must do it prior
to preparation of mechanical and electrical working drawings.

A recurring suggestion to alleviate equipment delays:

Total equipment design and bidding. should be, under architect's
jurisdiction. We know from our experience in hospital work
that this works better.

Ho4Wever, not every architect wants to undertake the total task of
equipment design/ codrdination, and bidding:

Owner needs to move'faster, but the present Procedure of
owner-purchased equipment is probably best.

Equipment could be handled by owner, but it ought to be
early-bid, possibly as a complete separate subsystem.
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5. Responses of Project Engineers:

These interviewees stressed the organizat ional phases as a more
4
beneficial aspect to change than actual construction:

Another time, postpone preparation of nonsystems working
drawings by architects and engineers until subsystems

contracts are, awarded.

For a better engineering design performance, owner should
try CoMmissionidg engineers simultaneously arid co- equally.
with architects, rather than havingthem as consultants
employed by,architects. .

.

4

"Fast'track" conventional
early subsystems bidding;
never bp generated by tAe

r

trade categbries in lieu of using,
innovative design from indistry will
size of program Detroit can muster.,

i.lthough tectnical review of engineering drawings was handled
better on'CSP-1 -- with savings of both time and money by
ayoiding some of owner's traditional double-checking procedr .

ores 'owner needs to .further streamline his review prbeesS.

hit:lough engineers were less aware than'other participants of prob-
lems associated with late-arriving equipment, they observed:'

Inforoation on owner-purchased equipment was very late,
making it very difficult for us to design service connec-
tions for power, water, drainage, gas, et cetera.

Owner was slow coming up with approved layouts and. there
was a lack of information; then many'area's were revised
repeatedly.

6. Responses of Management Contractbr Personnel:

Firm c ntrol of the entire building process was the aspect uppermost
in tt.e minds of the manager group. Several tbougft they could and
should do more themselves:

Have MC do scheduling.

d s'I.D.1d do budgeting and estimating.

1-roidt for earlier and greater EC involvement.

Broadens t..0 responsibility to include bidder recruitment,

.design review, guard service, temporary services, et cetera.

hm.ever, Lome recommendAions also urged more centralized authority
from other patticipants:
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Stronger and more decisive owner role is:important.
man shquld fjell this job.,

Use one architect -- one who cares how buildings go to-

gether. It is an industry-wide problem that architects
are dIsinterest94, n field 'work and supervision.

.1, More comprehensive schedulin is needed -- and a method of
forcing everyone to meet sch ules.

Other suggestions were random:

.Caner needs to quicken pace; the biggest .potential time

savings are pre-bid, prior to any real building industry

involvement. (

o Some architects on rS0-1 had a poor attitude. Tind-good

architects! t

Owner should work with industry in early stages. For ex-

amples I,would recommend Working with masonry contractors
to develop an improved vertical skin subsystem. These
contractors are willing to learn and to try new things,

but they completely lack engineering expertise.'

The LC personnel were little involved with the, problems of owner-
purchased equipment; therefore the second question was not asked.

7. Responses of Contractor Representatives:

Virtually all answered the question on construction completion by
re-emphasizing prior-statements relating to particular concerns:

Standardize more eltments of building design.

Get code approvals prior to bidding.

Like other respondents, they recommended a firmer hand on the

rudder:

o CSP-1 lacked clear administrative head. Responsibility was
split between MC, owner, and architect. Most important
problem tO solve is who is going to be in command.

Give design commissions for several simultaneously-built

_ projects to one architect.

Contrary to predictions, Hbwever, contractors confirmed their
acceptance of the MC as coordinator of separate prime contracts:

I recommend bringing in the MC earlier to help with bidding.
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We prefer bidding directly to owner; a subcontractor may
never get paid by a GC.

Have MC handle scheduling.

Off othez topics there was less agreementr On performance specifi-

cations, the contradictions:

Early bid certain trade sections such as all of underground
mechanical work. Plumbing_ should be included as a subsystem

bid with performance specificltions. This makes sense be-

cause there are plenty of ;plumbing codes to protect owner..

Next time, use only prescriptive giSecifications.

Use all available methods of expediting -- phased bids, bulk
bids, CPM scheduling -- but do not use performance specifica-
tions because they leave engineering of components to contractor,.

Also there were mixed views on interface responsibilities:

Next time, contractors should be encouraged to do more home-
work -- that is, interlacing prior'to bidding and those /-

agreements should be in -writing-.

T Interfacing ls an imposition; it forces me to divulge in-
formation to another contractor.

On CSP-1, b4ers'did not pre-engineer or interface adequately.
If we are going this direction, owner must insist on more
thoroUgh engineering and interfacing priOr to bidding. Also,

owner rust insist on identification. of all. subcontractors and
suppliers in order to ceter post-bid "shopping" that lessens:
quality.

Several contractors expressed concern with communications. They
recmmendeu owner devote extra effort to pre-bid information meet-

ings. Others stressed reltted aspects:

Job meetings should be more formally organized. and more

carefully documented. Also, they should be chaired by someone
who knows how to run a meeting. New techniques shOuld be used.
For example, a tele-copier at each job,site would be a good
investment; bulletins could be out in five minutes.

Owner contract forms are archaic -- as even the owner's
business Office admits. The forms should be revised.

Because most contractor representatives were not involved with ,

owner-purchased equipment installation, they were not questioned
on that topic. However, one interviewee, concerned with the slow
procedures he observed in installation of communications work,
remarked:
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The owner would find it advantageoUs to puit all public
address systems, signals, TV, and So on, under a basic con-
tract'with the Work designeA and, supervised by the architect

and engineer. Alternatively,.the owner could bid this work
separately, and then assign it to the prize electrical

contractor.

w

8. SUMMARY of RESPONSES on COMPLETING and EQUIPPING the-BUILDINGS:

Altho h the questions focused on construction completion and the
equip ing of buildings, a large proportion of interviewees made
summary recommendations that pertained'to preparatory activities
of pre-construction nature. A concern with preliminary planning
stages was particularly evident with the architects, doubtless be.
cause they Fe most directly affected: The engineers took the
'occasion to reiterate their dissatisfactions with sharing engineer-
ing responsibilities with'others. Like the engineers, the manage.
meet contractor personnel expressed a willingness to take on greater

responsibilities. Their basic plea, however; wasfor the entire
construction operation to be organized under firmer control. Con-
tractor representatives hadi'many opinions, sometimes contradictory,
about smootVing out construction procedures. Although not every,
contractor likes perfdrmance specifications -- nor interface re-
sponsibilities -- they have all accepted the idea of separate
prithe contracts, bid early'of late as required, and managed by
an agent of the owner.

When asked to respond to the quite general question on .110W con-
atruction could be accomplished more easily and successfully, a
preponderant number of participants affirmed support for major con-
cept\s of CSP-I (systemization, industrialization, phased bids, bulk
bidt, et cetera). They generally directed major cbmplaints or
recommendations for change at other participantroups Howevei,
the owner administrators, staff; and donsultants were most critical
of their own organization. 'Flaws and failures in the owner's
decision-making process were emphasized. The criticisms were
numerous-and diverse, particularly in regard to equipment procure-
rent functions. Architects joined in'verifying the nature of
these.delays. The consensus of all Participant groups is that
administratiVe rather than technical prOblems principally in-
hibit a prompter completion and equipping of buildings.
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VI. OWNER'S-POSTSCRIPT & PERSPECTIVE:

The popular phrase "building team" is a convenient euphemism for
interconnected relatiohships that are basically adversary if

only because they ire gontraCtual.' In either, conventional
arrangements (owner-architect/engineer; owner - general contractor)

or in non-traditional patterhs like CSP-1 (owner-architeCt; owner-
management contractor; owner-multiple prime contractors) the build-
ing team is &carefully balanced group of Skilledtperformers ful-
filling contract agreements. They,may be cooperative, but they
hive different motivations and viewpoints. Certainly, the views
of the forty -two participants recorded in the preceding pages are

disparate. Often the recommendations are contradictory.) Yet, in
the balanCing act of building, the owner creates the team and is
the fulcrum of every contract. These Concluding pages review the

overall pr ass and identify major points of. consensus which, from

the owner's tandpOint, will assure better future performance.

A. DESIGN 8, ORGANIZATION:.

1. Cluster projects. For the owner, particularli,,there4are fewer
serious problems with a coordinated multi-project endeavor. The
great majority of.participants favor further developments similar

in nature tc; CSP-1. Indications are the owner should organize
improved priagrams somei4hat larger 'than the initial one.

2. Seek commitment. A verylfew participants were reluctant to
adapt to changed roles unposed by systems methodology. For a
future program, earlier and broader owner staff participation
should be eacouraged.. Careful attention should be given to re-
cruiting architects committed to the basic concepts.

3. Ex)and indus ialization. On-site construction costs continua
to rise more steely than off-site fabrication costs, a fact demon-
strated by CSP-11S'lower subsystem prices. Moq participants.advo-
cate a futve program organized-to expand indus,trialization-.

4. Increase systemization. Two of the CSP-1 subsystems (ATMOSPHERE
and VERFICAL SKIN) received significant criticism, and should be
reconsidered for a subsequent prograth. However, there was strong

endorsement for the basic approach. Most participants favored add-
ing several new component groupings for increased savings of cost

and time.

5. Encourage standardization. Although no tone recommended "stock

plan" schools,"there was encouragement for greater.use of repeti-
tive elements including not only building systems components
(e.g., standard doors, frames, hardware) but certain equipMent
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layouts for specialized instructional areas- (e.g., shops, labora-
tories) which are,common to many secondary schools. in,addition
tolinitial cost.savings,long term maintenance economies were
cited as ah important inducement for the owner.

6. Encourage flexibility. Agreement was general that CSP-1 schools
.are more,adaptable to educational change than conventional buildings.
Participants recommended that the owner revise eduFational specifi-
cations to clarify performance standards and to identify commonali-
ties of program in order to reduce curricular compartmentalization
and encourage. use of simplq, wide-span, flexible spaces to accom-
modate diverse functions.

I

se

.*

7. Retain architect talents. Despite encroachments on the archi-
tect's traditional role and despite occasional adverse criticises
all participants agreed that nn architect is needed to synthesize
and personalize owner requir.'dment's! The evolving pattern is to
preserve the architect's role by limiting it and/or reinforcing it
with supplemental services.

8. Simplify construction. As predicted, a multi-project program
the size of CSP-1 will not generate technological innovation from
industry. However, such a program, although basically conventional
in componAt design, fosters the development of more logical and
adaptable subsystems by adding to national prodgction and influenc-
ing local building codes, thus simplifying subsequent construction
programs. %

S.
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VI B. 'DOCUMENTATION & BIDDING:

1. Recruit bidders. Industrialized construction requirestheinter-
ested participation of both national manufacturers and local labor
forces. The owner, it was suggested, should'actively recruit representa-
tives ofbothgroupsandseekto encourage their joint venture bidding_

2. Limit performance specifications. Few/participants fully under;
stood or supported the intent'of performance specifications to take
advantage of industry expertise and, thus, to create new options for
the owner.. Design professionals and Zbcal contractors Were particu-
larly 'dissatisfied with the shifting of responsibilities brought
about by use of performance specifications. Thegeneral view. is that
their use should be limited to very large mini-project program's'
where national manufacturers will take an active developmental role,
or to particular subsystems where the owner's needs are simply not
met by an availabte component. If performance spedificattons'are
used, it was agreed, responsibility of bid review and approval must
be carefully as,signed and defined from the outset. ,

3. Demand pre -bid documenta0on. An area of particular difficulty
with performance-type specifications was the responsibility of subsys-
tem bidders to meet "mandatory interface" requirements. ;Indications
are that ,the problem would be alleviated in a future program by insis-

tence on more precise and complete contractor-prepaud documentation
bid time, including identification of bidder-emplbyed engineers.

4. Specify review responsibilities. Under CSP-1 contract agreements,
the owner expected architects and engineers, who were presumably paid
the usual full professional fee,, to review "pre-engineered" drawings
prepared by fabricators. The o..'nerls expectation was met by strong
objections from certain enginfeers, indicating that future owner-
architect/engineer agreements musts be even more explicit in outlin=
ing these tasks when contractor participation in design is intLineic
to the process.

'5. Utilize phased bidding. Phasit*scof bids to get an early start on
con traction or to get'an earlyTirmdetermination of specific costs,
is n w acceptableto virtually all building team participants. An

- impor ant secondary advantage occurs because of a more direct and re-
sponsive relationship between the owner and the multiple pkime contractors.

6. Expand bid packages. All group.s expressed belief in the econ-
omic advantages,of bulk bidding of multiple projects which have
component, commonalities. The recommendation was that the owner,
seek to cluster projects with characteristics of similarity and
simulaneity in groupings of sufficient' size -to attract the aroma's
most competent contractors.
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VI. C. CONTROL .of TIME 8, MONEY:

Economize No one suggegted*that Detroit's
schools are.other than austere. ,Most participants believed
that further economies will be in the area df procedural change

7-- rather than prOduct change. They were in general agreement that

' the architect's ability to contror costs is quite limited, and
that most time-cost factors are in the owner's hands. -

2. Attract bidders. Although most high costs associated with
building in a metropolitan area are unavoidable, some of the
owneilshigher-than-averagecos'S are self-generated. To en-
courage the economies inherent in competition the owner must be
concerned with his Own reputation in.the local construction in-
dustry. He must seek to make his projects more attractive to
competent contractors thiough such means as speeding payment
procedures and eliminating sul,erfluous or redundant inspection

authorities.
o-

. Economy via.acceleration. CSP-1 construction experience
provided further evidence of the close correlation between speed
and economy, thus emphasizing the importance not only of off -,site
fabrication but modular coordination and interface to facilitate
rapid-on-site assembly of components.

9
4.. Ceirpress preliminaries. Major delays occur in preliminary
phases, priorto construction and outside of contractor juris-
diction, prompting the recommendation from all respondent cate-
gories that scheduling control must expand to cover all owner
activities, and must,commence at project outset.

5. 'Slren then scq-dule enforcement. The schedule is the instru-
. -or communication which knits together myriad diverse building
team aaivities. Although most participants resist being forced
to adhere to precise time constraints, all recognize the i-r-rtance
of scheduling. A'repeated recommendation was for schedules to be
enforced more vigorously.

6. IM prove schedule comprehension. The predominant view is that
computer techhology is inadequate to express scheduling ideas
understandably. Computer printouts need graphic_illustration
such as bar charts, well as personal-translation and even
persuOiono Howevek, kmpre-stel&us problem is that specifica-
tiong incorporating schedules are often unread. In a futuLJ
program, bidders must be compelled to read and understand bind-
ing schedules incorporated in contract documents.

4
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7. Retain inducements. Among time control techniques-'proven to
work fdr_CSP-1 were financial pzalties (per diem charges) for
being late and financial rewards (reduced retainage) for being on
time., Practically all participants favored the use of Cash flow
to regulate the pace of constructiont.and most recommended that
the penalty and reward methods should be used more preciselyiand

-rigorously another time.

ro.
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VI MANAGEMENT -of CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS:
v-

1. EffFedite contract awards. All CSP-1 participants recognized
that phased bidding and bulk bidding techniques require very
prompt owner action. Implicit in the successful management of a
future program is continuation of a policy that authorizes owner's
staff to award contracts within established budget limitations.

2. Centralize owner supervision. There was virtually unanimous
support from participants for CSP-11s effort to channel all the
owner-oriented construction phase activities through one staff
person designated as Construction Coordinator, rqther than using

' specialized and diverse inspection/supervision authorities. A
similar arrangement was emphatically recohmended for future

,

programs. '

1.-

3. Clarify supervisory tasks. Use of certain construction com-
ponents designed or.engineered by bidders,prompted the feeling on
the part of particular architects and engineers that they were
somehow absolved of the design erofessionalls normal supervisory
functions. This limited viewpoint points up the importance of
defining explicitly in owner-architect/engineer agreements the
nature of supervision expected.

.

4. Employ professional'manager. Although there were repeated
requests for strong owner direction, practically all participants
recognized that the owner could not undertake all the diverse
tasks of budgeting, estimating, scheduling, inspections, reports,
and records. Despite conflicting opinions as to who is qualified
to be a construction manager or management contractor and despite
disagreements on the exact scope of such responsibilities, there
is consensus that'someone must fill thii role, serving the owner
on a professional basis for either phase bid or multi-project
programs.

5. Strengthen management role. Although most owner's personnel.

prefer:the more, personalized relationships and centralized respon-
sibili y of traditional contracts with architect and general con-
tracto

P

tr

, the need for economic controls has called for alternative
manage

at
relationships. From every group there were recommenda7

tionsitt litanagemen eservices b established earlier fbr a subse-
quentlprogram, and that the management. group be given authority
for more decisive action regarding on-site Construction activities.

6. Enforce testing requirements. Responses indicate thqt bidders
do not object to rigoious test requirements and the submission of
testing data, even though they do object to shouldering major re-
sponsibility for investigating building codes and dealing directly
with regulatory agency personnel. Recommendations to the owner
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were for more tests, stricter enforcement, and more thorough
evaluation of documentation.accompanying proposals.

7. Retain codes consultant. A major unanswered question is who,
under the changed relationships, is responsible for securing
regulatory agency approvals. The owner is well advised not only
to define these,tasks clearly in the professional and/or construc-
tion contract doctiments, but to retain a codes consultant to
monitor the operation from the outset of design.

8. Concentrate equipment planning. Equipping of buildings by
the owner has been delayed because of excessive departmentali;a-

/

tion both in design and delivery. The majority recommendation
to avoid late completion of projects was for more direct and con-
solidated owner authority, particularly in preliminary design phases,.

9. Assign equipment responsibility. Participants unanimously
recommerded compressing the equipment planning process and initiat-
ing it sooner. Many recommended assigning architects to be respon-
sible for design, bidding and installation of all furniture,/
machines and other instructional equipment, as well as all audio-
visual and communications equipment now handled by the,owner,.
However, there also were somewhat opposing recommendations that
the owner retain the present economic advantages of direct bulk
purchase and delivery, but employ architectural advice as a supple.
mental,service in order to provide the necessary earlier and more
complete design participation.
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